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ROCEEDXNGS
AIRS. BOi;FERS: Are you ready, Hr. Tour?ellotte'P

0

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes .

Nhereupon,

RXCIU'iRD H. JBHNSr

DOUGLAS H. H."SIXLTON,

and

C. RXCHARD WXLLXNGHAN

1C'esumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, having been
r

previously duly sworn, were e amined and testified further as

follows:

12 CROSS-EXM4XNATXON (Continued)

13 BY NR. TOURTELLOT'"E:

Dr. Jahns, over the past four and a half days

we have received 'a. great deal of information on geology, anv

vari.ous opini.ons about. how the earth moves and what to ez)'ec";-.

17

18.

X guess my first question is:
Xs. there any way that X can use this inforaiat.'i>n

to get an advanced degree in geology from your univer"ity ir

20 any other2

21

23

(Laughter. )

(Nitness Jahns) Xt s a start.
You menti.oned at the very beginning'hat tiers

24
was a difference between "fault," "fault zone, " 'and "fcult

~ ~

; =. system," but X don,'t recall there ever being an indic.t>on.

P





o~ trour- par t «~ to y'qp t <-be G«q",gi +4 ca~ e c.f Ra>i~g thol ~

var«ous desigr.a",.ions .'.s.

I guess X;~ant to ~ncrr the signi:-:,canc:; in te~;.s

of what does it mean .'z. terms of s=n..e of movement.

fault or PauJ t zone iles c. der."n« te conlio a~.'ir)n

of p 'ce or pos" t«on ~

A,. 'UA „sysl em
I

relahi'cr.="hip as a part*of 'a

ord'narily has a connotation oG„;-,

str ~'ss s~ ra~ i«svs+~'il

So that «E are speak of a fault or a fault zone,-
r'll

'enormally are spea'<ing, if sre have the:."equisite dat, in. a

context of movement. and slip.
On„Uxe o&er hand if we'e spea!cing of a fault,:

systeim„movement. in slip may be in«rolved in our cons:.deraticn.

but there is ro necessa~r,. specific connection from ore

I'ember''of~ha't system 'to another.
l

i.'-. - O'-- ..' Mould':t be safe to say then..that you could have

;, two 'fault zones within the same faul" syst: em ~rith 'a qre .t baal

of ene"gy and.. stress. being placed on one fault and not much

energy or- stress being placed on ano iver fau3. tP

- Yes, si'e could.,
l

9, ""-'G 'that 'the'"actual. placeliient of a 'u'.Q >'ri t lin a.

system does not ."ecessar«ly indicate that you re going t.~ s".e

similar-,types- of movement on, faults rrithin the system".
II

A, No, 'that type of simil=rity ™extainlv doesn
1

.c follow>~from'.;assignmeiit; tc.. a- system...

II

t
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Within the framework then of the formations them-

selves, do d'ferent format-ons generally have different

magnitude of earthquakes because of different storages of

energy2

By "formations" here I may assume you'e referring

. to, blocks of ground or crustal domains or something of tha+
I

sort2

Q 'Yes..I

P

'
4. -- =" A,-'; Now would'ou repeat the question then with that,'-'"''-

4 F

understanding2
lk

Q. , Nell„ do different formationo have generally

different magnitudes of earthquakes where different amounts of

13

17

'8

4
I

I 4

~ results, first, of differences in the general tectonic situa-=
I

'tion and second, differences in strain bui;ldup.
4

P

, Q; '- '. You: mentioned the different'ypes."of*fault, the

'nergy are stored along he faults or -fault zones?
P

,"'A. ', Yes,„ that is .ordinarily the case, I'uess,. wnere'; .

the. differences.. in earthquake or seismic expression are
I *

4,'0

normal'aulting; anastomosing,. en echelon.

,Do faults store energy in different ways, de-

pending'pon what kinds of faults they are?

A Presumably they can in terms of the.expression
I

4

'nek*'sees on the bottom line in: connection with the. earthquakes.
*

I 4

',... Hhkat;,'.tFhe> mechanic.sm; of: energy 'storage. is:,, no one-'yet knows, in.;.,',.
4
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As I recall your testimony, the Siosgri Pault is

a strike-slip.

Yes, it. has a strike-slip component.

Is it principally stri::e-slip?

Nell, it ".iso .has a dip-~lip component «s e::—

pressed in materials on opposite s'des of +~a fault, and .&ey
C

probably are both significant,.

Q Given the Hosgri st uc ure, tectonic location, and

genera3. characteristics as you ve just been discussing, is it
I

the kind of fault upon which you might expect a great earth-

quake to occur?

Ro, it is not.

Nhy?

A In the first place, it's too small, fundamentally

. too short a feature.

In &e second place, what can be observed about
F

'it, does not'ndicate a past occurrence, certainly during the

last; five million years at least, of major cumulative slip..
There is, for example, no known evidence of a continuous

surface expression of the kind we do see along faults that are

capable of great earthquakes.

And perhaps most important,, it's current role in

the regional tectonic situatior." is such that it'is not. a major

feature.

'r'ncipal
*

F - 1

If:one considezs the differential. drift of the two

plates. that are involved in the tectonics of the
y u

4
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California region and considers that to have a maximum value

of about six centimeters a year on the average e during the

past five million years, most of t.~at differential movement

has been taken up by the San Ardreas Pault and much of the

remainder, evidently by the Rinconada Fault. This leaves very

little for otner faults.

Nl>at kind of an earthquake might, you expect on

the Hosgri Fault, givon all these f atures?

0 I would expect under the circumstances at most

fO' moderate earthquake, magnitude 6.5.

Q Do you believe that tha 's a type of opinion that

would be generally accepted in the geologic community?

l3 I believe so, yes.

I want to turn youx attention once again to the

explanation you made about stritce-slip and about the Big Bend

in the San Andreas,—

j7 Yes.

$ 8 0 —.and see if I can put into woxds something that

will help conceptualize what's happening.

20 The way I understand this is that to make an

analogy, if we had two pieces of, say, metal that wore

absolutely straicht on —ear.'.a piece is absolutely straight

Z4

and we press them together and, in addition to pressing them
1

together, we move them in opposite d'rections, they'e going
I

.to move presumably in accordance i~ith the degree of pressure
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eb6 Lhat. we plac against them in a vertical sea e, and also and

correspondingly in accordance with the energy that w are

exerting in opposite directions.

'Les.

Q And if ve had two pi. ces of metal which were more

or less in confo~tg but they had 'a st. ong head in them,

f0

that when ~~e start to move them in a direction which, is in
I

opposite directions, that actually the bend in that metal

catches, has a sort of a. tendency to catch those pieces of
,(

h

material. and all of. the —'ot all'f. the energy but a great
-3

4

', deal of: the energy i;s actually transferred into the bend

because they-can't move past each other.

A'.
,

'Xes,,that's correct. Deformation of the metal

f4 itself would be required

condi.t'ions.

to negotiate the'bend under those

Q '. And the sama holds true of the San Andreas in the

Big Bend,. and that.'s. why the great amounts of energy or the
t

larger; amounts. of; energy

area?

are. being stored in, the Big Bend

20 A Yes.

Q"-' And. that same general principle holds true
with'2

the Transverse Ranges because the Transverse Ranges generally

; „-,?A

run: the. same,. direct:ion. as the Big. Bend'. Is that correct?
t \

A, . That's correct if you'e speaking, of that Tzansi-
I

'-'tion Zone, at the'northezn. margin'f.'he'ransverse Region, —"',
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Yes.

—where the Coast: Range faults make similar

henrys, similar to t9~e Big Bend of the San >~dreas.

6

'l0

18

20

21
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h

1

Q And'y unde~standing of your designation 'of the

transition zone, then, is that this is simply a zone where

the. various forces are coming together in such a manner

that there has to be either the deformation hat we were

talking* about or storage of
energy.'nd

actually in —well, is that correct?

Yes, that!s correct.

TO

And that before. there can actually be a deforma-
h,;.'ion,; if-''a deformation is to take place, there has to"be a

I

storage of energy to create that deformation.

12

20

'h23

„. 24

Quite so.,

, Q Now, Dr. Zahns, you also ind'cated that., I believe
h

all of the known earthquakes of the 7-plus magnitude occurred
e

west: of'the.San Andreas in the California region. in the

transition zone sholem in your. Figure 18.

Ny question i', =scientifically would that be one
h

piece of'vidence'which'ould suggest that the 1927 earthquake
l

/'more-1'ile1y'ccurred, on the Lompoc'ather than the Hosgri

Fault?

A Yes,. that certainly would'uggest that, to me.

9 And that would be-consistent, then, with all
: the'discussion.that we'e just:. been. having on energy stresses

apd ¹formations and energy stor'age in'he;transition one?

.~.',„''„"''.A...'"- — Yes:, it, would.,-'-If'.we'. had. a- catalog, of'.major

,.,j-:eartaquakeS.'in.,"&e"..'X'egiOn- WeSrt"..OCfthe",-'S'an'ndieahS'-'Pau1t'.";:.'X< "'; '.':;

K h ~

h

IL h W ~

~ " I
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a

agb2 would. expect a marked concentrat'on of those events in the
1

Transition 7one.

X'm going 'to leave that ubject matter expect

for one thing. X want to ask you one question, which is:
has our conversation, has our d-scussion on this particular

7

point, brought to'mind any points which you think would be

of'ignificancewhich have, not already been discussed>

9

)p,

$ 2.

Na, X -don't believe so.

-„,Q ,: Okay.
*

\

Xn. the earlier'part of your testimony, I think
'Fit was during cross-examination as well as with your questioni

.arith Dr. Martin, you indicated that geology was highly
" interpretive, is that corrects

h

'.=:A . Tgat'a correct.

- "
Q,

" Xs it a fair characterization to say that geology
P's

a. synthesis of both science and art,
then'7.'", „.X 'think to some extent. that's a fair statement,

one.,Z.'ve often heard from my colleagues.

20

2$ ,

Q Do you agree with that, Mr. Hamilton7

- -A . (Witness Hamilton) X think, in a general way,

that one might, agree with that. But X would add the quali-

fier that., as more and mor studies are made on a particular
~ P 'I

geologic. problem, that. it. approaches much more closely to

, .- the 'science. and, the:, parts correspondingly from.; the. art:.
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I
1

(Nitne'ss 'Nillingham} Again, X basically agree,

3

it is more .oz an art form, as Nr. Hamilton has uggested,
1'hen

we know little of the area we'e investigating, then

one has ta call upon experience and intuit on ~
" As knowledge

'ncreases in my particular field, as a more quantitative one,.

we endeavor. to make it- not an'rt at all but a science, and

the more- we'know. the. closer we', can come to that.
P

9 7fhat E'm going to do is, I'm going ta ask questia

,and X,'m.going ta ask.-each of you to=answer, so X. won': have; '
to 'ask them over and'ver. again, okay?

Ne'll start at the far end of the table'ith
Dr., Jahns.

l4'5.

What l assume we'e saying here, then,
a

the exercise of'xpert opinion in geoloqy requires
'I

ju'dgment-, is that, correct?
-,'.

,

(Hitness Jahns). That is correct.

is that

a lot of.,

f8

(Hitness Hamiltan) X would agree arith that'.
P *"''

, (7fitness Nillingham) X also.

0- .ls. the geological evidence used to form inter-
I

pretations .more reliable= in the recent, geological past. than
t

in the more distant. geological past?

Q, 23

A (Ãitness Jahns)' would say not intrinsically
more reliable., but,ordinarily., there is more- of it'. The

~ ,.younger.;the.matex'ial's; are. wi'th,';which',we,re dealing,, the. more,

,:-,.~widespread'. they're.."likely.:„"to;..'he'"di'stributed.'and; the". more ": ",.":,,'-
s
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agb4 pertinent data 'they- axe likely Co yield..

So in that. sense, we do better with relatively
P

younger materials than we do with older ones which ordinarily

are not so widely preserved and, simply in a quantitative

sense', don'0 yield up as much information "at's say per

scycare mile, of earthqexposure.

, *, "- Q-,'., Okay,.
*

Before we go on, let me clarify this.,
t

You are saying that more recent geological

information is available in more quantities and, therefore,

the, judgments',that. you. make-aze more reliable because you

12

53

have.,more evidence, isn'0 that correct?

.A Yes,- in that sense, that's correct.

Q Mr,. Hamilton, do you have any views on that?
7 ,'-,, „{N9.tness.Hamilton) Nell X. thin!c, in addition

y'"
to: what, Dz. Jahns has said,, X would add the opinion that

the more recent geological evidence may be viewed in a

17 context,-of things. that can be seen to = be going on at present
18'r have gone on recently and,. thus,. they are subject. Co

fewei= ambiguities of interpretation.

Ne. have a narrower range of possibilities i'

looking at: something that we can see now or see in the recent

past, with often abundant evidence bearing on it than might

, have been the'case from. the. very d9:stant geologic past.
A' „; {Nitness, Nillingham)'nfortunately, Mr.

wP ""', *

,~,Tour@el'lotte,... by; the time- you, get;.,to~ me, it,!.s.,all... been said.:
r
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«agb5 I, agree.

Believe me, X didn'0 plan it that vay.

'"hat's auite all right,'you can ke p start'ng
down at. the other end.

{Iaughter. )

.'10

Xn. addition,.to the comments you made, isn,'t it
also'rue that- youngez materia3.s'cauld have experienced

«
F

fever episodes of tectonic defozmation2
«

... A., {'tacitness Jahns), Yes, that.'s generally true.
i

.."..,'Q, And,, therefore, thei- interpzetation vould be

more; reliable2

A Yes, they would be less chewed up, more of the

evidence would be preserved.

«

'f6

~,,', LIr..'amilton2

„,. '- Phere. is no need for. you to make an, extended
t

exp''anation if. you simply agree. Xf you simply agree, yau

can. say so,', it s not;. against; the. rules.

$ 9

20

,"A. (Witness Hamilton) Yes. Bell, -I think,, of
necessity~, vhat. Dr., 3ahns has )ust .said has to follov,
because clearly anything that has happened in the geological

past villhave made some impression an the geologic materials

)j 3
.' i '««Q "«,'«g g, )gl

24

4 w 'l'%«

that ve have to vork with. And when ve get to the
very'young'Materials,they'ra goi'ng to sbov on the. most. recent

,,historE:of, thing that, have happened, to;them-;- if anything
I

,;at'„„all.'as. happened, Or;,if,nothing; has., happened,:,they;.vill;;:.:„';,;- '
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ago6 show- that.
4

S

4'ow is you verbosity, 5e. Nillingham?

(Nitress Nillingham) I agr e.

Good.

Zn your discussion of the San Bndreas Fault

systwn..over the past few days, extensive, conclusions have

'," 'een reached, about strike-slip faulting and movement.: Xsn't.
~

*'t. true that this region has undergone t ansfomation from

subduction. plate boundaries to strike-slip faulting plate,
' boundary.in„geological time.

a»»
4I

» Al'Nitness Zahns) Yes, that's twe.
Q; Hil1 you e:~lain subduction?

3
$ 5

5

3S'7,

f8

Subdu'ction is a plate boundary process'n which

'ne. crustal, plate move laterally and beneath an adjacent.
E I *

,crustal-: plate. Under ordinary circumstances, a relatively
thin oceanic crustal plate moves beneath a relatively thicker
continental crustal plate.

P
h

'-';0;:;"' What would be .the difference in the appearance

.
— of'he.-plate boundaries between subduction plate boundaries

and strike-slip?- .

A Nell,first .there''.a fundamental difference

4" "
'~.23'»c

24

,in the sense of movement. Zn a subduction-type boundary,
pitwe'e;,dealing. with convergence of two- plates. and'lso:

., with; a...vertical differentia1- in. the sense that. one is-. being,
I

,;,.-,shoved'--down~underneath;.another„,„. or.'- the; other:,being.„-shoved;,.:,»:,,': .,

»
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agbi fo~wvard and over the one.

5

So that ordinarily a subdUction-type boundary

dips modera ely to mode-atly steeply henea h the plate that

is overriding relatively the other plate and evtends to

considerable depths and 's marked by a relatively vide zone

of highly disturbed materials.

iX transxorm boundary, on th other hand, in-
volves mainly differential movement that's horizontal in
which plate material on one side drifts laterally with respect

.p

12

to pl'ate material on the other.

Q And Qo you recall offhand hov long ago subduction

@as the predominant. characteristic in plate boundaries for
this area?

Nell according to most reconstructions that have

been made, this dates back ~to ea-ly-Cenozoic time, so that

basically ~fe're talking about 25 million or n>ore year's ago.

9 . And somewhere around 25 or 30 million 'year's ago

is >rhen'ubduction started to change into shrike-slip, is
that right?

21

Yes g that ' correct. had that process occurred

over a period ox several million years, so that ve can think

23
-'f it in terms of a subduct'on zone being progressively

erased along its strike and being xeplac d by a transform
24 'eature,

"
0,.

the San Andreas.
p

Nhen +as the. subduction, ~transformation to
,I

4 ~
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agb8 strike-slip completed't'
Xt was completed prior to 25 million years ox

so a'go, for -ll practical purposes in this part. of California.

Q Viait a minute. IZayb you don'" understand my

question, because I understood you to say a little while ago

that subduction started the transformation 25 or 30 million
N 10

years ago.

X'm asking you now, whon was that completed so tha=

we Lave basically the strike-slip plate boundary,.as the
il

dominant. feature as we know it. today.

Nell my earlier answer may have been ambiguous.

Qg

f6

17

f8

endla'9

For all practical peipases, we can consider,

'California tectonics of the kind we'e be.=n discussing solely
'n„termsof a. transform plate boundary for, at least. the:

lash,. 25. million years- or so.

And it was prior to that that the conversion.

process that, we'e been talking about occurred in continental
. North America,. let.'s say.

24
I

>t

C
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ebl Q Hell, you'va mentioned tha the strike-slip move-

ment on the San Andreas 's about six centimeters p z yearP

Yes, that's a reasonable maximum average f'gure

for rate.

Aad hors long has that type of movement b en going

on. in the San.ZmdremP

8;

A . That's an appropriate value for the past five

million years.

Nav I guess the question that X'm asking you is:
-fo 'onsidering the tra'nsition'from- subduction to

strike-sl"p and the period of time that i" took, is the value=

of'six centimeters per year an acceptable value beyond five

million years in the pastP Xn other ~words, the five million

f7

to 25 million yea-s, is that still a good figure or is it a

figure that is= in do t2A'bXt's not so much a matt r of doubt as it is that
f

the corresponding figure for earlier, time probably +as less.

The evidence for this is really. the same kind of evidence
'1:

that leads us to theories of reconstructing the plate boundary.

distr'bution and behavior.. That evidence is the offset along-

the San Andreas of'ifferent kinds of geologic features that.

can be correlated across the fault, those features being of

.24

vari@us .'geologic ages.
k

„ And; this is the kind of. evidence that,.leads., us
\,

, 'to"believe that..'I>e..average*;r'ate 'of"sl'ip,.'aXong. the San, Andreas
';,;.::.': ""-':..-"'- ', "'*.- ': ":.':.": "" -"
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i as'ot been uniform through geologic l 'me ~

Q. Is it true then thai the lack of uniformity that

existed before five million years makes it difficul> o

equate movement in that time with movement on the fault
today'ndeedit does.

Q Because the sense of movement for the ttao mades,

deformation modes, subduction and strike-slip, because the

sense of movement is different, it really is'difficult to

drav any meaningful conclusions M~ out strike-slip movement

50 beyond five to 20 million years'P

A It'becomes a great deal fuzzier to do that back

53

from five million years ago.

Q . Nould you say then ~re could place a high degree

of reliance on the relative positions of rocks or formations

of the past five million years on opposite sides of faults

57

as indicators. of the displacement that has occurred on the

faults in thai time intervalP

A Yes, T would, because ~~re have much more data

20

25

22

directly applicab'le to that period of time, the past five
million years. And the data are mutually consistent.

Q And.mould you place less reliance on the relative
-positions of rocks or formations ~rh9.ch are, say, ten million
years old2

) '5"
A Yes, in general I would.

P

' "'Q" ='And I assume that the logic of that. is that. if
ll, l
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eb3
't

they are 20 million years old that.

or they axe lass reliable? ~

C

there "s even less reliance,"

Yes, that's right, becauso ordinarily for the

alder materials w have fewer ezposures and Me have to deal

with the ovszprints, of older geologic even" 9 ~ Those
oldez'prints

have to be removed before we, can read that. older.

zecozd accurately.

Q Neat do you mean by "overprints"?

-30

A By, "overpxin-'", in the geologic cont zt„ X mean
I

.the'. effects 'of subsequent geologic events on those materials.

These effects. tend very commonly to mask earlier features in
those rock materia3.s or, in othe words, to alter substantially,

33 the nature of the matezials. Xt's a'ery common kind of

geologic problem,.so tha~ if'we wish to ezamine critically
something that occu"red to a zock unit 20 million years ago,

17

we'ave to be vary certain that we can recognize the features

of that unit. that, were caused by events ten million years ago

or'n 'illion"years ago and, in effect, remove those features.

so that we-.can=consider what s.left as heing a paxt. of that.

g0 rock material that truely reflects what we are considering

22 in the conte::t,of'0 m'llian years ago.

Xs it- fair to characterize what we'e been saying

'PXt
U

ll g '-'ere, then."as demonstrating two 'points fa}, that the distri-
qE

, bution, of rocks within, the past five million years is, a.

' reasonabl'y''r'el 'abl'e S.ndica'tor'of f'ault ~o'vemont and"."{b')',. 'that
I'
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the distribution of rocks is les reliable and therefore, less

meaningful we further back in geolocic time you go beyond

five million years2

T. know that's a multiple question and if you want

to answer it separately, that's okay, bu Z ':ranted to make

sure that both points were there together.

X think both of those generalizations ax'e largely
I

correct. I would be firmer about the first than about the

second.

Q Okay.

Nr. Hami3.ton, you'e heard this line of ques-

tioning. Are you in general agreement, or do you have any

additions2

A (EU.tness Hamilton) Nell, again, while agree'ng

generally, X would like to add a qualifier which is— X

4

would like to qualify a couple of those things, and that is

sometimes in an area where there have not been a whole complex

of differing sequences of deformation, it may be that an,.

older unit which has more unique characteristics will be a

more reliable indicator of actual fault movement than a

younger unit Mat is perhaps of less well-defined charac-

terist'ics or more ~ride-spread occurrence.

This also has to do witD~ let's say the complexity
~ ~

of deformation in. an area., X may be that in the case of a
1

t'egi'on'whexe the faulting has'been fairly simple and has not '
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been very extensive that an older unit will give as good
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results in indicating offset as a younger unit will.
So these are qualifiers X would add to the

h

generalization that all other things b ing equal, younger

indicato s will be better than oM r ones.

A = (Hitness 8illingham) Hell,, i have two gualifica-
tions to-add to Dr.. Jahns'; statement, and'r. Hamilton just-

made both of them for me.

Q. I'. recall. back when we were talking about the
1

Transverse. Ranges, Dr. Jahns, you said, in explanation of the
E

Transverse Ranges, you said'hat something happened, and

apparently nobody knows what happened that caused the Trans-

verse. Ranges to be. formed.

A 'Nitness Jahns) Yes.

Q , Actually when you go back beyond five million
years, when you go back beyond ha< time and into the sub-

duction type of 'plate boundary movement, isn't it, true that
we had'.forces in operation and we had crustal responses that
are. simply not being experienced in this region today?

A . Yes, by and large that's true. The gross pattern
r r ~

was significantly different from the pattern of today er the

pattern of the past. fiv™million years.

Q~''. So that the peri'od'of time bevond= five million
rr

years, further back than five million years, when we try to.

""reconstruct: what"happened duxing'hat period of time,''isn';





eb6 it sort of like trying to reconst"uct how an eztince b'rd

behaved?

Yes, ti~at's correct, if '~7e're speaking about the

inte~late motions and the gxos- tectonic picture, yes.

3 cause the fore s that ezi ted then and vrer

driving the movement of the plate boundaries simply don'

7 , exist there any more?

There certainly has been a significant re-

orientation of whatever it has been that has been driving the

jo plates..

You used the tenn reoriented." What do you mean

12 by "reorien ed," rather than being non-existing?

13 Jet's consider it. this way: At the present, time

14 and during the past five million years, the Pacific Plate

~shich consists chiefly of Oceanic material plus a relatively
narrow strip of Continental material west of the San Andreas

17 Pault has been moving in a nor.&erly .course relative to the

Continental Plate on the east side of the San Andreas, the

19 American Plate.

20

21

22

That direction of movement pxobably was not.

characteristic prior,to about five million years ago. And

tha't's the kind of thing to which X refex in mentioning re-

orientation.

Q Are you saying more that the sense oS'movement
~

'uring subduction was from a vest to east direction whereas
r
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now in strike-slip the movement is more north-south'

That's lazgely true also, yes.

Was it your testimony over these past several

days that there has been very 3.it%:le offset of the Wisconsin

and Holocene beds along the Gosgri ~~ithin the past 20,000

6 yearsP

Yes, that has been my testimony. It also I he-
I

lieve has been Mr. Hamilton's.

Describe, in terms of geologic past, what

Wisconsin and Holocene beds are.

Nell, fFisconsin is an age-related term that
applies to the last episode of Pleistocene glaciation. Various

estimates have been offered as to when Wisconsin time ended

and Post Wisconsin time began. And one in very common use

now is 17,000 years because it was then that the sea level
began a dramatic ise and that rise prosumably vas correlated
w='th rather'pectacular melting of the glacial icecaps that
covered much of the earth.

So that are tend to refer to Post Wisconsinian

time as the ast 17,000 years.

22

9 Well., what is the significance of so little an

offset in terms of interpreting the movement on the Hosgrif

Se3.X,, this is the basic situation in which one is
dealing with materials whose age is known and that in turn

..., 25'
J

enables one to. devolop a handle on how much has happened along
1
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eb8 > a given fault during a given period of time.

Xn other words, the materials pxovide the phys'-

cal evidence of offset along a fault and if their age i-
kno;vx, they provide an index for w¹n th offset happ.ned.

X say "inde:: because it doesn't nail do:m a specific event

in tezms of its age.

Q Mr. Haring.lton, do you have any comments on the

significance of thatP

A {Himess Hamilton) I would only add that because

l2

we are dea'ing with a fairly thin section of material and we

have everal different datums within it that we are able to

make a much finer discrimination of- the amount of fault off-
set that has .taken plac where thes units are disturbed

than would he the case when we'e dealing with older units.

Thus we, can detect movements that are of the

order of- about one meter, and we can also detect areas where

apparently ro movement has take place, and thus ue can get

a rather: cleax'icture of the behaviox in terms of surfac

rupture of a fault ovex actually a ra~Der long period of time

20 in terms of its earthquake history.

Olitness Nillingham) X would just like to extend

22 l4r. Hamilton's comments a Little bit.

24

,2S

Na have empirical evidence along some r/caches
/

, of the, Hosgri.t Paui. in pax'ticular where we see thaC disruption

of the, Post: Wisconsin sedimentati,on in the/geophysical recoxd-
I /

I
I
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and the fact that ve do see it deere tells us that ve can

indeed observe minor offsets.

Along other reaches of th fault zone ve see no
~,

disrup"ion whatsoever in the geophysical record. Therexoxef

again falling bacl; on vhat has been pr viously stated, that

is, that the present infuriation is nore abundant than the

older data, ~re can say quite conclusivelv that chere hasn'

been a through-breaking rupture nn this fault zone because

of our acuity in distinguishing such rupture as a result of

presence of these sediments.

13

28

20

22

.24

lp f
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1D agbl Q

i+ i i *

Zs this evidence, the evidence of th'e offset

on the Wis"onsin and I:olocene beds, more zeliab3.e 'than the
\

'evidence semi. ted by Graham and Dickinson in Weir paper

assessing current tectonic defo~ation on, the Hosgri ,au1t'?

{N9.tness Jahns) More reliable in what connection?

Q. Xs it more reliable in- trying to assess the

current" tectoni'c'deformation of the Hosgri Faulted,

A Yes, it would say it certainly is.

'lO .

Why.
i

Xn the first plac , it.'s more 'pxecise. because,.

as Nr. Hamilton pointed out, if,on is able to date certain ..

of the units in. the post-Wisconsin section, Rex.there is a

precision embodied in tx'acing the behavior of a'fault.

The other major.- kind of ' the other major factor is a problem

with, successively older, materials.

With the older materials, we encounter problems

f8,

of outcrop.'e. lose a. handle in terms of relating the

present'utcrop distribution: of'hose older materials with

their original di'stribution.

More than that we coaanonly lose, with increasing

fp)%

24

age, the- stratigraphic. preci"ion that Ue've been talking

about in connection with the post-Uisconsinian section.

", ",'.,:O'" - Nr;.', Ham9. ton?
iL'

"; A;.. (Witness. Hamilton), T...certainly agree with. the

vimz:Mat the infozmat9.on.. thaC„-.we,,get, from- mamining. We, „.,-. ",,4'i
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agb2 details of offset along the detailed tzace of the Hosgri

Fault, and particular in post-Wisconsinian a~id Holocene time
I

provides a much more specific, accurate and reliable basis

for assessing its earthquake potential than the generally

vague and inferential kinds of geologi- evidence that was

interpreted by the authors, Graham and Dickinson, as suggestiny

that large lateral offset had, taken place in the geologic

past prior to five million years ago.

Q Hr. Willingham'P

(Witness Willingham) Summarizing your question,.

32

33

14

35

37

18

19

20

it was something to this effect: Is the evidence more

reliable than the Graham and Dickinson-evidence2

\ And again, I would just like to underscore

something already mentioned: Precision. It is much more

precise and it is much less inferential, again particularly
with reference to the geophysical records.

Q One of the reasons, Dr. Zahns, that it. is more

precise and less inferential is the fact that we are deal'ng

with mors recent materials than the Graham and Dickinson

papers, isn'= that corrects
1

A (Witness Jahns) Yes, that's correct.

Do you agzeeP

(Witness Hamilton) Yes, that's certainly true.
'The. offset pairs considered by Graham and Dickinson generally

4

„,:were;.well. in, excess, of five..million.years in. age,'. .Th'ey were'
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agb3 probably in the order of five to 10 million -ears for the

younger ones, back to moxa than 100;>illion years, thus,

they covered a vary wide span of time, but, a span o time,

also that started mcx than z've million years ago.

Ne., on the other hand, are dealing with essen-

tially the last 25 thousand years in looking at the details
of actual offset. along the Hosgxi -ault.

(Nitness Nillingham) I have nothing to add.

Q Once again inviting your attention to this evidenc

of the'offsets of the Nisconsin and Holocene beds, is this
evidence more reliable than the evidence submitted bv

Clarence Hall in his papers vis-a-vis assessment of the

current tectonic deformation on the Hosgri E'ault?

{Nitness Jahns) I think the same response for
that is appropriate, the xesponse the same as the one relative
to the Graham and Dickinson question.

18

19

20

Q Mould it be for the same reasons?

A For essentially the same reasons, yes.

Hx-. Hamilt,on?

(Nitness Hamilton) Yes, I would agree with that.
I would just add that, as we have discussed pxe-

24'iously,
Dr. Hall's theory seems to be based on .corr lating

t
two different bodies of rock. It has not been based on

examination, of, the. Hosgri, -Fault;. itself. And,. therefoxe,
1

DZ, HaZ:l~s whole idea rests on: his- inferred correlati'on and
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agb4 the assumption that these two bodies of rock once were

clos r together than they now are.

I thini that this is, le 's say, a situation

5 II
I

that is far r moved from the one tna'overns the present

tectonics of the Posgri Pault g as can be more precisely

determined by looking at the fault 'tself and its history

of offsets of younger materials —offsets or lack of offsets

of younger materials.

$ 0

$ 3

(Nitness Nillingham) Again, just to underscore

Mr. Hamilton's statements, Dr. Hall, at least as of the last

time I'iscussed i~ with him which was over a year ago nowt

h'ad'ot utilized any of the precision data that we do have

available, the data, deal"ng with the recent displacements.

~ 5

Returning briefly to the subduction and strike-

slip questions that I had before, Dr. Jahns, can you briefly

describe —Strike that.

182'n
the interval between subduction and current

strike-slip, what "an we say about the orientation of driving

forces'P

(Hitness Jahns) Nell we can certainly say they

'changed in some significant way. It s difficult through

description to make this clear.

Let's e:camine the situation as i exists today.

25'here is a zone of crustal spreading, the third type of plate

, boundary, represented by the"East Pacific rise. This zone





agb5 extends through the e:extreme Eastern Pacific, south 'of Califoz

on a general northeasterly course and, in effect, enters the

Gulf of California.

The c'"ustal plat. on the easterly side of that

xone is mov'ng in an east. zly direction and hss a collision

course with IKezico and Central America, where there is a

xone of subduction.

That xone o subduction examined in plain view

i8 g itself on a collision course with the East Pacif ic rise

and the point. of collision is in the Gulf of California region,

12

So that, in effect, the rela ionships there are

suggestive of kinds of relationships that may well have

17

18'0

21

existeQ. farther north in the general part of the world that

we'xe talking about at some time in the geologic past,.

And what. happens today farther south is that

we have a "one of crustal spreading„ the East Pacific rise,
we have a xone east of it of subduction just off the coast

of Mexico that, axe converging northward. They meet in the

Gulf of California area and both disappear, so that beyond tha .

as txaced farther, north, we have only one plate boundaxy

that is different from both of them. D's a transfoxm boun-

?2 dary, the San Andxeas rault.
P

So we don't see another xone of crustal nourish-
'4'

i
. ment, a. divergent plate boundary in. f:he East. Pacific. rise,

','"w'e don''. see anything lice that again, until'we look at'the
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T

agb6 offshore north of Cape Mendocino. And then again from there

north we have various comb'nations of that Rind of boundary

and the zone of subduction.

So, for all pxaciical purposes, we have no

active zone of subduction between that point of convergenc

7 't

~ of the. Gulf. of California area, and the latitude of. Cape
I

Mendocino today.

'Q ' Axe, you telling me that. it's really very difficul
X guess,. very complex and. perhaps enigmatic as'o exact3y .

what the orientation of driving forces is during this period,

of sh'fting from subduction to strike-slip?

j3

Yes, X,think that,'s a fair statement. There
axe'nigmatic

aspects involved.

Ne- don't really Rnow for example,,what the

"driving forces really axe. They ax'e very ccrimonly treated

$ 7

as slowly moving, convection. cuxrents in the asthenosphere,

the material beneath the crust=.

And.the idea is that these slowly moving currents

20

drag these- crustal plates that are, in effect, floating on

'hem. 'So that: about. the best we,'ve been able to Bo to
2'l. people's general satisfaction so far is to desex'ibe in a

23.
C

r

'

'geometric- foxm the plate-motions during about the last
200'illion.

years of 'arth history.
I

'And: the plate mori'ons along the . western,.part. of, „

present'orth America 'ave bee'n exceptionally complex~
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agb7 during the last 100 mill.ion years. "-o much so that we only
1

have snatches, c3.ues -"elative to what happened during the

100 million years or. so prior to that.

So it is difficult even to describe. This has

been attempted by several investigators, gen=rally by means
I

of a sequence of diagrams showing what this -art of the world

may well have looked l.ike five million years ago> 3.0 million

years ago, 20 and so on back in time. And even those diagrams

are very, very difficult for geologists to follow in detail.

Q. X really 'don't want to get to far afield but,

on the other hand, there may be some merit in helping us to

understand and helping the record to adequately reflect

15

17

subduction.

Xf you would explain briefly what you mean by

convection and what goes on in the asthenosphere relative to

subduction plates.

Ne can imagine it sometning in this fashion:

Q I think you ought, to describe what the astheno-

20

21

sphere is, and then tell us what happens in there.

A All xight.

L t s start with what's nearest the surface. And

4I6 '25'I

we can consider that, at this moment in geologic time,, and
t

presumably fax, far back in geo"ogic time, the c~st of the

earth,.:the very outexmost rind'onsists of two* goneral parts.
F

~

'neof these parts is. rel.atively thin oceanic
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crust,'average thicfzess on the ord r of five miles. T¹
other, relatively thic1;.er, we call the continental crust,

and the ave"age thickness of that is on the orde. of 25 miles.

rurCi er, we 'an consider these two different

'types of crust as floc1%ing, and floating is the proper tenn,

because they are less dense than the underlying material.

The underlying material which, in the context of

pl'ate tectonics, we call the asthenosphere. The crust we

call the lithosphere.

The asthenosphere is not, in general, licgxid.

$ 3

35

Xt is solid 'crystalline, but because of the enormous con-

fining pressure due to the weight of the overlying crust,
'it responds to long-term stresses in a fluidlike or plastic

fashion, So that it's entirely appropriate to consider

convection currents, that type of. thing, in connection with

the asthenosphere even though it's solid hy and large and

crystalline.
endlD

24'
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3

12

13

The notion of thermal convection has been; very

~ seriously considered and is entertained by many geophysicists.

Others reject it on the grounds that differences in tempera-

ture in different parts of the asthenosphere can'4 been

reckoned as the driving force for these currents.

So to be perfectly fair about it, ve probably

should stop at the, point where ve have said the asthenosphere

consists of relatively denser material, denser than the litho-
sphere in. general that responds to long-term stresses by a

'rocess .~e can describe as flowage. Further, that floating
on this asthenosphere is the lithosphere, the crust, of two

contrasting Rinds, and that finally, during at least the last
tvo hundred million years, the total crust has consistend of

a limited number, 15 to 20 or so, plates that are really
curving shells and that have been rotating at different rates

17

relative to one another, so that at the boundaries between

- adjacent plates ve have had. global-scale differential move-

ments.

And it's these boundaries, these plate boundaries

20

2'

that ve talR about in terms of divergent ones, convergent

ones, the subduct"'on zones and transform ones, of which the

San Andreas is an. example

That's about the situation in a nutshell.

Certainly the; asthenosphere which is., mainly

"'antle materi:al, subcrustal. materi'aI',, is. heavy, capable of'
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supporting the we'ght of the crust but. incapable oZ be'naving

over time as a rigid solid. Xt's not r',gid, ~rhereas by and

3 large, the lithosphere is rigid and can be corsidezed as such.

So we nave a veig extensive, world-wide but very

thin lithosphere that, b cause oz it very dimensional

contrasts, very limited thickness re3,@tive o the other

dimensions, is weak. i1ore than that, it is rigid and brittle/
so that .re can understand that with unevenly applied motions

underneath, it would break up and would behave as a series

of rafts in juxtaposition with one another, moving in dif-
ferent ~rays according to whatever prompting is occurring

12

13

underneath by the movement of the asthenosphere.
I

And this is basically what. has been happening,

i5

and a great deal of the studv of plate t eton'cs has in-
volved the reconstruction of the migration paths of these

different crustal plates back through geologic time.

17 I keep mentioning two hundred million years

$ 8 -because that's about the general time in geologic historj when

much of the gross present pattern ~ras developed. Xt was about

20 - 18G to 190 million years ago that the Atlantic Oc an Basin

began to form, for example, anQ L'uropc and North America

began to separate, and the Atlantic Ocean Basin is still
growing today with'the divergent plate boundary being the

Kid-Atlantic Ridge.

,@~)
'he Atlantic crust and the'North American
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eb3 cont"nental crust are welded together along the eastern part

c3,

of Olored: Amer"ca so ther is no differential movement there;
'

there is no intraplate movement between the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

beneath the Atlant'c Ocean and the San i3ndreas Pault.

6 tting back to ".he original qua tion -d:en, all
of this movement in the asthenosphere would have some impact

upon —on 'a subduction-type plate boundary that it would not

have on th strike-slip plate boundary that we know today?

Certainly those are t:wo fundamentally different
'10 expressions of what s going on in the a thenosphere.

So when we get back beyond 25 million years, we'e

really talking about a considerably different animal than we

have today?

Yes, X think that's a faiz conclusion.

MRS. BOILERS: 2Ir. Tourtellotte, we need to t'ake

X think a mid-morning break. Should it be convenient now?

MR., TOURTELLOTTE: Sure.
ii

MRS. BONEHS: Pifteen minutes.

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, l would like to take a

, break when Nr. Tourtellotte is finished, to talk to the

21 witnesses before X do my redirec .
'I don', n= d very long,

but X would also — X guess X'm'eally asking for two breaks.

this morning because of that, five or ten m:nutes at the most.

1

.4 25

MRS., BONBRS: tfell,,let', see if we can hold this
'

to ten. minutes .then.—
'i li
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sBG. BSPs."RS: Eh . Tcurtcllottes are .you ready to

proceed?

I'1R. TOUR "CLLOTTZ: its.
BY liR TOURT .L QTT"

'8'

10

jz

13

9 Dr. Zahns, has the Graham-DiW'.nson paper that
I

we, discussed earlier in you- cro . -examination b-en generally
4I, h

I

accepted'y the geologic community as be.'.ng true and accurate?

A 'Piness- Jahns) X don"'t think that one could
h 4

'draw a conclusicn cn ~'eat front.. I think it=has'bpen. re-

ceived as a very interesting notion. But it's ~we kind ox

thing that, fox,general acceptance would r. qui~e specific

endorsements ~rom several, respected other g'ologis"'s who have

looked into it critically and, in effect., passed judgment to

the exfect that these fellcws have the, answer;
*

That, kind of word normally spreads about and

js

results in genexal 'acceptance of a papex of that kind.
h

I
4

.. quite the opposite may- occu-,. Oz'1

22

Very commonly, that sort of paper prompts a

small. flood. of subsequent papexs in scientific meetings, either

endorsing o- taking issue with all'r parts, of the'apex.
D's the kind of paper that one roads and says to one.'s self,

23-'4

4

25'This.
is likely to be controversial-," and .one can expect,

~:

over the next two or three years, a spate of xesponsiv

''„"papers,':'generally'y special'i'sts,.'who have.been'Aorking in

t
*

4

~ l

4lhh

~ 4 ~ 4~+ I h44 ~ 444





ebi various parts of the area or on various opics that are in-

volved in a broad paper of the GrM~~-Di 3;inson type.

s a paper then '~Eat cspouses some interest"'Qg

suggestions vshich is Chrotrn out -': the geolog":c comr:unit:y for

its QvaluationP Xs that Eihat you re szQ~i ng7

A Yes, that's correct.

And to your knowledge, it has not rece'ved in

the board and general sense rom the geologic corniunity the

endorsements necessary to give it a .level of veraciiy that

one might expect fo- the Rind of scientific pap r that you

could thereafter use as a reference and rely on to build

additional geologic stories'P

A X believe tha"'s a reasonable statement. Xt

certainly has not convinced the geologic corruunity that ashy

is suggested in that paper is comect.

By the same token, X don't thint i" has been

17 corr spondingly dismissed by the geologic coimunity as

basically a bunch of hokum. Xt's regarded at the moment as

a very interesting idea. And X think it is fair to add thee

a'4 the present time the bases for that idea and the rela-.on-

stiips that have been cited in support of'he idea are
uv.'er-'2

c'oing critical scrutiny and some of them a" having ha:'d

going.

, 24 .. 0 Mr. Hamilton, ho+ do y'ou feel about the ~acceptance
t

b

, of, that,,paper, in. the; geologic community7
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(Mitness Hamilton) Hell, the paper really hasn'

been out very long, and it se ms to me that 'deas of this

sort regi2i xe Some period of time ' or testing and eva2 QR iicI2

For e"~~pie > +2e idea that a la ge slip occurred

along the San r+Jidreas Fault Has first )roposed Z be ' eve in

a genera1 way in the early 1950s, and people wero discussing,

in a fairly spirited way> the validity of the evidence that

led to that idea, and the validity ox the idea itself fox a

period of years after Chat article cave out, or after the idea

as expressed by Hill and Dibblee back in the early 'SOs.

Similarly, the Graham and Dickinson theory has.

on'y very recently been put forU:, and 'c's put forth for a

region o" the coast where there a-en'C a tremendously large

numbez'f people mat are actively working, and perhaps a

number of p opia who are working in that region are working

for oil companies and thexefore, don'C widely discuss their t

theory:es.

my own impression ot the asticle is that when yoo
I

first xead'it, it has a soxt of an appealing plausability about

it. Xt seems to answex- one nzestion that people have worried

about on the quasi'ion of appaz'ent disparity of offset betweiI2

th= noxthern and the southern pax s ox the San Kndreas Fai~t>

and i" offers what appear, at casual reading, to be a 1'=ge

number of different. ~s of evidence, suggesting that dais

large offset, has occurred along a path gener'ally cor.';~sponding
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to Uxe traces of the San Gregorio and faxWer south, the
I

Hosgzi Paults.

3 And really to make a critica2. evaluation of that

requires that one have some. —eithex a faix"y good idea of

the geometr'cal constraints that are 'mposed by such things as

the location of the transverse Panges Chat we have. spoken

of before, ox of other kinds of familiarity with, for,example,

the roc'riw that axe claimed as being inferentially
correlative ox'ther eatures that axe claimed as being

10 correlative.

ad if you don't have that'lcind of !c.".owledge, eve.

12 though you may be very m~ert in geology, you may say Pine,

this looks like a good solution to that pxoblem.

I have talked with some people who >~ere familiar

15

17

18

with the specific ones of the points of correlation. and they

have suggested that they felt that those particu1.ax points

e'er in fact. not properly indicated as being offse but.

previously contiguous geologic features. So these axe vimr-

19

20

21

points that have be n e:cpressed, but I Chink that people have

not had time to put together any kind of really coherent

discussion.

Now in my ovn particular c.".se, since this ..oned

25

to have become an issue., a. scenario Z have had
prior'amiliarity

with, looking at both geophysical records and the

geology For a long distance along the Coast", really all the.
Al
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~iray from north of Cape Mendocino down to Point Conception;

'n connect'on vi ". the ~ro~k t+at X've done, X had some prior

familiariry and X've ta!."en the trouble to make some mvch

more speci ic investigations since the heozy Bid come onto'

since one coUld lkpagi ne 8'.Qt i'a. CQQld have sc>7~~ @ca . ing on

the issues that are before us regarding the Diablo Canyon

project.

R3

So 7. personally have spent a lo of time. T.'ve

climbed down 500™foot sea cliffs; I'e gone do3rn a rope;

that sort of thing, and gathered evidence.- But that takes

time and it generally takes a reason for doing it. That

explains why I thinlc that I probably have a more specific

opinion regarding the validity of that theory than exists in
8'8 geolog1 c commUDLty at large o

Q Nr. 3lillingham2

1 e

RO
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2A agbl 2':Titness Nillingham) T..e people ihat: encounter

are ~ fQr Qhe Q',@st part < the ma in+ geo 3.'zysicis i s and

applied geophysicists who a'e not ~:ha'. convers'a-.t with th~

geo'ogic details, but are mo~e cor.i:oxned v.'-'' h =he overview

ti a" an a»t2.cle such a a The Grah:"m"".:zc!= > neon or "'he hall
article give us about the Ca3.ifornf.=, cent al California

'orderland

'IO

'wd the general a""c:.tude or most of tl:e people

that l have encount red has bee'ne of !<eeping an open

mind., They recogni"o, as Mr. H:~wilton put it,: +&at when you.

f "st read th- paper, it. has a p.peasant degrae of credibility
i2-

about it. They recognize thi.. They look Ql itg but they

a3.so a-e fmi3.iar wi.~h some of the constrai"ts, and Z thi;-~Dc

it tiould he fair to say that right now„ the majority of the

academic community that X ~accouter is holding all such

theories ox'ypotheses in zesexvG I looking a'" t 2em q waiting

either to critically analyze them themselves or waiting for

othexs to pxoduce critical analyses.

20

21

22.

So in short, the situation appears=-to me st" l3. Co

he very open.

9 I would ask t3.e same question with respect to

the Clarence. Hall pa ers. That "'s, have ~Bose papers been
P

accepted generally in the. geologic. communi y7
'IA',(Witness Zahns) Xn the, case, of. Clarence

Hall.'s'',:

basic,„theses,.there has.been. a -.,longer.,„',period...of.-elapsed,
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eb"
s agbll

2

'C s

e sine the geologic community was fi"st e:posed to therL,

and the responses vo"e r Der interesting to watch in that

for the first vear or so, there vas a distinct climbing on

~the bandwagon, one might almost say.

A good many people commented on the basis of

their ovn respective interests and experiences .&at this
seemed to make a great deal of sense. Xndeed, it vas an

exciting notion and Chei ovn particular experience in some

30

part of CI;e ar a or. some topic related to i. sugges< ed that

this might explain a lot of thing"..

Subsequent to tha sort of reaction set int and

this could be correlated with individual vho vere highly

conversant with specifi.c relationship'g ccr383ated or

attea@tedly correlated across the fau't.
~ So'hat there has been during the past year,

for example, a great deal of static directed toward both the

general thesis, and specific lines of evidence that D . Hal

Xndicated in his.papers.

I suspect the sama kind of scrutiny can be

20 ant~cipated during the next year or two relativo to ti'-'

Graham ~d Dickinson paper. Xf anything, the proce / there

has be~n speeded up somewhat by the pertinence o2 tI:at they

;
.,24'P

have done to problems of the. Hosgri Pault and otPr;- matter"
/

that, ve.'ve been,-discussing in these hearings.

,;, -Q.'", „,
'.- '.I guess; X need'. little'bit.of an,'i.xplanation.
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Oll GaiG +I~a+ hi s paper haQ encoQL'terec. s ca M"':

c4"6 17s( ages e'ion c'ias s'i ketller in YQ",r o,, inion h. p
capers

hR"'Ee

be'-'n general y accented in "he geo .CGic co: '.Gni'~y So X

guess X >Polilck 3.ice yoM eva.'u t„on of the bal&>ce the. 8,

. c hethe it has eoei"'Q ~Q ~i-Uch stf.'.tie ti"at it has 2'oi been

acceptaQ, or, ha". it just received "- lot o." sta»c . and. the

7 egestion is oti12. op=a, or has it r™ceiveQ a lot of static
W

t

anC still been acceptec,?

«Don t think ii has .>6')n e".ti~er c!ccepteQ or

general" ~J 'egecteQ thus 'far ~ Xt's still in +»e proc ss. of

being, evaluate(2'i But there 8 a pe ceptable increase in the

amount, of this static crhich, in gener»:l, reflects input from

peopie who have been ~cori;ing in az;.as and in sections of rock',

at Dr. Hall I:as montioneQ in connection irith evi2enc fo=

his g~era2. conclusions.
f

Xn a inore gene- al en"e, X th'~.'-. iP i" fair to

IS

sa~; that Dr. Hall has a gooQ r pu "a ion. He ' a r ..specter

men<a of, the geolcgic'aL. communi"y„particul.:-x2.y in his speci '1

field~. of, stratigraphy and paleontology.

Nr. Hamilton'2

Ilaybe X can speeQ this up a bit. Do you ger orally

agree ".ziti: the character zatio'n that D . Gr~~hvn's pape:: has

'-"23

„24;"
~ 1

receive6 "a considerabl'e amount." o~'riticism,'ut. the ~(uest"'on

is. sti12;-,.opens.
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eb3 t ~
J

t
(Himess».. -.-l='lan) '" . '!-!." s pape.'-'.«-".;in .y h~s

fecei~zBC'. S..E;.e C".".'t3 C -iN dna l '. +c~. liliar vie l2 ',-'.:Re i=<ah '".;a-..".

be~'" Ql3bl~ SJ»BQ 9"2Q so 8 av bF:.'3 0 Jen OQDvGyeQ 'i",.0 E'-'".n

pv17ate c~ so'Bss" ons D»"i: say U>.a»: «+e" 8 has Q»BQ, 'TQ

QQ 3,n't 'ill Sl 4,3QS O' JC'» OX QTJt'r»rl, 4 GQS O'LRY lla

sQl teil:t.n the c'lTtbic(!nx "„'-. .". zq-~ nv conger ac eptxnc„: )D.a.t

M+sis ~ . t 23.ZQ( BLRt 3.8 stx3.1 "a. Nzfttei. that 3.'s fai3. 3.yt

t
z'ec L'tly 'efQÃ6 'l 'M geolc) ic cc:".UAl"~i1=',. at laz'ge ) aPQ, Has)

3:Bally b 'v evaluateQ by i.oem.

iW. HilliITgniV.'P

{Hi: ness ','iillinghamj iO r: .l " a. l h3.V "l. '~«'»8

KB'"geolog'
cozuwaD:> ty" has Keen pz'im.;rily x.'efe=-encing 'Jle

acaaezic COE~wl3T2ity.. h bulk of i::2e !.".ncvledge 82at, e:.ists in

tkie mea chat Ere'.".e. de~ling lrit1:) botic oachnra and of:-snoxe,

resiBes v;".Ni.'.:Axe data bank of 0'2:. p~tzolemit companies) so.

X xroald'ilce to refer~nce ~zhai: ~uy e3:ne3.ience ha- !3een wit.T

x'egad to 'Se acceptance of 'ttle Hal 'ape Y 3n Yhat p 83 t of the

geclGg3;c CQIQiA'Qi92.'l y ~

Xt Ilas beer TIly gezi»lz;si iNvÃQssiQ5. th Yi: i4 has

Elc) been, x're3.1 accepter. a'» all 2'»aR:"~JL~ ~.ntQ F.
nl'-..a".leX''3."o&leNS

f92a».. D" ~ c7!3i2:28 a.as cf'03.'e July poi22tBQ QL~i ) ~ l w also

l
24

t

26"

f~Z'. HBÃh ~ lton.
r

Xn. 'L.1'.e offs»2cx'0 QYBPG it "siIilply'20es no<'oilfQZTll'
f

to %ha'e'ie slave Gbsezved 3. '2Q 8 zegiGQs anQ 'll tolcL

''bvtt geol'ogists sr'.zy co>~vo3:sz "0 ~l'-l2, toe sg~bsu~'fa~e geolcgg in
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eb4 * 1 the region 'i>at ~lan it has < ~@mba= o.F st-.:='t~.c.-r.chic

pzcb3.eps

Qe;7d.c cd 'rQ"»."" y and l o) a tile Qe' .o.'.evil co&K'i':~q "7e can

1cp 48 D 7 'cod iecj b l v s 4~zkcie an['1 ~~ ~inat so 3 vl

ba ance vo ld ..ea tc'ar'" a la 'm c:: Gc:cc!10 uence

Z snoose ~o dir2 not C.'-inc eclogic communih~r"

beggn ''yg

NH. PORT."~H: li.";s. Bove:.'„.s,- X'u Zra<>.::2.„'" vender'ng

where ~/Je re 'oing,g 4: a lc a geo2.c ~is'.: "..'hGY.;" Br 's 1M G01v lupi'Gp,

o2 geologist" acceats it:. I guess m.:;a:- 5 see-.-!oming ~~o.vn .

Use "oad i'. c~e v got as~ arriul lc" o'= eop..e cc".~i;~g in,
.Gexsp'lologists: Xilterveno' c'Ji c.'."?esse -; +'.Qr'~'Jitne. 'es g and

so on >
"-nd to go i~aro 'gh t iis exercise with each ant", every

one o~" th:na as "o the::.r cp~nxon as to what the geolog'cal

co~unity thir!ks, <~~he'.her they accept or whether Hm'~ c~on't,

T real ly Qo g '; 'novq i(= their~ t ~ .quc, Q, n~i5:i t to -~'n<~ ~oared

Pirs- of, all, Z serious y c:.oubt that.'th:.>re hav~

20

beer., any polkas taI:en or that anyone h.;.s c,'oz.',e out anri tal:.err

to, a whole lot of oecple and de2rix=!z2 c2aat, the g -clcgica3

comnunity--is. = Nr.. 'Pillingham is -~ust nc:;- talki "g abou a

different "-"munity t|:.an eviden'.ly 1:z. Z .hn va.'" '3...".ng

about.g, and I SU. pect vie could break: i&at IRQTp~h into 'l'o i „of

different ccrznuni+ies.

* -; ."'."--'.-",:: ';. don't'. think it",s..a.'arouser area of inquiry that
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1 s ve~: 'rui'z~l ior ''~ Bo .zQ':." for < I e redo e. Z z'roulQ

.'Lc"..v"- no p.-.o+ler; rri.i:r.. susQec'.ing CI:3.- U'.e-l Dz ~ G=Gh-..R ge. =

'

C ) +Yl*c ' Jf» s " 4clg >344 g > v4 ~ 4 'AeJ <)i - r: ~ ~ (i4 iv'" ',.4l cr ~~vg )bio

I

gc.olcgio (".~: pcI~~'el~ .'.'t~~ h:.ebb 6~i ~Q es 2.Z;" ~

hKve keen p.,coed""eQ "n. 4:o geolo, j" G P'f ~'Ttl1 >t'egr Q)F ~ t ~H

have;been .tarzeQ ixnQ eel-'liei,.eQ a.'>Q c".riven out, oi' cv.>

l3 Z don't rmo;r vl.e "=- -;;"='re going anQ .. c:-.n see "t
inking an envious avion":~ of..txae, no'rxih „ius~ '=l~ese va.t™

nesse"'. "uG. ~rich 4:he p:-eceQeni '"eing'seh here, with a.'l the

wiCn sses- i'.o ccr;e, an=. X jus~ aon':= U ink ir.'s re~evaa='.

The q: es.t~.o. ". ",:=~a<. i their opinion, ~~ou !cno;r,

Qo kiev i.el~ eve 8g cc.~Q o'e ~ s i ~ y arQ vc' ~~~>r

Qeaz'slav, aj'ap~ Tgeg~ ~ no,'Fo<p".r<- 'pse

coPzuun3. tp ' MnQuote —5~1 t; re ':."e i„.nlI;.gng j ~uj. so 7,
'

ji-s" 1P::e ~:o oh"'.ec" Co t3.e 'rl~ol"= l-.'.ne ox questioning,. a".".", r::ove

os
i~IRS. BO~P='RS: YK~:Lou=.tello'.te„QO pou Crane. Co

s esI" onQ i

TOURZZL'i:OT"".: Do ~ ou rr~z to ga.ve

Rr. Pleischal". r a one's"e'2

I OV

~A I
NB.". BGL..',RS: V~..""="'. soI.-":e.rP

HR. HZXBK-SABER: Z think .U'.ai:.4r. NGr"-cn s

I

25

posi c.'n "9 "<All t:Rken ~

'.'I. q r
ll

NR. TGU~~.".t.GOTT' 't's. »iae t6 be'"ii an aQvezsary'
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~ 'I «» g™'»tll \ ~ i 'v4 c ~ > Jr La ~ >c ~ l j" " J~I'6 > Cl'1 it1 fC'ZXClcPr3 One

El t>A ~ 1>>>>$ =$ C ~ > ts > 4>. t > 'QJ Q4>tj'r> 4»..Q, ~ > u 4 '.' ~ ~ .»» e

~
7 tlBS..."Cn,"R'3 'lx' 'Zov. ""a,.lol:te g .>. ~~as'6%1 - som>8 02

t1hiS Ques».iCning MRS "X".)".btQQ ~'f r>»" "."..a"":iona ~::S O'.: .P.," g P.;l(1

the record. ti.;l doa: "-:.. 'r snu-'r . G:~;-.. »<nQ Di.".;:=:.."3s<.;;..~ ...

$ 0 Hell> s hypo81esas G.>e vQ t.l.Q 5'.h>'»5 xs t»iLB s~gni»: t cd"oGP

llR. TOUR'ZL": ',O'2t"E: X ™t wilful»ing Co mat.

over on about gaga 5 ox my qu";.s;..ons.

" - os d ~;ay in."'.s,- "'»recall T. c:.zn "c 'hx.='» $'1". labor."on's

con am is z. ally val" tel:en b=.;.-.al .;e v'l~n ve hai7e Vz. Stepp

$ 5 on We. st;Pnctg ifx SPG~ p ." s goii.g 4Q be c~~s'>>?Bl.ing ..c3: h"..s ot'>n

opinion an<i i lr. Stepp $1e " alx'eacty '" t r.$I..a'.2 his opinion in xo'~el

f P> m."i'et:en -~antimony.

Nhr 't» ma laVe hera > h».'.gJ, 3.ii»e i > O<. l",O'<". ~*'aC

f1ant»lj' cioxl t liica it q ChcL ': o 8";-en hc»i"a '$:;le; ' c.'no= E9...l

20 'nil > le 62:ahc$ m L)iCR7.no>on paperS 1n~ C Ula Cr~»S a» cl t. ».P

viiP'hese gerttlemen ezpzes.;ing t-.i.".'..- opinion on ',:hose pape"s,

':aha- 1re have r1a a col".pie of ~a:3ar"- ti. I» have b~i.n:.~- "can

and vh3.oh K1ese people .save expressed c:pinions Mou~, anci

don t. have 'l'~e people "r.zc t1rze 'trit"t l > - se pa.- -x" -'igh4 hara
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eb8 at a la'he cime iz t're ge+ i lto W is agcrin ~

~OM, tfle b~".giI.'ning) L sai 'K 6 f( r ~ '"i~i e ~ rII~a

listened'eano
e T. mr?GrrI! m»'ogecG" c I e HL ~~ ~'r V"

t2Ie r cord tri Jf en o ',v'~, gn t a ~ (e w ~ I i r Was'vyL +I a'g

40 +nrwIe " ing2iz<' K'ioUlrI '.J.. e "J ~::. l .I~rr"..w 'i'. j3c'r..LOD

so UlIat: wl'~re " sn '
gaga e: t

i vi3.l renew my objection.

DiM. Sot'PEAG: All ight.

P3.ease proceect p Ixr Tonz""el.'.Gate ~

B2'iR TCUH~s~LLOTTZ."

Bs a preaJQble to zhQ pe 4'i= 86"a of ~Qc'3'L" ens ~ J.

w~t to teil yo~~ briefly wlIPG 7 I...'Oi"'.g to QG so iQ.a~ van'..l

have an idea o= how you might~wQnit'Qo friable yo"I ar.s';.'Qr™.

I w-nt. io investigate".e:he pair.'.s r.f disagre-.~'-nt

>Sat yov. have sn..~D bo~& the GralIam-Die:ki.nson pr",.e:""- a-'~i'-e

Clarence Ball papers in light>t of sgecifi~ pci~<:s: . (a) r>-'-e

professional aualifica"ions of .&e a@I"bors; (r:) I i'"-e cata '-'sad

by the anil>or wiA {l), attention ~o ~J>e ver. ication of the

accuracy; (2), SOU.rce " liabili v; (3), th~ <.'-.)Oz'-"- defense

of wha-'Ae data represents.

2:

2:?

Yrm t. I want. +o ask yo >. ai,en< .'<» in ere-.re- r tice..

'4-'Ie dQ'Lc~ anti™c+e ccnc 's";ons ~rI. L 'ZiLG~~ I a "-8 re

emphasis on the significanc'f, Mosra con'lusiczIi-

He ll star'c t'ai l™~1 the Crw"GQ-,"" c~i1nson p~~p
F

r

'nC. professioaa1 qualifi'casions. '

%E
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Dr. Jahns, '-'- is my understanding that Dr. C:"ahern

2 rsas a student of Dr. D ckin on at Stanfc. d. 3:s that correci2

(Witness Jahns), — '.les, that s correct.

And Dr. Dickinson i s ~reeker of the staff of the

school for which you ere De~2 Zs i=!at coirect2

That is iso cor. eci

Q
. Do you have any reservations at all about their

professional qualifications to write or pramote t¹ kind of

paper. that they 've writ ten2

Mo reserv. tions about either me~a.

Q Considering our previous c"nversation about

13

reliability of observations- of geology beyond '.he rec nt:ive
million years, and considering that ihe Graham-Dickinson

15

papers rely,. at least in part, upon. distri,bution of rorI»s in

the period from five million to .twenty million years 'nd

beyond, do you, have any opinions about how rel-able ;h data

used. by Graham and Dickinson 's2

5.es, in general I do.

Q Millyou s~;ate that opinion7

20 First off, this is a conceptual pa„.-ar. That's a

21 very important thing to keep in mind. 'The b-.t:ic purpos of

the paper,. is to present a general concept of riehavior along a

Sault system. !>o. on ~ begin~ with the ce'ncep'.- outed.ines it
24

'

.»

carefully„, and. then i:ites ine mazimum p assi!>le number of
't

'l "

„„ lxnes.;,of:;,eviderce that, would'eem'-. to'supp»ori 0;iis- concapt; and



0
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then commonly I'inished o "f by indicating I~hat the concept,

if correc ezp .ains ~

An'. tha: brings us of course - o the problem

ment Oned most "'<Icently by Y Hamilton Qf ~Piddly d. f"Bren g

pparent culllulat.'.'re o'feet on'he nortiIerly and souther'y

reaches 0f the Sa'i Bwdreas ~7''To'r t':". data themselves are of various kinds,

and have already bee" discussed, and IIithout question, vary/

considerably in Weir application to the concept that is being.,

presented.

On@ . ZRxgh" have relatively little 'i 0 quarrel

about, for example, s~ith data of the kind that represent

identification of a given rock type. One might have nore Co

. quarrel with in, terms- of specific corxolations of rock types

or geologic features on opposite sides, of the fault so far
16. as position is concerned.

T7 These. things very commonly are open-ended.

Graham and Dickinsoh have done I; think an excep-

tional j'ob in recognizing that there is a lack of precision

built into these- correlations in a geographic sense, and, thev

have attempted to look at that. That's a great deal more

than most other investi'gators in this type of problem have

done; and that includes;, Dr. Hall'., So they have„,.done . bit. of.:

24

,;~.',, g'9 '.,:.;P25 '- ,'-'"=.~; ".,y,-p yy,'(q~g~jq'~,„,'„Vo; me.",the,;,most",:, ill'ipoxt'ant".e'1GIv~t'„-'and,"'he: Illost';,Y.;','„","~-;b.'"-' -'"
= w
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pertinent elemen" relative to the basic subject of th. se

hearings is their c nclusion about t~e last si.". million years

in the conte:".t of their p=.er,, and they clearly state a|)d

fortify this with a very n at plot in the form of a graph

that, during 'ihe i~~st sS.". mill'on years r:ost'of She inter-
plate motion that we'e been talzing about has been tacen

up along the San Aadzeas Pauli.. And that. deals with the

'l0

12

period of time w 're most concerned with.

So I am less concerned with their presentation

in the context of earlier geologic time, pre-six million y ars

ago for two reasons",
'

First, I don't regard it as pertinent to the

basic subject of these heaz"ngs;

Pwd secondly, X'm not as familiar with the

individual bits of evidence they cite as I should be to have

a truly critical opinion.

18

Nr.- Hamilton, l'm certain, is much more familiar
with these things ..and perhaps could comment on that score.

?2

*
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2B agbl
!

Z would much prefer to s Ave( l7itness Czz'ii 1 ccn)

Hamilton, do you xe "all the cuestion2

it restated.

Considering ou" p" vious conv rsation -.b it
reliability of ebs.-.rvations of geolc-.y ba'zosd the -"-"nt

five R" llion years g and cons«de> iing the.,t the Qraha> Dic ginsoI1

8

paper relies, at least in part, upon disuibution of rocks

in the period frcm five to '20 mi. Lion years and . yond,

$ 0

do you have any opinions about hc-:« reliable th". data used

by Qraham and Dickinson is?

Nell in my ourn viev, tho data .Lhz:c they have

i3

used, which covers a range of things not c.'~«J consideration

of rocks and stratigraphy but also struci..u: s which in "=orna

cases are known structures and in othe c!.ses are s~ctures

they they infer may e:cist sommlhe..= else that they would

18

"propose be correlated with the knorra st:u ~ures and, «n yet

other cases, reliance on opinions of m:i='ters of geologic

oz geophysical correlations by others notM1y Silver

20

and Hall.

ALL of these thingsp l think, are indiv'dual.

One of them is relatively vague, both in terms of its b ing

fairly o d, certainly older than five zi,illion years and also

check S

not very well defined in most. cases in toms of specific

ocation. or identification of the feature.

But more Nm that, my'wn feeling is 'something
4l
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that there is a problem in the a~ay that V~ey approach this,

3

whici Dr. Graham -- D . Crah~~a Qidn't m- .tion the problem

hut he mer ioned <'.hat heir pprcach 9 to 3.cok " or sets

of features that seemed to agree:arith che Ch"=ory that they

were e:."~ressing.

And evidently th'y did not devote equal effox'"

.in looking fox features that might he contxazy to the theo~.

And in a theory of this sort—

f0

9 E:reuse me. Are you sugges ion that i3xey're

'attempting to rat9onalize a preconc ived notionP
P

A Nell my recollection of Dr. Graham's discussion

'f7

of this matter given in his deposition was ti e he essentially

ar'xived at the iQea that chis ~sould he a plausibl means

of explaining the discrepancy that ~we've spoken of previously

in the amcun of slip that seems to ezist in the northerly

part of the San Andreas Fault for materials perhaps 100

million years .old, realtive to the southern part of the

San,Andreas Fault.
'o

my reco3.lection of his dicussion is
tha'0

ne said that he arriveQ at. this idea of distributing part cZ

that, movement. onto the San Gregorio Panic anQ then he,. a™l Z

guess Dr. Dickinson also undertook to look for possible or

23, . inferential offset featuros across the San Gx'egorio Fruit

that seemed to he agreeable to that kind of. theory.
r

F

„-
~

How,, from my own view of, an exercise -of.,this sort,
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I'm much impres"ed with what X regard as the fact that when

you have several vaguely def"ned things thai seem Co allow
I

or even sugg st a substantial oz set, that you have an equal

obligation Co ook for oti!e= things. Because all =-" really

Cakes is one thing that precludes la"ge offset to negate

the evidence of one or seve=al Ch ngs Chat allow or even

suggest 'che offset.

And I think it is Dz. Graham's own statement

that things of the latter sort, things that might provide

a serious restriction toward postulating this large offset

were not really "-ought during ti!e course of Chair inves'cigatio

That being the casei I feel that evidence was

available to them, even back at the time "<hen they were

formulating this which, had it been crit'.'.lly eva~ >ted

might have led to less confident statement u,. ~rM theory than

was eventually published, had th v look d a."u. for these

constraints, as well as looking for Che mo. general kinds

of things that they identified that they ! lt indicated

1arge offset.
I'm afraid X may have str;g-ed a bit +rom the

question, hut that is an impression i have, aC least, of the

method ti:at was followed.
~ ~

Hx. Willingham, how dc you feel about th relia-

., reliability of, the Mta2

A„,-, (@itness Nillingham).. Mell X believe as, your,
4
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Question was or"ginally stated, you had a couple. of po":nts

Mat you li ted: pro essian l r~ualificatio;;.s, data accuracy

source, authors.

Q X'm going to ge.. to those other things eventually.

m Just 'i Rlk"ng Qbout one at a "ime q ho'cefu .1 v e I m trying
to.

X,m tal.cing a'ut one a'- a time, sometimes you

talk about more than one at a tim But that's okay.

I'd like to talk about two.

I>Tell X'd just be interested in >vowing right now

if you have any opinioi s about the eliMilityo~~the data

that they use, and let me see if I can help you.

X understand so far frcm the answers Mat v;e've

gotten —and this may or may no be an accurate characteri-
zation —that. both Dr. Jahns and Mr. Ha~i'lton agree that..
scme of'he dala in the"e is fairlj ezact, such as the age

of rocks and that sort of Qu.ng. But scm oi the data is
in erred data, is not=hard c.ata hut is inferred data.

Do you generally agrea.-~.-ith tha sort of thing2

And, i so, what effect does ii have on your opinions about

reliability'P

Okay.

I would generally agree with the statements that
were made. My specific knowledge l'es with regard to one of

I 'heir" correlative items, and. that.'s,,the g~avity data.
V
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agb5 Zn there, the data set that ti ey utili".ed—
and here I have to speculate on ".;-~set they, indeed, did

utili~e seems co have been some 'jhac incomplete I cannot

see that iz they had used 'e total Qata set thaa."they would

nave reached t >e conclusions that thoy did.

So, on that or'. poin" whme I feel that I can

make a cogent, statement, I feel that their data base may have

been somewhat insufficient.

10

(Mitness Hamilton) Cou3.d I jurnp in with a

12

Tge 11 let me follow this up

Because of your e::amination of thei- paper and

Sg
your own knowledge about the existence of gravity data, are

you then saying that. you are xeasonably certain that they

eitter were unaware of or ignored certain gravity
Qatar'Witness

LTillingham) Yes.

17

18

Pad, therefore, 5 ae gravity data is less re3.iable?

Yes.

19 Okay.

20'1 Mr. Hamilton'

(Witness Hamilton) I didn't get into the specific
of the different point" of comparison, but I'm fairly con-

fident in stating that, from Dr. Graham s discussion and also

from the way the paper is written, that they ..aQe no ezamina-

"tion of'he gravity data themselvesg but rather,,relied ori
'
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Dr. Silver's oarlie= evalua'ion of gravity data in that:

zegion ~ old 'th'Bn> since Dr ~ Silvex'L~ise ' 'Dao relying on
|

an incomplete set ox gravi'-y at..Lhe tiaa Koan he made h"'s

original pzcposal of 90 kilometers of offset on Hle San

Gregorio Paul+, based on matching.a i".zavity hi>h that, he

7,

did have evidence o~ near Pigeon Poin~ xi& a place vheze he

: supposed a. gravity high vrould e:cis'- if the gravity data had

been mapped in ~he San~.a Lucia Range,and Graham and Di kinson
" evidently 'cooJr. Silver'Is nor"herly control point, the Pigeon

Point: gravity high, and they moved ic to an inferred site

south Silver's inferred si<e. Thus, they zeal3y dion't. have

Og-

17

any data at all to tie one side ox Bat set of offset. points.
~ ~

Another instance of ~&is;sais Lhe Pilazc9.@os

Paulc. vhere a. recognized fault. lying east of the San Gzegorio

Pault- had a- correlation proposed vi h a fault, +he ezistence
I

of vld.ch is purely inferred on very indirect. geologic argument~

lying at some rather generally defined region co the north.

20

Likewise~ 'irith the Ball correlation, I think
"Dr Graham testified that. he had been briefly at. one of

Hall'ropos

d correlative si~es neax'an Simeon and not: at, all
at the other one. So th re again they vore relying altogether

on someone else's iQea.

So, some of the data vas data Shah. they'vidently

A I

- had, looked at., some +as data Chat. vas only inferred as M.its
I

k

-. vexed existence.. And that:- kind of -data, T.'beXieve, is not.",:- '.
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ag07 very rel~Qt) le e

~r. Jahns, do you acgree;~ith the general charac-

terizatior made about the da a, goat is: tha'art of the data

that they used is exact and part of it is i>averred":
C

(rqitnsss i7p-,ns) ". es g X agree vJ.Ch ~ QQY. ~

X m going to ask you-about the accuracyg thent
- of',the data'o |'le )Qst talked GJDout re" iabilityi Qov X, Rl

interested in the accuracy.

Mould you say tint they :could have a difficult
'.0: e verifymg: th"=- accu=a~-'f. their data? ZLnd GpQcifically<

would you, address the ezact data and the inferred data?

A " X think Mr. Hamilton 's in a better position
l3 than. X to respond to that n~.esti'on.

Mr. HamiltonP

(%fitness Hamilton) Nell, their data travels
o~rer 'a rather wide range, f-om fairly specific identification
of xock in a particular place.tha . has accepted particular
characteristics", there they have picked a point where their
data is quite e:cact'nd accu-ate.

Xn other cases, thev specs'late about t¹ general
21 nature. of:rock.in some other"place that they infer to he

correlative with the, rock in the particu3.ar place ";rhexe they

have;- an. ezac~ description.

24
1

„''2F
I

To go a step. farther,. they speculate about: the
'.. Xocati'on, of'ock, of a. specvPatiya .composition „thaG mighi:. have
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1
agb8 been exoded to provide tl.e source foz later deposition of

sad~>valent that ~should Den be fcnnod 'n."o ~.e zccL of s.-hich

they have a sp2cif ic d='scription ~

A couple of QzaTa~ples Diat Z 'm thi;i¹i.ng of there

are their 5'oint ~~Tumber Three, vh.=r tI~e Pigeon Point farmatiox

is a speci ically described and defined formation at"a

particular place vhere anybody can. go out and look at it,
and ~hey propose that that has be n offset f om soma Icind of
rock. that ex9.sts some'e in the Santa Lucia Range.

The second point that T. was speaiing of is the

,Point Six that they used +here the Po'nt Sur Miocene sandstone

—that's an outcrop, a.sma3.l outcrop but it has'ezy well
'defined charac eristics —there they =re inx =ring some lcind

16

18

of location of rock of a general composition that migl "-

have provided the source that, folloving eros'on, deposition

and lithification mould have provided the rock 'of ~;hich they

have the accurate description.

ln other cases, featuzes that, they have used

20

22

such as, referring to the gravity feature in particular,
;shen more data really has become avail=hie since their paper

was prepared and one half of their off"et pair turn~ out

really no.". to a..:ist at all in the fo~m '.hat they vere 'n-
ferring that it would.

1Q own feeling is that theiz Point. On=, elating
a. Bcdega-.Gualala Fault to .the,. Pilazcitos;Fault„=act;rally,,
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I

suffers fram the'-same problem, hut T. feel tizat the evidence

shows that the Bodega-Gualala rault end o .

doesn't exist at all in the form that they

'i QGR M. - 1'c.%180

envl.sioned i
to be~

end28

2C

So they can'6 v r-fy the accuracy of that?

I believe that they can't because it's not accurat~

Q Generally —Z take it what you'e saying,

generally, io that there is a great deal of information in

t'fair paper which, they can', really verify the accuracy af?

A Ies, X believe that that's my opinion.

IN. Pillingham?

(Witness Ãillingham) Again speaking of the

I3 ~ gravity data, geophysical dat* is nzzite often of an overview

nature, integrating a large number of properties of the
'i

earth's crust.

And had Graham and Dickinson carefully examined

on their. own the existing gravity data sets without any

IS further analysis beyond that which Silver had accompl'ished,

I 'think they may have found compels.ing ev dence to make them

20 change their overall conclusion drawn in the paper.

So in that sense, I'd say that they may have

been somewhat remiss in not adecpz tely viewing information

which could give them a regional overview and perhaps dwelled
1

a bit too much on explicit but ambiguous evidence 'traveling

"'along the, trace of'he fault, itself'.'
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agbl0
F

2:l-"her 'lan {:{etting in=o e:t..ns.;.ve ans..=rs;

c

3 {

thin.= v 've come down to a poin -.;..-.er ";7'an
'c '.pete~" Ke pBper 131 verj ~ "i32 ex.tls BQ

'
~ ~ "{%3 'I)ll'e% 4

lcc{ i> e x4c~e g{~eg<irnr ~ >
1 + T >c~

'fr ~ i cS'~%11 Qn j I L'/.{ .:..'3 a. 7Oi- is ~ n S c 2 {cceo

'he short'millgs tha.. ~oQ Goin ed QGt v:Lt"1

refPrenc " Qo { he reliQQiJ,i'l: t3lc~ da L'.a and { he acct c"acy

of td'a data I sllppose g volxld apply ~ 0 Qr voQld er.";".Oct the

reliabili~y ox the'oorceo iRs v ll That i ' 4Ae Sac ~ that

yoU xee1 that a g eat deal Qf the data's inxerred and@ in

act, does noi: exist, vould le-"9 yon ';.."> '.P~ co~:. 1;lsio.'.

lat the solcrce 7'iater2.al that "'hev Use l Zor part oC their
paper is not ..eliable.

~ '3

(Vtitness Hamilton) Yes, "hat s t"Ue.

Dr ~ Ji>Ai,Ils g UoQ1d yQQ agree?

17

!

iaI

20

(H3.'3 nes9 a7ahns) I c'joglc.l c"x'{-e insofar as I
aa per onally aware OK the inxormakion.

- Y~». Nillingham?

(Witness tli3.lingham) I thine my respon =- l>or~id

he identical to Dr. %dms'.

0 And I ta.ce it ts~KQ a 1 so c bc.std 'upon Kasha'{ lJe ve

already said, that you '.<Ovid h ox t.:,. opinion t.'lat. 1'eith=:".

Dr. Graham nor Dr. Dic.~inson could really i",efegd ~r'la» the"'r

c

25

data.represents, ix they vere contronted,:r"'th it?.
k

'A'...,.".~(Hi%ness Hamilton)..= Yes; -.X..=hei'eve.',that"that s tru
4

~4
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Mz. 9/ill:.ngham?

ZL tness Tr3 113 7g11c~Zil} I Riould pxeZex to s ate

tilat verv s'. 'ng argL1".clellt s to the Co.".txa jT cc'~! ld b~~ ~0381~ ~

i thii R. the«"ou'ld dered tee~r ~'ate. all o2':;s c~~~: ice e.:a.

VL~R~ 3'A~ do 7 'Lil sure there T'p no "li""e '"0 Znce iQ eacilin("

th3.G conclus3 on g so X would prefer to state that veL~j strong

azg11ments to tie contza3:y, pexhapo c~~pelling ones, could,

he gc'ne "ated.

L t nle ask you this, Hr. Ni3.linghaGL, LLO you

thirJc i you vere in = debate with ~h~m about .hei;. art'"..le

12

13

that. you would win that debate?

Host certainly.

Q 2'1ra Hamilton@ X take then also that;'hc ~ you re

saying is that you bell.ev that there Rx'G several

assumpt'ions that a-e a;ade in the paper srhich are not reasonabl

l7

assUDio? icns fox the basis OC Rial i'1g t3Leix intexbzetaticn of.

the data?,

18, (Nitness Hamilton) Nell L thiok that the.;e ave

19

2Q'ome as Qmptions made that are not suppo "ted b-„~ the q o.og'c

or geophysical evidence that «s actually available.
21 Xs that unreasonable?

22 YBS p X gQess Uaai if it s Bva3.lable i&Ld you have

made an assumption otherwise, or you made an assumption Chat

.runs contra~ to what that available data showa, then that'

noi reasopab1e. -, g'.,;„~,
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Th re is also a thing about the overall amour.t

of slip that they infer on the basis of their puttirg togethe

the different .". of data that they used, zvhich i thin:<

is rot zea:",onab e too, because i'. is:".reclud d by the ceo-

m"t~xcal k>nd of a "au"'>" ""at v" "'e"" ov "z za'-h"" e~-1-

in this testimony showing that even h~cugh the variou

kinds of evidence that they had, even if zeal, indicating a

large amount of slip. Given the error bars that &ey have,

that. slip isn't really poss'ble due to another constraint,
end therefore, the conclus'on U.at the slip ex."sts and solves

a proble'n to the extent of 115 kilometers of movement is not

ra-..sonable in face of the evident geometric fact that only
60 '.o 70 kilometer maximum are possible.

Q Hr'Ti7illingham,'ha+ we'e talking about now is
F

the ixterpretation of data. Do you believe that they u"ed

reaso."..able assumptions or unreason~'hie assumptions in inter-
pret::.ng their data2

A (Hitness billingham) Before answering your

gue.'ltion, gush for the recomb', my response Co your previous

'craxe:stion was most certainly. But I would like to qualify
it to say if the debate were held'n that aspect that X'm

familiar with, the gravity data.

How, in response to your. present qusstion, could

you: restate it2
Yes, we'e talking about. interpretation of data.,





agb13 Ne talked about the reliability and Q~e accuracy of it
Ilo";1 'QM z'e ta.'ing clout a t r '"QQ v got il g in -zp —Ging it

~~d do you, believe tha '.:.~'-~ have mac.e reasonable

ass<mptions in interpreting their data, oz "o you be" iave

Chat the'r assUri>ptions are m"e".so'zM ==.

I think their assunptions were based upon an

incomplete examination of the aspect Chat ~ am conversant

with. Xt's hard foz'<e to say chat it ~~ra un unreasonable

assxmption, it may have been quite reason=>2.e z=om what they

had before them, but they apparently did no hyve all <he

information befoxe tham.

And you'e limiting ycm comments to the gravity

data&

Yes' am~
r

9 Okay.

(Nitness Harni3.ton) Cou&, T. just add a co~iple

of specifics to the "ort of ra@2>3.ing response '"; had eaxli. r?

19

20

I 6>ink that "'n a general geolog-'c way Chat

Co suggest correlation between two isolated e:iposure's oz a

set of formations that are known ".o be of generally uniform

characte~ and a very videspread distribution as indicati.~g

offset from one of those exposures to the other one is, at

least in my'pinion, not a rea onable one.

?A Alld to, infez'
II rat a distant place fo= a

a large offset to some cource rock

xocA at a specific location 'Shen
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agb14 that erfectly @dequat source rock to foiw th rock that'=-

being discussed ezists all around it is also not a reasonable,
t

. ind of interpretation to Mkee

Okay.

X know a 1 the points you ve ~eon p1ak3ng for

several days, the probl~ has been -'sat you h ve been di-
cussing these things and in teems of relating thm speci-

fically to this case ~d putting them in the framGvork of

presentation of data and how you interpret data and con-

'lusions. perhaps it Uas in your testimony, but it ply&

evaded roe;- so I'm -just trying to find t';".es"= things out for

the record.

15

Finally i would like to ask what conclusion

if any, a e dry~ by, the Czaham-Dickinson paoer hy the authors

Do you have any particular respondent in raind?

f7

f8

You.

Okay

X really thin'c that maybe the best may to respond

to that it to read the first sentence or so of theia. QbstrGct

20 ~

Q Okay

2f This is the abstract of their aaper publ.'shed

22 in Science ma@seine a..d it says:

"The San Gregorio»Hosgri Fault. trend

is a component of the San Andreas Pault systole

,on which:there maya have. been about. 115;
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agbl5 1 kiic,et=rs of post-early-Pliocene right lateza3.

strike-slip.
If so,- right, slip on the San

Pad eas and San Gregor o-Eosgri Pau ts accounts

for most o ti!e movem"-nt i:et;;can the Pacific

7'nd North Zmerican plates since mid-Yiiocene

time. "

10

And +hey go on and add soma more about the

magnitude of ™lipon the San Andzeas Fault.

But their conclusion seems to 338 Chat a San

Gregozio-Hosgzi Pault trend i a component of th San Zxdz as

Fault system and there has been about 115 kilcm. ters of post

early-~1iocene righ- lateral strike-slip on that fault tzend.

And elswrheze in ~eiz article, they shoe that

the major part of that infezzed 115 kilometers of right

20

lateral strike-slip took place betv en aoout 16, I think-
bet;seen about 15 and. five million years ago.

'\

That's the conclusion that, I think they primarily

arrive at from their consideration of'hese different data

sets Chat they looked a".

Q Assuming "or a moment that, Graham and Dickinson

are correct in their assessment of movement on the San Gregozi.,

can that information be drawn upon in a practical way'for

., 2$
/

telling us -rabat o e:cpect in teMis of fault. movement. today?
l',

A,,„,. ~ „I don'. think that;.i.t can.,X, think. that it tells.
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that a condition wouM ha"-e existed,as Ua>ing chac ~leir

theory 77as ozzectg prior to five mi lion years ago Zt

Qoesn 'c '"eal" v .e11 us:."lQt migh" ha ie hGppened Since five

>5ij.3.ion years ay}Q the orlop,l does„:> '~ z<".ally eh@~7 t+at an
Qmoulg:.'f

slip sin"a ~ice million years;zou3.Q have occu."ea chat

<g7oulQ imply an+ specie ogpu'+i y ) pr ea~ 'chQ~J>pe genera)7 on<

for example, on eithe- the San Grcgorio or a mar= eztenQeQ

version of the San Qregorio «ault.

OJ 'LYahns g that ' a sort of a bottom line

question. I'Q be interesteQ in your opinion.

he question sta ad one.. acjain is, a suMng .chat

Graham.and Dickinson are car=eat aha cheir asses~uiant of

movement an the San Gregorio, can Q:at inroxmation he dram>

upon in a p-actical way for telling. us what ho expect in texms

of fault movement today2

HR. HOPI'OP.: F.::c'e me, PI". Touvtellotte, I
Qidn't say anything with your last question, because I v~sn't

sure hut no+ I think I am. Is Hue queat9.on'as to the.

San Qr gorio, or Qon't M.ey describe it as tho San Gzegorio

plus Hosgri Fault system, as opposed to just t1:e San Gregorio2

I t'link ve're operating unQer the San Cregsrio-.

Hosgri Fault, system is vheze they'ostu3.ate it..
HR. TGKHZLLGTTE: They cail i" th B~n Gragorio-

Hosgri,
f

"HR NORKBJ: . That s- mhat you mean hy your question,
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agbl7
2

I presumed'R.
TOURTPLXOTTE: Correct. !Pnatev r they

said in their article.
BY NP.. TO%'.T"iLOTTE:

Q Can ve really c2rv~r on the information "'n their

8

article, in a practical way, for telling us what to mpect

from. that fault —fault. system today'P

A (Hi.tness Jahns) bell my an=imr to tha vould

10

he almost, wholly negative. The principal -&~st of their,

paper deals >rith the right fault system but the vrong part

12

13

17

of geologic time to be of direct pertinence here.

What. is pertinent in their paper, namely, the

last six million years they talk &~out, is a bri.ef series

of comments drawn mainly from other. kinds of evidence and

from, previ.ous ~cwork that Dr.. Dickinson did, that's the only

part that's really. pertinent.

Q Mr. $Q.llingham, do you have any opinion on

thaw?

20

21

(Nitness Ni13.ingham)'ust to state tha., xagard-

less of the movement. of the Bosgri —e -ause me, on the San

Gregorio, it- doesn't change the character of the evi¹nce
22 Nhich ve g 3.n earlier segments of this cross»ezcminationg
23

24:
r-

...-, ~ 25)
".l 4

characterised as high precision. That is-, the.'spirker

data ancL .the subbottom. pro -'ler information giving us direct.
d

,;..-,indfcations'-of the: amounts''. movemeni".",'.in. recent'imes'. ox.'".."'"'-.'
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agb18 near recent t'mes in the southern section of the fault zone

3'shich is of more direct concern here any;ray.

Dr. banns and I ~ hink you ea-lier made a referenc

to the paper and indicated Bat. yo" thought it .was ix elevant

to the matte we'e considering here today, is that correct; ?

Q

. (tfitness Jahns) Yes.

Then 7. take it from that, you should simply

agree that the paper itself has no rea3. s'gnificance in
determining &e potential for mvement on the Hosgri Fault

today'es,
that's largely correct. There is one mall

13

1a

- 15

part. that is signficant, but it's not really connected vith
the data and'he principal areas of discuss" on 'n .We paper.,

r

I refer here to the corments they make &~ out the past

si~ million years, that,'s the only part that is relevant.

Q And, is there a scarcity of references in their

$8

19

20

paper,to th past six million years'

There is some reference to the past si.-. million
years and, in pazticula , the diqgram they present at the end

of the:paper is pertinent, and s1ibvs very clearly the contrast

they see between the part o"- geologic time that i relevant.

and the earlier part of geol'ogic time that is not relevant.

4

end2C
' 2A'

-25.

to the basic matte- tre'ze discussing in these" hearings.,

\
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2d Gbl

(~
Let s talk about Dr. Hall's paper ncv, and

X'1'sk

you to state, hopefully ~i c!erstanding that X nov what

your explanation-has been in the past four md a half days,

and 1 want you to imply tell me in very brief and concise

terms whether you believe that the material in Dr, Hall'
e

paper, whether the data is x'eliable data.

Do you vish me to ansve'r first?
Yes.

J

A ~ First X vould comment Chat Cla ence Hall is a

very able geologist with an excellent reputation. Go fax's

12

X am concerned, anything he vritos X vant to read. That'

about as good a criterion as X can suggest.

'l3 Q E;:cuse me. X guess X forgot to ask you the

question about his professional qualifications vhich X take

it you have 'gust angered.

Yes.

17 You believe he has the qualifications to vrite
'l8 this paper?

19

20

YBG ~

Okay.

21 More'than that, he has done some tm"y e-c llent
geologic mapping wi4Jx ferne stratigraphic separations and dis-

tinctions in this very area.
I

-" Relative'o his'suggestions .in the paper 'and th';
I'ataon. Mich they. are ba ed; X would'again defer to
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eb2 I x'. cull onlp add one cd'7en for myse lf M~d

that„s he one previously me l'oned
Hall"s notion of 80 to 95 kilometers of right

s~ "p along the Hosg i " .;:i'at d(')ring kh3 Qas ~ five m~ llioil
y ar" '" desi."oyad by ~he gaome "ric "='aticnships at the

no them ma gin of the V.'rsverse Ranges. That's a part of
the problem.

The other pari is ~he distribution, and nature

10

and the basic soundness of the data on which he bases this
notion of 80 to 95 kilometers of right. sl'p, and fo= that I
would defer to Mr. Hami'ton.

Before we get - o M . Hamilton, I think a .ew days

ago you indica ed that you pointed out t'U.s weakness to

Dr. Hall in his analy"is, and that he responded that he

really hadn't consider d that at t!ae time that ho wrote the

paper ~

Ncw Z guess X want you to characterize for me

the weakness in his pap r. Does that relate to reliability
of data,incomplete information, incomplete data? Xs Che data

20 'inaccurate because it's incomplete, or is the sourca not.

21 reliable, or is it all of these thingsP

I thinl the data are complete. Me know —and

?4

— that means Clarence

many others -- what

Hall and Dick Jahna both 1:now, and o do

ue geometric relationships are.

l.g ll-

would characte S.z~ as incomplete is the





eb3 analysis.

Q Zn other words it's We interpre'tion of the

data by Dr. Hall that you disagree w th7

'zZes. Z -think he is co.affronted by a problem
tha's

fatal to what he is suggesting and as y; t tb=.re ?: as been

no :cpression in the diz ction o .olving that problem.

And since his interpretation of the data is

wrong, then his conclusion io wrong'?

9 X think t~xe conclusion ha" to be wrong unless "ome

10

12

e~lanation, some rational ezplanation of this difficulty
can be suggested. As yet neither he no " anyone else has been

le o resolve that problem.

g
13 5e. Hamilton, would you generally agree with the

assessment that Dr.'ahns has
madel'O.tness

Hapilton) Nell, there is one part of

16 the over-all statement that Dr. Zahns made U.at X 'diir3: I

18

20

22

would not really fully agree with, and that regards the

accuracy of the data so far as it, involves character'"ation of
the presence or absence or character of rock units at dif-
ferent places that Or. Hall has made.

'nd I hive ome rather specific disagreemen"s

on tha which X think are shar-d by other p-ople 'rho have

looked directly at the data. And this includes statements as

to ce tain rocl;s b ing
" anothe'r 'ut absent in

r

uniquely simile from one place to
~ r

other areas. R~d it also includes the
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m'.lpping of certain formations Rs 8Ãisting in certai. area

bel" eve bpsed on my Quern obse~ zat2.on
o'hea'lings

and a..so my discuss ~ ons 8'i others Who have observedthistly

that JM e are some serious in ac -ural"ies in the

S ra'i "Crap XC data 'hat Dr. Hall Qescrib . ~.n his p=per, a1:d

upon wrhic17. he relies 0 sugges'i &8 Ere lation leading hxm

to believe in large offs t.
Do you have any views Pw. 7?il.lin harn'P

(Nitness Nillinghzn) .;Ss."=ntia13.y X concur arith

Dr. Zahns. H. Seems that Dr. 2al~ hm, as ~~graham and

Dickinson have g choson to ignore. or have not made th83selves

adequately awrare of geophy"ical data wrhich has 'a very ~portan

bearing on the conclusions that ~aey d w, data wrhich may

we3.1 have caused Hem to reach ve=y different co»clusions had

+Key'aid attention to it.
Ol(ay o

Mr Ha%2. On does Niz Hc 11 d aii a1'1v conclusions g

form any opinions in his paper,, and what are
they'Witness

Hamilton) Yes. Z L'iinJ'erhaps .ere should

talk about his papers, because it seems heat the earlier
paper might be the one that Gr="3m nd Dickinson relied on

for their Point 7, md there -'s one highly s'gnificant
differenc in his conclusions betwreen his paper originally
published in 1975 in Science m.d the on= jus

e

published in Bulletin 137 of Ae state.

TLOrr being





The original conclusion he reacheQ was, and I
quoi 6 here from his abstract

"There has been 80 1cilometers or more

of righ- s2.ip along the La"e Quai-.emery San Simeon-

Hosgri Paul». System of coastal Ca3.ifo:-nia during

th'e last five to thirteen million sears."

Then, more recently — Zmd his abstract goes on

to quote some implications oC th's.

Then, more recently -- I thinlc his conclusion is
hest stated at, the enQ cf his article rather than in his

abstract, and that is in the.'last sentence of the last para-

graph o."; his article on 'Origin. and Development of the Xompcc-

Santa Maria™Pull-Apart Basin." Hmv he concluQes Chat:

"Bere has apparently ¹en at least

80 to 95 Rilometezs of right slip along the San

Simeon-Hosgri Fault Hone since the Pliocene

(during the last five million years) and following

the formation of the Santa Maria-~mmpoc-Pull-.

Apart Basin ~

So his conclusion as to the amount of of set

is generally consistent, behzeen these two papers, but he has

moveQ the timing of +We offset up from the span of time between

five and thirteen million years ago to since five million
years ago.

Does that respond to your question, what are his
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conclus'ons?

Yeso

Tha'c's based on an earlier and more detailed

ser'es. of conclus::."ns cha.i". derive from his e:".msination ox the

stratig ap D in t Jo d' ' .ent lo c.ticns and h" s co lc2.usion

is reached regarding the prob&ility of h>.=se t~:o strati-
graphic se tions heing suf icient similar "hat t'>ay might once

have been deposit ~l or located directly adjac nt to one

another and since moved by faulh movement to their present

distant locations.

Dr. Jahns, Qo you have anyChing i:o dd:-o chat

e..planation, or is .Mat, gene=ally acceptable'P

{Witness Jahn ) X think thai ezpluation covers

Gust for the record, Z ivould like to add &at,

there really ', no disagreement bet;seen Hr. Hamilton auQ me

iz the context of the accuracy of Or. Hall's data. Z nave no

personal critical judcpaen" concerning Dr. Ball's stratigraphic

data, and- my comments prie- co !~w . Hamilton's vere addressed

solely to the more regional ationships of the Transverse

Mnges and the Hosgri PAult in the contexc of this late
PIioc ne anQ Pleistocene 8G- to 95-kilom .~er right slip on the

fault.

Q E1r. Nil2ingham, do you agree gene ~~ly vith
Nr..Hamilton's presentation of &e conclusions of'the papers?
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(Witness Nill"nghax) Yes.

~he Question once again is gssggpiiig „QaQ the

paper is true and th.'nfor".at on is corz . ct can 'Jz- t
information ha QrafÃrl 'gipon in a' Qc'cal May fo'" tell9 ng Qs

what to expect in i:a;:3 '3 ~ fQu . p.'cvGL: nt ~ OCL y on die Hosgri?

{Nitne;.a '~lamilton) if " might respond. to tint?

I'hd.nk Mat: +Me earthquake-gen rating potential

of the Hosgri. as we see it toPay is really morc governed by

l0

9.ts recognized pa+ urn of h- havior ov " a peric8 oZ time much

more rec nt, than just the last fi.ve million year, Z think

Q.at if Dr. Hall's later conclusion that 80 to 95 fciloneters

of late al slip haQ taken place on th Hosgri ault rluzing

&e last five million yoars, we might view .&e Hosgri Pault

in a son@a.-:hat —oh, different l ind of s ~ting texan we

)6

17

l9

20

believe .Ke'videnc shows that it ..ciually i.s in, .and that

would certainly have some impl'9.cations for how it might relate

to the Transverse Ranges structure.

But X can't really say Chat even if Dr Hall'

hypothesis, oth as to amount of slip and as to time of that

slip over five milli.on, years whs in fact mum, tha" that wouM

Mcessarily- ck&xg~~ oui. present assessuMFs> of the carT,Qcfucc "ie-

generating capDility'f &e i:osg i Paul'c.

Q X m Rot sure where you came ous. On %Blat. I m

tryi.ng to get at the significance of his pap r. 'Okay? And

25 the one way of f'inding os 9.ts sianificance is 9.f you assume
1
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i'5 is all 1" i. L'6 g does Chat m>Jce P~y diff9 ence an+~:MyP

Yes; %rail, X 0'sink in light o". the information

that: we have &out the EIosgri over the lates~ period of

geologic. time, X woulQ say iIo, it. doesn'~ make a difference.

A (0'i3.@ness valllls) X UQQ2.d agree I/lith 'z.i|at PLQ add

a hat" xn any su~M Cl? ~ nking X vould have a ~ ezrible 3''ie

accepting even zoz azgcMnt Ule conclusion concerning wilat

has happened in the lasc five million year as true.

Nr. Nillinghaml

A (Witness .Hillingham) E concur s~-it.> Dz. Jahns. X

hav difficulcy in dealing vita "cha" gue +ion at all b cause

the offshore data so compe'lingly negates such a possibility.
X knpv that. ve've answered &is cuestion once

befoxe, but jus so we. can ead ic in ti>e record right where

ve ze at f X 'm going to ask you Nro quick questions .

One is trhat. is mean~ by the Pleis"ocene Age,

hand 'rhat is meanC by the Xce Age in Penes of yeazsP

Can you stat~ that, very guick3.y, Or. J'ahns'P

(Witness Zahns) Ne3.1, -We Plei eocene i
normally regarded as a vezy young part of geologic time

corresponding in most. people's minds i:o the over-all period

of multiple so™called ~rorl&~ide glacia'cions'. Xn te~~is o-

actual years it.'s. ordinarily taken

the last: two million years, e.'cap~

to represent all of about
I

RG last ten or eleven

thousand which- arbor.trarily are'et. apart. as Holocene. They
h
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are most significant to man and his present, works, so we set

tnat apart although it is understood tha Holocene time,

the 1ast ten or eleven thou and yeaxs, probably is no Qif-

f rent from many o~ the interglacial periods during

Pleistocene time, bu+ basically Pleistocene is the past

approximately two million y'ears.

Q Can you describe the amount and sense o" move-

ment on each of the following three faults since Pleistocene

time: one, San Gragorio; two, San Simeon; three, Hosgri?

fG Since Pleistocene time?

12

l3

A So you are referring here to Holocene movement?

Yes.

>a

15

A Xf you wish very specific answers, let me refer
Ito lM.. Hamilton who 'is more conversant with the evidence. I

16 Q: Very well.

A (Witness Hamilton) Xes, we have found eviden'e

that, is suggestive of possible Holocene movement on the

Hosgri Pault at one point, and that one point has been 'si

tested that it cannot represent a linear extent of mor

2) - perhaps a couple of thousand feet and the vertical s~I'.s«f

offset. is on the order of five feet.

At no other point do we find actual .iridence of

Holocene displacement on the Hosgri. 'The one pcLnt T describe
I *~ =,„'

could'-have'-been Pre-Holocene, but the evidence rLoes. not'llow





3

"s to disczim'ate in m at fashion
t

On the Sar. S~weon Fault wh r" it is ezposed on

land K'M do not find P. ly ev." dence of Holccene Kovemen- ~

Rathez, @Le evidence available to uo aug™eots Mat there

probably has not been movement ~turing Holocene Lime of this

paxt of the fault.
Zn the offshore area farther north of Ragged

10"

Point X feel'h'at imam vid. nc is an~iguous and dcesn't allow

me to draw a conclusion in that xegion.

'On the San Qregorio Fault: there is offset of

an alluvial or stream-gravel deposit tha" I believe has been

dated as Earliest Holocene, more than 9,000 years in age, so

that it's just barely Earliest Holocene.

The offset that I described for the San Gregorio

FAult near Point Pro Huevo is, according to my recollection,

o the ordex of several feet of magnitude,'ut X cannot be

17 more specific than Chat'as to just what the amount is, and

X..'m not. personally aware of other offsets on the San Gregorio

20

that can he confidently assigned to Hol'ocene time.

There are other offsets that aze,certainly of-

E;ate Pleistocene time.

Are you finishedP

23

24

Yes.
I

Q Meat is the significance of the amount and sense
I k

of'mo'venent'n'"these.'three faixlts''in te'rms. of.''st;ess 'transfer''

d
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rom on» fault 'sone tc anode ?

X think, to me, the signifi anc is that "e see

l hat '&A~ offsets Qzo very small over ra't~".ez a long span of

time relative at. least tc a serio of «;zthquakes occurring,

so tha'e see that the ~i.aunts of offset tnat have been

idantified i'n e"'Mez of the three f ult" mentioned, &e

San Gzegoz'o, 6 e San Simeon oz the Bosgzi, aze of such

small magnitude &at they would not represent any long

d'stant -- any requizemen:= for a 3.ong-distance transfer of

"st~ess or strain along the fcult zone ~

ahoy are very local offsets and as such, they

certainly could not Le ."-.:ducted to inf".uence ev~n th .

fault on which they occam. ed at any distance a"Iay fzcm the

point where d~ey are idencafied. And clearly, X think +Mey

would not he of such magnitude as to zoquize any zeadjus'ment

on a fault no" either connected with oz not close o the

.loca ion where the offseC took place.

TS,. FXZXSCHKipR: Z'm going to object to that

answer and request that it be stricke. from the record,

primarily bocause it falls Mithout 7m~. EImai3.ton's area of

expertise. The question deals with matters that axe nore

pzopezly addressed by a s ismo3.ogxst than a geology.st That

is the question of Jx distribution, of stress and him rela-
'e

ti'onships -- Ho+ faults might break uncaz c rtain stress

regimes-.during an event Z think is more properly address by





a seismologist than a geologist, so I'a goipg 'o object to

a.'at a".d requ st it, b st i"len.

"'R PORTE q K not sure oa d|p J~ Qis fo the

objection ~ Just because scmetfling is mo e p "opezly addressed

by so@cone els dc sn t make i? objectionMle.

Zf he is saying ."oat Mr. Hamiltcn doesn't have

the e~~ortise to answer the cpsestion, then there has to be—

X have not »et, heard anyon= q;estio'n tl; qualifications of

Nr. Hamilton. Certainly her. Pleischalcaz hasn't on this cro s-

ezuination, and his qualif'cat'ons u, re accepted evidence

in the record~

MR. PIZXSCHKMR: I accept his qualifications as

a geologist The objection rebore specifically is that

matters that he is testifying about fall within the area of

e>~ertise of a seismologist and his answers, therefore„ if
accepted, should be given little ~le gilt by this Board.

MRS. BOHEPSs Nx. Tourtellotte~

MR.. TOURTEMOTTE: I would tend to agree with

Mr- Fle9.schal:er if indeed geology and seismology frere black

and white and there was no interface betoreen 'hem, hut there

is an interface and in particular, structural geologists are

frequently called upon to evaluate tec"onic movement and to

also evaluate movement in twins of trans er of stress.

Consequently, T. thiai". h is fully capable of

answering such a question. And X believe he answered it. in
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the context of a structural geologist.

IIRS. BOe~VPS: >Tell „ the answer:6.3.l not be

stricken. But as Yr. Fleischa!e'er s="ys: if ~~e hear a different
respo' rom sei smolog sts in ihis sex..e a oc'. ~ )R~ 'j ll o

course veigh ~ae evidence.

BY HR TOURxc LhGT'ZE

Q Dr. J'ahns, do you havo ment opin"'on about the

significance of the amount and sens= of move:-.ent on the e

faults in terms of stress transfer from on fault .".one to

another?

(Nitness Jahns} Non beyond aha~ !'z .. Hamilton

12 has e:rpressed.

.bw~ . Nillingham?

(Witness Nillingham) X ~~ouM essentially concur

17

19

with Nr. Hamilton, and just might point out as a matter of
observation that. Hr. Garth "op, who has published a paper in

'ulletin 3.37.or Special Report Numb z 137, California Division
of Klnes and Geology, the previousXy cited doc«!a."=nt from

~~hence the Hall paper vas derived, shoes epicen~~a3. locations
20 and indicates a goocL deal of activity upon one sect,'on of the

San Simeon and Were seems to be no transference of that
activity to the north of Point Piedras Blancas onto the

Hosgri.

conc1usxons
t

TM.s vould tend ta be supporting evidence fox" the
b

drawn by i4r. Hamilton..





~18. PLEXSCHA1~".R: X'm going to object o diat

answer, too because all cf a sudden w"-'ve gotten into a

wi.ole new paper, ~.. Qavthrop's p"p -., wi~! which X ari! some-

what fwniliar. 3nd Z think tha' fair interpretation of

that paper would r quire e);tensive cross-e." ai.ination of a

seisEOlogist ~

l hav~.'t got that. I don't inmnd to go into

that paper 'with this panel of vitne ses, and X think that the

selection of one figure out of that paper mischaracterises

the conclusions that the author draws.

NR. NORTON: Ezcuse;ne, 21rs. Bove s. X don'

understand the basis o= an objection. He s 3ust R!ade an

argUBGnt that he disagrees -~'ith the conclusion. hat'8 not

the basis for an objection.

i'MRS. BONKERS: Nr. Tourtellotte?

HR. TOJRTEXLOTTE: X'm not sure that Z understand

the 'reason for. theobjection, so it's kind of hard for me to

ans%13r ~

Zs the basis for the object'on that this witness

isn't competent to say what l~~ said?

1iRS, BOvtERS: He3.1, X think the basis was that
the witness'n oxraastion came f"om a docun!cnt that had not

previously been mentioned in this proceeding.

NR. NORTON: Nell«mrs. Bowers, it's part of a

docenent that i~sr. PleischaJier has been ~~aving around on
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eb15 cross-e.~aminatien'and again, if he infants to bring documents

in g h .has the hazard of all four corn rs of those - Qcuments p

not "lust h3.8 Sele cted littie pages ~

i~fR. PLHXSCi"'%MR: 1:old Gn-

Can I reply o that, pl ass'P

X haven t introduced that docu11ent ~ I have only

selected articles out of that document that r;-e hav been

Q3.9 cuss 3.ng e I'm happy with the to al docv:il, nt. 33ut I haven',

done that;

relevant to

X have only brought in Uaos portions that >sere
'

I i

die cross-examination, m« cross-o::amination cf
ese witnesses ~

12 How t23ey'ro offering up an interpretation of

a document which is not mentioned in their testimony, and I
43ink have mischaracterized the conclusions. And furthermore,

the document is >)ritten by a seismologis~ and draws conclu-

sions that are basically those of a s=ismologist. These

g.ntlemen — This panel is of a geophys'icist and .two

geclogists.,

So X would object to Ch, answer given and request

20 that 'xe response be stricken from the record.

2$ PR. NORTON: Hrs. Bowers, X'm a little confused

22 't IL. Plvischaker's interchange of "they." He says "they"

are offering up this document and it isn't mentioned, in,their
testimony. "™zney" is presumabl.y the Applicant, and the

question i<as in response to cross«evamination. Xt is not in
k

I 5
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eb1.6 the form of direct testimcny.

Hr. Pleischaker simply does not have the right to;

20

12

23

25

'ick

and choose which portions of a document he wants answers

to be given from. Ho has Drawn on Special Report 137 and

once he has Brawn cn it it's fair game for everybody else to

draw on it, any portions Mey want to.

HR. PLEXSCHAKER: Nell, le~~ me just suggest,

that as lang as that dccmnent has been brought out, X think
~ we can settle in and prepare for same recross.

MRS. BONERS: Hr. Touztellotte, do you have any-

thing'further?

E'ER. TOURTELLOTTE: Nell,— On this objection?

Nell; it seems to me that in the first instanc, if this is a

document which Nr. FleischaD:er has been using for his crass-

examination and it was permissible for him.to.use it for
purposes- of cross-examination, although I didn't specifica3.1y

27'sk the witness to refer to that document, it nevertheless

seems to.me that it's a little bit unusual that it's al1

right for him to use it but it is not all ight for the Staff

20 to 'use it for their cross-examination, (A) .

22 (8), whatever Witness Piillingham says about

whatever document he's referring to and whatever opinion he

expresses .really'oes to the- weight of the evidence and not

to the admissibility of, that'. evidence, And consequently, the

objection is not, weI,1 'taken
A
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'LR. PL"-XSC~~"-R: Kay X melee on more comment

on this'irst
of all g this docl: ..ant 'r:as me; tio'"ed k)y

these trit~esses e srlier on and - o::h of totem aid they <iere

Ui"familiar i'lith Jle QccG:.!ent ~ Xn the ." eecund day of cross

examination, eithe . Hr. Nillingham or lh.. Havilton made

reference to i~De GatChrop document. They said wey had noted

it in passing but ~sere not prepared to discuss it.
Today th y draco'pon a figure, a single igure

from that same article to holster their view. That's the

first thing.

The second thing is that X hhink that our use of

this 'document has been mis"haracteri-ed. We has-an"c attempted

to introduce this 3onment vith all of -ts art'cles. There

are some siz or seven articles here. He hav made no effort
to introduc thi sdocunent into evidence.

We have only cross-examined on the basis of

selected articles. And that ages not deny N- Tourtellotte

the right to do the s~~ e thing if he chooses to do so.

HR- NORTON: Mrs. Bo-sees, first of all X think

Nr. Pleischaker misspoke. X don't believe the Gawthrop docu-

rent vas ever addressed tothese g ntlemen before coday, and

they said they had pass .ng famil'iarity AM it.
Now the record, vill shoe one of us is correct and

Jj4
one of 'us is incorrect ih'ha+ regard', ut X mould'ery much
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eb18 appreciat Hr. Pleischa.'~er finding that in t}:e reco=d because

I 60.1 t believe it happened ~

Secondly, "he e aro not &e -;~itnesse;.o go into
the Gavthrop paper. t's ~se field ox s~ismologists. There'

no question about it. z>od to cro™s™e:="-mine ~~'xese men on the

Caw'>rap paper is a folly, because our next panel is very

fully qualified to discuss a11 aspects of Chat'paper.
P

onrt really care whether }}r. Pillinghaml s

answer to that last question stando or not because, again

there are peopl h re far moro xcgert ~ban he to make those

Rinds of judgments. But he was responding to a quesd.on ar.d

'e did take a figure from a paper which I thivtc is not in-
admissible. I think iC is clearly admissible, but we'e not

going to stand or fa13. on Hr. Hillingharn's interpretation of
the Gawthrop paper.,

Pe have ou- next panel of throe e>merts who have

probably, forgotten more than Hr. )Q.llingham vill ever know

in that area,. and it's ju"t not— Md that's no criticism
I

of Hr. Nillingham. It's just the fact of the situation.
And I think we are just, spending an awful lot of time on

nothing.

NR TOURTBLTOTTE: If it will help move 3':.ings

along, I'l just,
I'l,withdraw the

q nsojp~ pq, gg~ Qg g g q ~~le a~ Q m cm~wm ~ lR

quest'on and his ansve can be wi;scrawl

and'e'l; ga on
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eb19 BY l1R. TCUP,TEL7~GTTE:

i~$r. 2~~vilton, :n discussion of t e 1978 map by

3 Buchanan-B>n'c" on !monday you testified that there vere ~~:,ro,

possibly three s i"mici'.y reflection 3.in s that pen traie the

area c~iucocatcd . on the map by Ho ciQ:a ag 'ffPo-. 1t San

Simeon.

Describe the evidence prov'ded by these seismic

lin=s and your interpretation of that evidence.

i0

A (Witness Ham'lton) Yes, X can describe that in

a general way, an4 it is also illustrated in a figure that

eproduces the best of those 1ines that is contained in one

of the app~dices to the PSAR.

43

17

20

, But the line I had reference to X b ieve was

identified in my earlier testimony. lt's line performed

by the Aquatronics fi~i unde contract to PQcE, ana that line

ratQ~er clearly shows th t there we dipping, embedded

sedimentary rocks of the sort that give rise o a charac-

teristic type of seism'c reflection record which wrists in

the offshoxe area 3zmediately south of the San Sim on Point

region where rocks that you might xpect to give rise to

that kinet of seismic reflections ax- seen outcropping on-

shore.

The best of those lines's the one that is
closest to shore. Then there are several, I thi>J: two or

.25 three lines that are part of the HZXZZ 'survey run by Jxe U. S.
a 1

f
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Geologicnl Survev '.-hat also co-~ into +3at az--a- and the data

in the'-9 is less Dree' han aJlp" i1 ihe .'s guatronics line g

bui it is my =eco lec'on thai ve also me=.- ewle to disce:-.n

evidence of idle Rind of reflections sugges."ive of thin-bedded

sech.mentary rock in +hose records also,

AQQ iflese shov thac or ~lese led us co con

elude th t the same-kind of rock that exists onshore at San

Simeon Point extends in the offshore region soir'cheas<vard

from San Dimeon Point for a dis"anc of several m9.les.

Dr ~ Jahns I Qo tectonic driving forces change

rap9.dly?

('sfiMess Jahns) Ho g generally they Qo note

13 Do Dey ovor hundreds o. years, thous+ac',s of

years, millions of years? Do they change rapidly?

I should say that changes '.earns significant

vithi> the 1.as+ rewge you indicated, some;chere betveen

thousands RiDd mil3.ions ~

"4lould it he geologically reasonable then to

expect. 'chai the ra e of monument that has occurred on the

Hosgri Faul during the recent geologic pa t vill continue
1t

into the near geolog9.c future?

Yes, l vould regard that as rea onable.

23 HR. TOURTZLMTTE: Mo more questions.

MRS. BORRS: Nell, le<'s rec="s for- lunch.

five minutes of l2:00,. and he back ai one o'lock.
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fHi~ereupon, n 13.:55 a.m., "be hearing in Ne

Dove-entitled matter was rc c ssed to econvere at

l:00 p.ra. ~Axe sama day.)

22

23

14

25
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3A agbl T'BNOOH SESS:".OH

(1 00 p me)

LES. BOQHRS: 3m X correct, Mr. Tou"tellotte,

be fo ~ e the luncheon b <Qp'.„you annQ~E>~peed 1jou had conc uded

your ezra ~ination2

HR~ TOURTZLLOTTE." That's cor=ect.

%hereupon,

RECORD H, JMIFSg

DOUGLAS B. ~<~XTOÃr

13

C. RXCHAPD 'PXLLX~wQK61,

were recalled as w tnesses on behalf of the Ppp3.icant, and,

having been previously duly sworn, testified, further as

follows:

MBB. BOHERS: Before we go to i~. Norton, some

17

of the people I had lunch vith raised the question about

repetitive questions ar6 testimony.. And of course, X ezulaine

20

21

when a different paly is asking the questions, that i'ay
be a question similaz to what was as1ced by ~aoQ>er party.

earlier and the answer may sound the same. But it'e proper

questioni..g when you'x taping to refine. particular points.

But X would li3ce to encou'-age you in urther

questioning of this panel to recall rather vividly what

25.

they,'.ve sa9.a so far and to try to I:eep away from giiestions1,''I
; that'-,,wi13. be a. matter of'hem„repeating'heir ans'wars
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agb2 PZ. TOUPVELLOTTE: I might b-iefly spoak, to that.

ve tried very ilard to frame m) cjuestions in a

way that I though they could —that the question would

e~.icit sho'-t ans.rers md I -cally antic.'..~ated thai it
wouldn'...e

more than an hour and a half or two hours.

But it seer:.s as though a general impression I had

about geologists as being shy, re icent, ret'ring people

who seldom "poke unles- spoken to, was shot to= thunder. And

10

right now, I consider that geologists re second in vociferous

ness only to lawry~rs.

(I~ughter. )

13

MRS. BOl7HRS: Do you want to proc"ed, K-.. iforton2

HR. NORTON: Do I have a license or a prohibitionV

(Laughter }

16

1718'R.
HORTOA: Nell I don'. think my questions axe

going to take very long. The answers may.

(Laughter.)

REDIRECT EKQ4XHATXOH

19 BY'R HORiQiM:

20 H-. Nillingham, I have probably more questions for

22

you Da~ the other panel members, so perhaps I'l start with
you first.

I C. il

..,25.,

I, if you will reca12. the subject of the Pugro data

came up, and there was much argument between lawyers and
. i

- very little testimony from the witnesses's'o: the. sequence.





of events regarding 'ihat data.

Xf Z "ecall, you sti ed that you had changed

your opinion ".o souse c, gree in teens of 'ihe Lcmpoc Poult

as a result of the rugro data ~ Bxd t.".8 3.Qter ).n the cross-

e"amination, you ver asked questions about your opinions

on. the Hosgri as a result of the Pugro data. And if I recall,

you, stated that you hadn't had the opportunity to review] that

data in depth in o der to answer me question as it might

otherwise be anmsmed.

The inference left from all of that was that

you had somehow chosen to review in depth the m+ '.poc data

buh not the Hosgri data.

Could you explain, therefore, .che sequence of.

arrival of data aa to hov that came about?

(Hitness Rillingham) Yes.

The data was initially acquired in--
Q Excuse me "or interrupting. First of all, dis-

tinguish "data.." As X'nderstand it, there are two sets of
k

data, so when you say "the data," let's know which set of

data ve're talking about.

Okay.

The Pugro vessel vent out to acquire data owazd

the. end of tune, sometime in that part of l978. And X re-
I.

ceived,the data. which they had, acquired specifically for„.

PG&E, tD.at is, the lines crossing the ~mmpoc, in July of





'his year.

3

The data Kia >~as the basis for tice "u-ro ~?=-.@or'r

twas received arith the r"-oo ''= and Z believe that caa:c: into

the copipapy off" 68 Gn ~;0 7~ ~C>Ocr „'lst 9. tNis year ~

AlL right ~

Xn oU.er words, he reason '-hen you toer8 able

to reviewer the Lomgoc data in detail ~>as b cause you had

r-ceived it in July. AQQ She GR 'on you 'L'reran ' able to

review the other data in detail @as because you did't re-

ceive it until just several weelcs, ago, is that correct2

Tha 8 correct

All right
No':r you also s"'a¹d durincr your testimony 'n

response to a cpxestion from H-. 7leischakcr that you;rould

not &el that &e area of aeromagnetic ir'terprotation was

one of your mos L. QeviQGped fie" ds of Gzpertise g lpaviilg a a " n

17

20

the obvious impression that i~ is not. one of your'areas of

expertise.

Axe you the sole interpreter of the aeromarine"ic

data as commissioned in tNe study oZ the =osgri Pau3.t Gone2

A- No»

and reviews

All right.
Hho e se, is there someone who vo=Rs for. you

this aex'omar„.netic data. for you er in conjunction .

with..you2
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Zes

All right, and who is thvP'?

Okay . Th=:t ' . D 3 uc . X~uyendvi of the

Un9.'rezsity of Califor i. cL .Lt G~~ta 3G s-Bra

Cou3.cl yo'6 Bpe" 1 that 1ast nameP

L~u~yeeee~neoad~y~k

'r.

Luyendyk, is that how you pronounce it?

,I
Yes

Dr.. Luyendyk.. —could you tel3. us a little bit.
about him and his'nvolvement in the-revi'e~r and hew he

works with you '.n the 'r"vie:r of tL:e aeromagnetic data?

13

Okay.

Ne13.. first of all, aeromageetic Cata is not
t

something, hhat 3."m totally unf~~ iliar with. X have inter-
preted, it for. petro"em.companies: .X have acquired .data

Fiyselfp reduced and interp. Gted' fair amount of it
Xn regard to Nx".. Xuyendylc's participation, he—

20

2$ ',

I

' we 1,, he', a g aduate of Lamont-Doherty Geophysical (',bserva-

tory and he is a. marine geophysicist who has practiced for
a nuaher of years

Jl

l

Eo has ~ublished several papers dea3ing vAth the

tectonic implications of the earth's magnetic- field, in
4

particular,, plate tectonics. He a3 "o has done work, analyzing.
*

.. seaflcor.. structure, as deduced from, magnetic'.Cata~ so'e is
I

,..;,~n',eminently cpxa1ified;; ind9.vi.'dua1,:acadamica11y".in-; this" '.





particular field.
And I have consulted trith hi:a oi. 'die interprota-

tion oi. portions 0 the 0ffs lore magnetic Qa c.a which hQve

been cited in this hea inc.

Z~d in turn„ I ta1c it that yo ~ and Doug Hamilton

and Dr. Luyendyk have revia~red these materials in''vidually
and collectively so to speakP

Yes.

A11 right
Getting noir to a question that:1r. Tourtellotte

as!;ed you ~his morn'ng, fran1cly —un crenate.'ty, we Con't

have the t-anscript, and so ny memory oz what you'e said

is perhaps not total3.y accurate.

But my impre sion, the ~~pression I was le.t
wit'as

-- this had to do with questions dealing with yi"-
opinion as to whether or not the Graham-Dickinson .'.<„r:-'hesis

eras defendable.

Tne impression that I vras left Mik'r. @as one of
:confusion as to e:cactly how you ze pondeQ to t'~: t crhesticn,

so I'm going to gust. re-ask. the c~uestion, Qe:gite K=s.
Bowers'rohibition,

because I w s left confuseQ a '-o e".ectly how

you'responded to tha question.

So, could you respond again'?

All right
As..X.believe I al"o. stated 'n. response to ,

4 1

I
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agb7 i~w 'ux'tellot te in other auest. ons I my. =If co sot b lieve

tllat the int„.zgreta "on - gll ~ foilard bv 6"8.'ha<i1 and Dickinson

are correct ~

2Q J

Leant

+ Bu1: ..e cues=zoa v:s, are t>1ey

c,.efensible. 9zd the 'moxession I 1Ias left I.-ith s as that you

said yes, they inhere defensible, and that s ems inconsistent
'ith

what, vou've just said. Can you explain the dif ez-nce7

AI3. right

Perhaps tM~re I vas simply responding i o the word,

"indefensible," I mess anybody can defend anything they

L2

choose KQ ~Blether the+ villprevail is Qu2 e a dif"ezent

matter.

And in this particular casa, I think I can state

vith surety fro51 my G'e/Il viewpoint that in a debate over

the scientixic merits of their )udgment:s, I do not feel

17

that their case vlould prevail a

feel it would be defensible.

In th=t s=nse, I c'o not

All right .

How, ther was n great deal of di cussio". about

'1~

22

''the sparker data 'n cross«ma~':sation, and, there was even

some cpxestion about individual spaxkex runs. ~ s that a ="air

phxase, sparker runs2

cs H.ne.

, ~

Q Okay.
I-

First. of all, ho+.,many sparlcer runs did you,





examine that. involved the Hosgri Fault Zone?

Nell I attempted to tally that up, and the number

turn out to be something on the order of 230 plus actual

crossings of the Hosgri Fault Zone.

0 All right.
And can you give us a rough estimate of how

many miles of sparker runs that comprises; that 230-plus

runs,, hov many miles of actual sea and seafloor traversed

'y the vessels +here recordings are made does that encompass?

A Something on the order of 2500 to 3000 miles

that go directly over the Hosgri itsel . And iz ve include

'the San Simeon Fault Zone, me are talking about a data set,

that is in excess of 3700 miles.

9 And'ou'e reviewed in detail the sparker recc.~s

j6

from over 3700 miles in the San Simeon-Hosgri Fault Zone r

is that correct2

That's >shat I revieved in direct connects.Ai with

'this case, yes.

)9'0-
MR. PLEISQDSER: Objection. Every qv istion—

X object to that question in particular because 9:.'s leading.

ARnost every guestion of Mr. Norton has been le-ding-

X don't ordinarily object to some ';respass, of

'that legal boundary: but I think it getting a little bit
out'C hand here, so X would. object to the &am oC the *

cgiest9.on
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54ll

W. MORTON: I'l repaint the question —X will
ask i" in a d'fferent manner, rather, not r, peat it. Or .I'l
do boQlp if you l2ke ~

{T~ughter.)

BY MR NORTON".

Q, Have you reviewed'hat material in. detail,
Mr Nillingham?

13

(Nitness Wlillingham) Yes, I have.

All right
,F

Mow,'ave you reviewed o her sparker lines,
or other sparker data that's in the general fault system?

Ne've heard. nf a San Gregorio-Hosgri Fault

system. H ve you reviewed, in addition to the 3700-some

miles you testified to, have you reviewed other data,that

1617'ears
on that system?

Yes, I have.

And,how much in'terms of total miles of sparker

runs would'hat. add, up to?

P

to —''
Nell. X would'uess that —it's very difficult

Q Please, don'- guess.

: A', X,'have not s+~t down and:measured every mile

.'4':
,1

Fgf

I

that I have interpreted, but I, think I'an conf9Q~Mly say
P"that the total: number. of'iles. is somewhere on the oiler. of.

8000 to 9000 '
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agb10
2

And ove how many years has th s b .en going an?

About seven years nms.

3' 1 right ~

Ho@ you acre avail"ble -- you attended the

ceposition of Dry 8"'vorg did. You no'c2

8

Yes.
'

Bll right.
DiG you hear his testinionP under oath» as to hove

may sparker records he based his ~ta on?

Yes.

And what uas thac2

$ 4

15

HR., PXEXS~ER: Ob"auction, r:hat's the worst

kind of hearsay. Dr. Silver v9.13. be here to testify himself.

IK. NGRTOH: T.'ll;vichdraw the bastion and

save it for Dr. Silve

BY PER NORTON:

Q Of the data that Dr. Silver stated in ."is testi-

Il

)9

20

vas high«re"olution data'?
I

And. again, this is specifically
vith respect to the Hosgri Pault Zone.

mony that he had revieIecL, Qo you Rnov s»hat portion o- that

MR. PLEISCHMXEF. Objection again, this Mnd- of
information really isn't very useful.

Xf Elhat - is sought is an anw48r CQ the cplest ion

xihat portion of the data, Dr. Silver, have you r'evieved that
is high-resolution, Ae person to @horn taat cpxe"tion should he

'.*
. „ /P.

I 1'
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agbll addressed is Dr. Si1vez. He'1l be here.

NR. PORTO'8: Hell l&s. Bo'<ters, Dx. Silver may

have an entirely dif erent answer than Mr. Nillingham may

have as to how much of it is high-resolution, so the fact
that he's going to be hera in this case doesn't do us any

good because he may give a different answer.

"X have no idea what he's going to answer as

to how much of the data was high-resolution. But, ve are

certainly entitled to know what, Fir. 76.llingham's opinion

is as to the data reviewed by Dr. Silver that he testified

13

he reviewed in his deposition.

MRS. BOWERS: Hr. Tourte3.lotte, does the Staff

have a position2

15

17

TQURTELLOTTE: Zo~

(The Board conferring.}

MRS' , BONERS: The objection will be sustained.

When Dr. Silver is here, he'3.l he testifying under oath.

20

BZ MR+ NORTONt

To make a record do you know —and thX's is a

yes or no answer, this is not to give a number —do you

know how many -» how much high-resolution data Dr. Silver
ran across the- Bosgri2

A (Nitness M9.11ingham) Yes.

Q'Okay..:
MR'.. PLKXSCHAKER: Can we have a clarification on





tlat, Roc-us I'-. not sa"a if ".':.e =ecoxa is straight a~

this aoint.

Phe verb you ~'ist us-d:ra": "ran>" ani it wasn t
clear co me 'thethe roQ are i a2.iiinq ai:GUt the high ZQso~ntion

1c Atp g Upe i .."z c'i2. - ~ s uai.a t." a D" ~ 8:43~7~; ) .;ailpis li:g ac™~JaiU-

lated or whether this IHay 5e ('ata he has '"te. preter
HR. HORTOU: ily question ire:- to data that

he,persona2.ly ran.

PimXSCK~wER: He perso} a" ly acct'mzlat 0

himse1r".. All right» Xt wasn t clear'o:QG froid the record+

76. HO"-.TOH: Z helieva h" '~osition;ran fairly
cl a- on what he had reviewed.

BY NR. NORTOH:

How many miles of h9.g.x™.;eood'.ion data >reve

in the tot .l PGGE Cata s t crossirg the Eosgri?

(TU.a:ass Hillingham) So-...ething cn ti™crde- of
70 miles.

311 right.
Pwd ~Zo you kno>r the nm.~~r ror the San Siieon

Pault; Zone?

X Con't have an e-plicit nu~'aber for that
fault zone.

Qi Xn toms or high-resolution data'P

Xn tenM or high-resolutior..
', Q

- '-;"A"
The~ wa.". high-~eso3etion da™m, ham"verP
7

Yes, there was





3B ~ agbl 3 Hr Hamilton> could you tell the Bca~Q hccv

long you have been rrorking on the quest'on -- and Z suppose

this is . multiple mq.e "ion, it .ay be ob'~ectionable and

3,8 40 M F '>s ha(exg '1 '" Oh. a e

Bu a- hoU E}an 8 >ear - have you been 4oz'ling on

the question of the Hosgri-San Simeon-San Gregorio Fault

zones questions?

HR. PLFXSCHMER: I'6 like to object to that.

HR. ElORTOIC". When X'll b eak it dot<m.

HR. P~™XSCP~R: Ho, l have a different

abjection.

IE. NORTON: Well I'm going to vitMra:z fPe

question and start over.

HR. PLL'TSCHAKER: 01cay.

BY MR NORTON:

How many years have you be~m vnrJcing on the

Eosgri Fault, Zone'P

19

A . (Witness. Hamiltonj About fivo yea s no;r. *

A3.1 right.
And would you have an estimate as to ho@ many

man-hours vou and your company has'=- spent collecting and

analy Swg data that hears on the ques~ion?

An8. I: appreciate that you can't he p'xecise on

som'ething lac this, but axe ve tal/-.ing about dozens of

hours., hundreds of hours or thousands of hours or xrhat'?
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agbl4 I think that, the answer would be in the thousands

of hours range.

All right.
How you were also asked about your lack of

publication in this matter. Do you have any estimat: what-

soever as to how much publication you have made of this

area in things such as the FSAR, Advisory Committee on

Reactor Safeguaxds, et cetera2

'io
A Do you mean in terms of written reports a'nd

prepared drawings2

9 And presentaticn of evidence..

16

A Me13. X know that X have prepared over all several

hundred pages of written material and prepared or supervised

the preparation of some dozens of drawings and i3.1ustratioris

of various kinds that relate to the Hosgri Fault,. as we1.1

as to other faults along the coastal region.

19

All right
And these publications have been in the public

domain, isn't that. cor'rect2

21"'3:

That's true.
C

Q And they have been subject to severe review,

have they not, by other pxofessionalsP

A. Yes, X think certainly X would characterize the

review -that. they. ~ get. from the U.S. Geological Survey and

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the Advisory Committee,
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agbl5 on Reactor Safeguards as v xy close scrutiny.

)

5415-B'

And do you have an estimate as to whether the

amount of data collected and published in the form which we

discussed is less than, equal to or greater than the sum

and total of the Silver., Gra1am and Dickinson and Hall

papers'ell
X think, if X understand you™ question

30,

31

12

33

34

36

correctly, that X .would have to characterize iC as greater

Chan, because X believe that X have reviewed all of the data

that. foxmed the basi fox the Graham and Dickinson and Si,iver

and Hall papers, and X know that we have substantial data

that they seem to have not reviewed. Therefore, X believe

that the data X have worked, with substantially exceeds the

total of the data that enters into those three papers you

specified.

Nell actually, there's more than three papers,

because some of. them have published two papers.

That's true. X'm thinking of papers that relate

20

2f

to this issue, which mount now'o two or three papers by

'Dr. Silver and aC least two papers by Dr. Hall plus a map,

and two papers at'east by Drs. Graham and Dickinson.

Okay.

Et would'ot be your position however, would it,

1

that the sheer weight data that. you have collected and the,
5

*
'

papers you have writ'ten should- prevail. because it's moreP





NR. PX,HXSClP'GR: I'm aoing to object aga'n

to the form of the ques"'on, '"'s leading.
I

CLED l'4CRt.wN,". Z apprecic? te ts~~t. " G " 0 "LY

P eischaker„and X ':rill ai".empt fo.- a:::.oven'~ "o -ihi..! ho~t

t:o ask ih so Lhasa it isn'h.

PB. PLEXSCHMiHR." T7 11 Z guess tee basic problem

is that. 1'm getting your phraseology, your tes"ixony.into

We record and X think it is more useful to get; Mr.
Hamilton'estimony

into the record.

9Y MR NORTON

Q hL.. Hmnilton, do you have an opinion as to ~~heth

i4

one should —one be'ng a geologist -» should decide these

kinds of matters on volume or quantity of data versus quality

of data'P

(Witness Hamilton) Ne3.3. 3: take you- zefezence to

the term, "quality," to n.ean that data that. mosi: accurately

represents Ne geological facts as they exist in the ground.

Q Yes.

20

Then I suppose 3: ~~ould have to anmvwz thaC

quality should prevail 'in one's judge~,en'.

Q A11 righC.
i Mr. Hamilton, can you state within a reason&le

degree oX geological cex<ainty that the i:osgri.PaultZone

is not capable of an earthquake larger C:han 6.5 magni~ude~

.A....,X thinJc I. ~rould 7~ave to,respond,.ibad.my- ezpextise
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iQ
0 3

to determin'ng amounts 0'ault sl" p or fau" t Qovcmen that

has occurred 4'ith'n various Qgecif"Qd lengths of geo.~ogical

t3zle ~

All right.
Then you c~ould defer that question, " take it,

to Dr. Smith and his oanel, who are going to corn aboard at

tM.s'ime, is that correct?

Yes l would

10 MR. NORTON: WTe have no further auestions of

'L2

this gane3..

MS'OV7,BPB: ?Ir. Pleischakex?

HR. PXEXSCHRKER: X just have one or t~~o

~zestions.

i~ROSS-EKUHBATXOH

BY KR FXZlSCHA~"R:

9 Dr. Hamilton, did you present either in the PSAR

19

or to the S.CRS your critique of the Graham and Dic1cinson

correlations?

{Witness Hamilton) Mo, X have not.
I

Have you presented that infom;ation to the USGS?

I have discussed soma of 'he pxoblmns that Z have

cIith some of the elements o. evidence brought forward by

Hoi'ever, Z have not made a formal preser tation or
k

Drs. Graham and Dic3cinson irith various mariners of che Geologic

Survey.
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/

transmission of some kind of a comprehensive critique to the

U.S. Geological Suxvey and 'n some Rind of foxmal way.

Q I<. Hamilton, do you xecall the date or the year

of your presentation of your cx'iticisms of Or. Hall's cor-

xelations and conclusions to the ACRSV

Yes. I think that was in 1976. And my general.

recollection was that it was in the spring of 19/6.

Do you recall the date that you presented—

10

we'l, did'ou present your criticisms to members of the

USGS or discuss your cxiticisms of Dr. Ball with menhers of

the 'USGS'P

13

15

Yes, X have done that. also.
r

Herc my memory is b coming somewhat more hazy,

but, X do recall, that. there,was a meeting in February, and

X believe again that the year was 1976.
I

And at that. meeting which was held in Menlo

Dx. Ball was present and Dr. Hall made a slide

show presentation of his theory and his int rpretation of

20

evidence that led him to that. theory.

'nd I presented, at that time, an oral discussion

of factors that X thought were dif exent than Dx. Hall had

'nterpreted them to b . That was the first, instance that.,X

24

25.

can recall, and X be1ieve

,presentation, specifical1y

. which members of the U.S'.

the only instance whexe I made a

on. that. subject at. a meeting at .,

GeoLogical Survey were present,
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other than as meNers ox a general audience.

MR. NORTON: Ezcu e me, N s. Bowers

I'm not ur how t!Q.s is a proper subject of

recross. Th>s uas not gone into on cro"'s by i~1-. Tcurtellotte

or on redirect h„-» myselx as to discussions with the VSGS.

'The only person who ever went into this was ?L .
Pleischalcer'nd

he should not now he allowed to go into it again, he

had his opportunity. Xx my understanding of the rules of

'evidence. is cozx'ect, recross is limited stzic ly to that

'hich was brought up on redirect and cross hy someone else.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Pleischakerr

MR. PLEISCMZZR: Well my recollection of the

"question that Mr. Norton asked —our not s rexlcct that the

question went '.o review of the papers submitted to USGS

and MRS and the NRC Staff; X believe

HR. NORTON: I didn'0 ask any such question at all
I asked him if he.prepared papers in his study of the Hosgri

xor the ACRS and for the PSST. I never said the word, "USGS,"

at all.
MR. PXZXSCHAEER: There's no use pursuing this.

Xn any case, X've got tiie answers to the questions that I
was seeking —the answers I was seeking to the questions.

MRS. BOWERS: Well. as long as this point has

come up, in some of our. prior egments —,inall. o our prior

segments, since we were dealing with a three-party situation,
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agb20 there has not bean a stric. application of tL)a rulas of

evidence l~miting z cross to redirect.

Now in oii-.er proceedings that I'e bean in:<hara

tnere vera as many as l'- parties, "hat was held to va~
c os ly. But hera in „-.rio= segman'.s -- have permitted

freedom and did not apply that principle.
X. do think, though, in this proceeding, ve'va

got a .ot of witnesses to hear, c;e laze a lot of ground to

$ 0

cover So va'd like for you to limit as much as you possibly

can, your roc oss to the z'adiract If you feel there is a

pacial circumstance, Chat the record mould be confuse'd or

$ 3

15

in'complete, then you can bring that up.

HR. FLEXSC8i&KER: I have no further nxestions.

MRS. BOhERS: Mr. Tourtellotte, do you have

anything further? .

l7

MR TOURTZLLGTTE: No

"MRS. BOHERS: We11, w'a'll give you ona more

bite oZ the apple, Mr. Norton.

HR. NORTON: No, thank you.

MRS. POWERS: Well let me check and sea if the

Board has questions.

E.~LIBATION BY HTHE BOARD

BY. DR tKRTIN:

24

,. "....g 25

9," I,'m not; txying to he Socratic, but, I need anoUiar
*„

def~9tion
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agb21 There were ctuestions this morning fzcun 7L-.

Tourtellctte to various members of the pane'oncerning the

L

reasonableness of the 'ass'.~m-ti cr

don t ";gant to address pa2,ticulaz 2ssM~Htion

I Jielieve most of t hest Questions g Qt one j Rc Qr
another'ere

Qi acted to IM. Hamilton, a-" well as, perhaps, to other

members of the panel.

But specific.qu stions about the reasonableness

of assumptions directod to you, and I',n wondering if you

17

20 '.

21

can give me a brief. defin"tion or e:rposition of your under-

standing of what is meant by an assx~viption in contmt with

a scientific hypothesis, i:hen it may be necessary to >a ke

assumptions or when it may be poxwissibl to make assumptions,

and what, if any, criteria you personall> use co de e~iine
"the degzee of reasonableness attached to an assumption.

Do you want me to break that dorm, or will you

take it all at oncet

A (Witness Pmnilton) I believe +his is the most

difficultquestion that's been as1:ed in the last six days.

Well it's crucial to my understanding of the

questions and the answers. I Rnov that my oem philosophy

is rather elaborate on this subject, and I wmt to a=sure

myse 'f that the answers vere not fr~z~ed in shnpl stic texas.

'leading you

I'l rely on the lawyers to

or not

tell TGQ whether I 1Q
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agb22 He can start over and brea'- tais dovn into

par"', or you can i:aLe it on the tennis i ve stated

Yes.

I!H. NORVOi3: zcuse we, iL'". Hamilton.

E. ~ Nar~4ing it s verv unusual for '~wperQ to

object to the Board',s cozestiona because, frankly, they aren t
very successful in their objections.

(Xaughter.)
1

But. X W~ve "rouble following your question,

1
~

anc'or zy bene it, X wish you would break it Bown.

DR. P2ZTZH: EQ,l riaht. Tie'll break it aosrn.

43

15

16

17

<8

20

1





BY. DR. WMVXii7:

Xn the first place, what is your m~.derstancting

of assumption" re n applied to sc'entific reasoning?

(Bitness Herc.ilton) Hell, I cannot claim to have

5 thought long and deeply about a specific kind of ~ray of

expressing my view on that subject, but in the context of

making geological: inferences and judgments <men it's necss-

sary to derive some kind of significance from a specific

set of hard facts that one may observe sucn as a character

10'f rock in a particular place or the possible extent of a

structural feature, then I think that in the thought process

12 or in the analysis process that one may take h~e various

13 kinds of possibilities that are kno~m to exist within geo-

logical. experience and one may apply those as a set o

15

16

possible, let us say, assumptions or possible cases to extend

one's understanding or one's say of interpreting a<hat a

17 par icular rock or a particular structure may mean in some

way or another.

So the use of assumption" to me Z think in—

volves applying some kind of a rea=onably kno~m or expectable

21 geologic situation and comparing it teith the significance of
a particular=fact that you can obs-rve, and then seeing where

that leads you.

Does that mal e any sense?

All right.





Does that differ in any way from setting up and

testl.ng a hypothesis?

3 :-Io, I don't z~hxnJc a.t do:=.s.

Can you -ssume a fac"..".s -;sell as a zel.".tionship?

tJell g ix 1v a baca g Ben 2.c ' a face ancL wc

just, a"L assumed fact~

Nel3., a fact not in evidence, not apparent

perhaps would be a better way to put it.
Held:, then X think i'c becomes a hypothetical

condition that is assulh.d.

Xs this in your view a permissible way to proceed

in advance of establishing facts Gp fi'er ground?

$ 3 Es g I certainly th9.Q c that t s a proc ss chat

one might m~ect to go tllrough.

Nou3.d you feel that at a given 'cime 'n the

development of a hypotjlesis or a theory that you might md~ ce

assumptions about facts that have not yet been stablished?

A That's often done.

0 And would you consider it reasonable to do that?.

20 Zes, X think that would be certainly a reason-

able approach, but I think that that needs to be considered

22 in the context of what the end product of one's ivgpo'chcai"ing

is going to be, and let's say the strengch of themsertions

that may be made as part of that end prcduct.

9 'o then you'. be testing -the collseguences of an
k





eb3 assumption or the reasonableness of the assumption based on
'

Iits consegu nces2

Yes, X think that's something that i ~ e:.press 8

as iR sort of a sc" en hific conclu ion Gr a schentif ic hypo-

thesis that is sent out, Iet's s y, for i:he general evaluation

of some segment of the cientific conmunity> might most.

7 appropriately be tested fairly thoroughly in that regard.

$ 0

9 'ouM you say that the reactions of your pee."s

would give you reason to evieM your estimate of the reason-

ableness of an assunption2

That i~ouM cextai'nly be an important factor.

FouM you agree ~~at an assumption based on—

Tet mo start over -» an assumption bas 6 on a.given set of

facts might be xeason&~1e at. that tim and then unreasonable

at a latex time when newer or more definite facts wore

established2

l7 Yes, that's ce tainly possible. That is, X can

18

19

cextainly envision that case.

Q So judging the reasonabIones of an assumption "'s

20 a matter of working forwards and backwards.

X should agree with that.

0 And your opinion about. its rea.>onableness nd.ght

'change in relati.on to changes'n other fea ..ures df the circum-

5-cQDces2

(ii)
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Q Then wou3.d you conclude ziith me tha'here's r.o

hard, fast crit ria for judging the z asonableness of an

ass".~xption or "et me put it ano."her -i)~y, ~Sat 't depends not

1on a .-z.ze.» sot oz c"3.' D.a but g a~2' i u; on the ne'ius of

'ctors +~oat may ezist a a g van time'

%8g Z bel".ave Blat th >~4s the rase. But X t?link

t? e tes) of reason&~leness in any g. ven case Dlust be v"ewed

. against what J e nexus of factors <>!at have been considered is
and. maybe one should also factor in the totality of reason-

ably'vailable inform tion that exists at t¹ time that the

judgment-or the assumptions ar raaQe.

l2 DR MiARTXH: X don'c think that X need to aok

A 3 any more Que8t9.cns X tnink tha t gives rtie a fair under

st'anding oZ your view.

:MRS. BO'AERS: Hall, X'm glaQ you were as?zing

Nr. Hamilton and.not roe.

(Laughter.)

MR. BRXGHT: X have a couple of questions.

BY NP.. BRXGHT:

20 Q , You gentlemen would probably have figured out

that X was not a geologist even |.f X hadn't said anything,

but X think X'll Qiopell aXl Qcubt i;l your minds.

25

One ofthe problem" X have is trying to =elate

what goes On in the geologic process to processes that X feel

that, X understand sone~shat better. This is strictly tutorial.
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3

X'm not quest'oning anything.

ilow X understand that the ear"hquJ~ e ao ve

lglem p it s a sudden release of stored energy in a s'~S-

call
l

terr~em> formation of som <ind. T."=ue? False?

:,Witness Hamil==on) Tilat s vi.~ Qndex'stQlldxng 8 iso ~

0 X naturally wonder, in order '= r a lot of

energy to b stored in a rock, let's say, you have to do it.
one of two ways. You can heat it up and stox'e "thermal energy

10

or you can deform it. And X guess what X'm asking 's:
\

Forget tho thermal component, what D~ out the

defozmation process? Xs this, say, st'll in the elas" ic
mode of stress? Xt is heing stressed within tho elastic

~ 3 lia9.t?

14 (Hitness Zahns} Yes, 'f X might respond to that.

Normally the pxincipal component is elastic

c7

strain enex'gy and that 8 stox'ed up to whatever level can be

sustained prior to failure of the grou>d material, and when

2O

't reaches that level and failure occurs, a gx;eat, deal of the

stored strain energy is roleased and the rock tends to return

elastically to a relatively less strained state.

How strong a function of "Ae materials involved

22 is this possibility of storing energy? X kno~x there are

other factors but say vou had a very tough, dense, gxanatic

rock, X suppose, as.,compaxed to a simple, easily-shattered

.sandstone'r:-something like that. '" ''.:. E'™





ea6 Hoald there be a no ice~~'-.1e difference in the

31QQD'a. c enezgjT tLlat CQQld b -'tory eQ |.n t h1$ 9

n there certc.in.<.y con) d be - ave! s.hi -. factor hr..s

.Veen a s'932'ect of SQKe ver@ cax'afire'. ccnsidex'~tion

(
0

7'';

has been I"ai".e ~! xoz'zv7z10( "J.GL. 8 'zp4.'.t2ze "'Qc"s '";iLLC'}

wonld third ccvjQ yield.: via ilv~vGRents of one ?:ird =-ac.'nothe"

to applied stresses, would dc so so=nest ~ a" l.".':~ex '---c.-

'i'Q.~gin tge Con'Qt Qf QQQ~CQ in " Q / iso''l' '~~8

lev-- ls than sfovlc. a granitic . Ocic,g a..~ this has beB~ Qex'ic'Gslp

't0 suagested as one ez lanation for di ~ ferences in ~~3'a"rior along

diffez'ent reacJ es of 8 P.:1Joz felt sone snc~'. as the S8%

Aad=aas.

Bat as you o y» ~sat'- one fac o.~ o many.

%78zv Well ~

Thon yQQ hav<'eexl 8fei.1ic, cj ho <48 San Mc~ ebs

as a bovndaxg faultt and I BRl ti?&~in~ ~~":3 8~~>le v1i«.Y of

that diat this means this is a bounce~~ hs'creen @ha'= . 've

heard z ferret to as the Pacific Plat and Ci.e Mozt!'ise:"ical ~

Plate.

ves~
C

Then anyth9wlg -'l3st of the San Andre"-9 twould be

px'oJ -rly a part of the Cceanic Pla"-e„and eve -y>Ring east

mouM be pxope1ly a part of,. ~ha Port'x'~mexican Plate.

25

~
'late is

5

ze 'd" Ux

, a CON'Oosite,

the a'c~d1t1ona" cain"'t that ~:ae Ocew.xc
V

The Pacific Plate 's chi~ly Oceanic
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wb6 you answered the question. What you were telling me was

that there were certain things, certain assumptions were made,

'nd

those assumptions were made (a) on the basiN of no

perception at all; that is, nothing had really been perceived

but it was simply assumed and, therefore, was unr asonable,

and (2) that some of those assumptions were made flatly in

contradiction of known facts; that is, things that we actually

could perceive.

A Yes X think to say "flatly in contradiction of

known facts" might be rather a strong statement of the case.

)3

But X felt that the general available body of evidence had

more to be perceived in it than apparently was perceived by

the authors of that theory relative to their bases for estab-

lishing it as a theory That is, X think that in my own

view there were considerations such as data and published

articles that were readily available that could have been

used to test the reasonableness of the theory in addition to

seeking various kinds of factors that seemed to support that

th'eory as we have been. told the theory was developed.

My view is that for expressing the theory that,
let's say, more tests should have been made before it was

expressed as a generally applicable theory and a 'claim made

that it best. suited essentially all of the available facts.

0 X guess what X want to know, because I really
didn'+. follow everything that was going on, is, Hhat is the



0



~rb7 significance of Dr. Martin's questions in terms of the answers

that you gave me previously? Did you in any way change the

3 answers you gave previously by reason of your conversation

,0
with him?

I don't think so. Xt's a rather complex way of

approaching it
That's reassuring., Thank you

But it's my belief Chat nathinglas changed.

MRS 'BO)KRS: Mr. Nort.on?

'0 BY MRo, NORTON:

Qh The, only thang I, would lake to cover is the

series of; questions aslced by Mrs Bowers. And- I guess,

!4.

Qr. Jahns, seeing as haw you responded, perhaps you could-
I

- respond to these questions.

I believe she asked about the review of an article '

~ I I
'

. 'before. i't; is published'. in Science. And you answered that-,
\

it.'s given to two. peaple wha at least review it to give it,-—.,

f8 Chat. it..ist not an its'ace.. ~ ~

Well,, why don't you respond again? I don't want:-

'o mischaracterize what, you said. Would you respond again as

. Co what that review constitutes?

0
„h

R5'

h
t

— (Witness Zahns) Wel3. basically the aim of'ny-
t

~ editor worth, hi;s or. her: salt is to avoid. the publicatian of'
I

trash in the magazine,, scientific trash. So this is the,
II. I *

main.*function. oF: the.= review'rocess .

'

I

.Ihth < hW P I 'h 'h0 hthtl'ttt)+t' h,„, hh>h,, Iht I V4C+hh -ht
~
'ht' lhh g Ittt P' t$ I h II Ph' I g t t A I . '
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wb8 The manuscript is sent out, conrnonly in the case

of Science to two reviewers. Ordinarily these are people

with records of having done work in related areas and who,

4 presumably, could be depended upon to make critical appraisals

ofthe material. This 's what they do. And very commonly

a given reviewer will return theaanuscript with a very brief

statement, "I think this is worthy of publication," with

'othing else. Xt.'s almost, equally carrion that a reviewer will

1G

13

return the manuscript with a'lengthy critiq; e pointing out
.*

strengths and weaknesses of the manuscript. In a very few

instances the critique may be longer than <3>a manuscript. itself;
This isn', common, but it isn'0 rare, either.

Under circumstances like that the manuscript.. is
F

g J

commonly returned to the author or authors for consideration.

15= ofthe criticisms And. thea when those criticisms are con-

J'idered. it may be sent back to the editor. who then makes a

- final determination as to publication.

18

20
21'„,

All.right
I'ake, 9.t< then»- Xs the=e any—— Let me

F

X'e

specific: for example, in the Graham-Dickinson. article

ephrase that,
", ."-,'',:"Xs there any -review of facts presented'et,'s .,

23

;'25"

there were factual representations about. stratigraphy in
*'I

various locations, Hould' reviewer go out and. look at
l'

III

."- the'acts'n; any.'way?.- "'-.
e



0
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wb9 IJa. That would not be ezpected at all.
2" Okay.. He would just assume that b cause they4xe

3. sta"ed there that there is some basis for them, and he vouldn't

4 get into Chat, X take it?
THat's car@ecto

All righ .

i the conclusions he would not sitLikewise, w th a

down and, do a detailed analysis calling up his knowledge af

fo

facts that might be, relevant

'nd'ake decisions about the

ox not in some different light, ji't
t tq 'rf

conclusions. Xs that a
fai~-'nalysis?

Yes, that4s fair.
E

Q .All.
right'inally,

have any articles ever been published

in Science, that have later been proven to be false from a

factual standpoint?

A„, Ohg my4 yes

f8.. How about being wrong grcm a conclusionary

f9 standpoint?

'21'"

A Tht would be'ore common. Because that latter..
- would. represent superimposition af possible infelicities of

*

reasoning and analysis on whatever factual base vere presento

MR 'ORTON: X', have. nothin further.

'j~ - .2$ '

DRo MARTXN: This is not, testimony. Xt. is, X

: hopo>'".clarification.',The puxpose. of my questions about
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wb10 assumptions and their reasonableness was not made to change

2'nybody's testimony. But X was aware of the fac that for a

number of years continental drift was considered to be an

unreasonable assumption, and it is now the basis fax the theory

of plate tectonics.

X'm also aware that th man who first proposed

the disassociation of molecules in water solution came very
\

close, not to getting his degree because it was considered

completely. unreasonabLe to make such an assumption at that

~ time.o~ n

' 'I

So there are assumptions which seem unreasonable

$ 2," -in one histor>cal context and then become absolutely essential

f3

15

t6

$ 8',

for. scientific advances at a later time in history.
T

Mincing assumptions is not a function of logic

, necessarily; it4s a function of imagination. So that it
becomes very difficult'to judge, except in terms of tradi ion,

whether someone has made a reasonable assumption or not until

you. find out. where it, gets you, . You have to test it against

the consequences:.

20
.-:" 'ow that. may further confuse the, issue ,. but X

2

hope it tends to clarify it.
ITS. BOHERS: Let me check and see i" that

" question prompts further questions-from the parties.

Mr. Pleischaker'P
k

,That. really'wasn't: a question, .it'was a'tatement'.
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wbll HR. FLEISCENMR. IC didnot provoke any
further'uest"'ns.

There was just one thing in Yu. Tourtellott 's

cross-,. examination: he ask d a question about the pro"essional-

you know, the czedentials and the professional training of

Dr. Hall and Dr. Dickinson and Dr. Gra'iam. And I wanted Lo

indicate .to the Board that Chose curriculum vitae of —that

all those curriculum vitae are attached to the motion to

$ 0

subpoena Chat we had previously submitted to the Board back

in August or September

That's all. Xt's just for purposes of your

12'nformationo I just thought. I would paint Chat out.

HRS o BONERS Hz'o Touetollotte, do you have

15

anything furihez2

MR TOURT LLOTTE.

MPB , BOWERS.
Hr'orton'7'$

8,

HR~ NORTON: Nothing further.
I

MRS'OHZRS'. Ket. s take a 'n-minute recess but
Pl

be back not later than fifteen i~utes.
20

2$

- (Laughter)

"-'.Xs there any objection tc Hr. Nillingham and

Dr Zahns heing zecessed2 And HroHamilcon is on the next panel

23.

24
'5-

HR-~ PLEXSCBQZERc „Subject Co recall.-
I

HR. NORTON: Wait a minute. Why aze-they subject
'I

't'o"": ecall'2 He're Hnished with them. 'hey'e not 'subject to''





wb12. . recall. There'.mbasis for that.

MR. FLZXSCMKER: That" s the usual manner.

I have no quarrel arith .whatever words the Board

wants to use. I have no objection.

MRo PORTO I: Yeso Howe sg 'we* would ask that they

be dismissed, as opposed to being .ubject to recall. Subject

to recall means they have to sit here for
i

'a half,

the newt meek and

MRS.- BONERS-. Mr. Tourtellotte, any objections

to -their being dismissed2.
t

MR, TOURTHLLOTTE". No o

MRS BONERS:. Now if soi thing comas up in other

testimony that- the Board feels —or a party wants to move

that. they return, why, then, we'l face that at that time.

MR NORTON'ertainly.

16

17

,MR .PLEISCKQKR: . X have no objection

MR BOWERS: Thank you very much

(Panel Excused}

MRS. BOARS: He'l be in recess.

End 3D Zo (Recess}

2'l

4





3E agbl MRS BO'MRS: The r'ord will show that her.

Hamilton has been previously sworn.

At, this time,, we'd li!:e to swear the other tMee

proposed witnes .Qs ~

Whereupon,

DOUGLAS H HAMILTON

9

IO-

was. recalled as a witness on behalf of the Applicant, and,

having„ been previously duly sworn, t st'ied further as
V

follows; and,,"

Whereupon,

12

13

17

IS

20

GEE4MD PRAZX R

,. STENART SMITH~

and
I II

BRUCE A BOLTS

were called as witnesses on. behalf of the. Applicant, and,

having been first duly sworn, vere examined, and testified
.further. as follows:

. MR. PLEXSCHAKER:. For purposes of the record,
r

X'd'like to make my objection right now.

MR.'NORTON: I haven't done anything yet. I '"

think you should wait a. moment until we do.

MR NORTON:

MR. FLEISCHAZER: I think you'e right.
I

—'to: lay some foundation.

-MRS.. BOWERS: Mr, Tourtellotte made. the point

„,, -.the.'...fi'rst.,day, referring., to a, rule .of practice. that- sai'd
"''

'
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2

~ ''-

once an obgec ion is made that. it continues.

NR. PLEXSCIIi~KER: . Ny concern is that it might.

have been waived .as a result of my cross-e::amining Xr.

Hillingham.

.7

Xt'll take me 10 seconds to phrase that, oh~ection

and X'llwait. until Yiz. i1orton has laid a foundation to put.

the witnesses on, the stand.
S

JK. MORTON: K~s. Bcwe-.„at this time, we are

„10

presenting a panel and presenting testis:ory or Dr; Smith'

and X am'oing to ask some questions of each of'he: panel

]2,

13

': maSers except Nr. Hamilton wno, aftc.r a, week, the Board is
w 11 acquainted with.
f

DXRECT MQb1&i1ATXON

14 BV le~ NORTON:

Q The first question X. would Uke to ask Dr. Smith
K

" is, did you prepare the testimony that. has been submitted

17 'in these proceedings?

'A 'T7itness Smith) Yes,, X did.

,20

nd the 8 ofQ A nezt quest, on X wiould 3.eke to ask i
'Dr. Bolt. '

,Dz., Bolt, have you reviewed. that testimony?

A (Nitness Bolt) X hav .
J

4

24,

;'"'O'' And do you adopt that"testimo*ny as your
own?'....„„X

do ...,

'"";",.'"',".',,'g"*'" And 'Dz.".Foxier,; have- you,reviewed, Dr.',,„Smith s.„,;-,„





agb3
C

testimony and do you adopt. it as your
own?-'Witness

Prazier) Yes, I nave and yes, I do.

Thank you ~

How I think I will start ~.-ith '=he panel members
I

first, perhaps with Dr. Prazi r, as tc his cgxalifications

and then end up with Dr; Smith before he gives a summary of

the testimony.

Dr. Prazier, have you reviewed the qualifications

TO

that have been submitted summarizing your. qualifications'in

these proceedings?

A No, X have not.

,
Do you have. a copy of them over there'?

14'ase?

,A No.

, Okay.. You'ere- suppo ed to have.

. Are you suxe you don't have that in your brie"-
f

$ 9

20'Document handed to Dr. Frazier.)

MR. NORTON: X.'d. like to remind the witnesses
I

if they become hostile, I: have a right to cross™examine.

(Laughter. )

WITNESS PRAZXER: Yes, I'e read them.

24

BY 'R. NORTON:
T

'

And" Dr. Prazier, is it a true and correct copy

t--- +'.';:.. ~""-.A';~ ",,;;:. (Witness,:Prazier),:" Yes ..'.-.: '„',"'. ~~.'":

U
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MR NORTON: At this tQne, we would ask that it
be placed in the record as thougl rear', Mrs. Bowm's.

MRS. BG'N RS: Any objection, Mr. Pleis™haters

MR PLEISCHMER: No objection.

MRS. BOW"BS: Mr. Tourtellott eP

MR. TQURTHLLQTTS: No.

'I'RS.

BOHERS: Of'ourse, it was
admitt'ed'arlier'hen

Mhibit Seven came in, but I understand for continuity

10

- you'e physically inserting it. So it.will.be physically
i ~

';i'nseited into the transcript- as if read.

{The document follows: )

13

'16

20

21





UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS S ION

BEFORE TEE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
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12

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
OF WITNESSES FOR

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Name: Gerald Frazier
Title or Position: President, Del Mar Technical Associates

Corp.

Degrees: B. S. Civil Engineering, Montana State University
(1964); M. S. Civil Engineering, Montana State

University (1966); Ph.D. Civil Engineering, Montana

State University (1969).

Professional Experience: 1969-1971. Research Fellow, Earthquake

Engineering, Cal. Tech. 1961-1974, Geophysicist,

Systems, Science and Software Corp. 1971-1974,

Visiting Associate, Seismology Dept., Cal. Tech.

1974-1977, Assistant Professor, Inst. Geoph.

Planetary Physics, UCSD. 1977-present, President,
Del Mar Tech. Assoc. Corp.
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7
BY NR NORTON:

Q 'r. Prazier, before I move on to Dr. Bolt, could

you give us a brief summary of your background and how that

background leads to your being here todayP

(Ni.tness P=a ie "} Throu=h W~ out 1972, I spent

most of my research efforts in the field of earthquake

engineering, especially concerning earth dams and earthquake

ground motion o

In about 1972 g I began focusing the attention

of my research work on earthquakes and eart~au"- ke mechanisms

'and earthquake ground motion, seismic wave propagation,

theoretical aspects of earthquakes, earthquake ground motion„

'and have spent. essentially the major part of my reseax'ch

17

effort in the past six years studying the px'oblem and drawing

'conclu ions about earthquake behavior based both on theoxetica

evidence and on recorded strong ground motion data.

All right.
And. what. is your present employment, Dr.-'PrazierP

A Ny major employment is with Del Mar Technical

Associates. Also, I am appro>:imately 20 percent of my time

22

at Institute oZ Geophysics and Planetary Physics at the

University of California, San Diego.

Q In fact, your office is about four'r five
doors removed'rom Dr. Luco's and a couple of doors removed

from Dr. Brune, isn't=that cor ect?





agb2 Plus or minus two doors, yes.

(Laughter.)

D... Bolt, have you had an opportun'ty to review

the set of pro. essio:aal qualifications that have been sub-

0

mitted on yo.'.r behal." in this praceeQ:Lng?

{Nitness Bolt) 7;es, X have.

And are they an accurate portrayal or your

resume and cpzalifications?

20

'hey are~

>2R. NORTON: At this tQn= we would as]: that
Dr. Bruce Bo't's pro.=essional gualif.'cations be enter d in

r
the record as though read.

24

~ NX~i BS BOLT: X was trained in applied mathe-

matics—

r'esumeo

22R. NORTON: Excuse m=, X didn't ask for a

X was askiag Mrs. Bowers to have them placed in the
2t record as though read and tAen we'l get to that.

?2RS. BOHERS: X'm just going to assume that
there's no objection.. because actually they vere adm"tted

in evidence as Exhibit Number Seven.
V

)1%. PLEX."-CH'?ZZR: That's a fair assumption. X

have no ob-„'ection to that.

MRS. BOWERS: Nell the qualificatians of Dr. Bolt
willbe inserted in the transcript as if physically read.

'E

„. (The document follows: )
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PROFESSIONAZ QUALIFICATIONS
OF WITNESSES FOR

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Name: Bruce A. Bolt
Title or Position: Professor of Seismology, University of

California, Berkeley

Degrees: Ph. D. University of Sydney, Australia, 1959 D.

Sc. University of Sydney, Australia, l972

Professional Experience: Consulting Board for Earthquake

Analysis, Dept. of Water Resources 1967 to present;
Veterans Administration, Earthquake and Wind

Forces Committee 1971-75; Cal'ifornia Seismic

Safety Commission 1978 to present; Member Office
of Emergency Services Advisory Panel on Earthquake

Prediction 1976- ; Chairman Panel on Seismographic

Networks, National Academy of Sciences
1978;'ember

National Academy of Engineering; Registered

Geologist and Geophysicist (California) .

-12-
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BZ'' M? NORTCH:

Dr. Bolt, would you brief..y give us a aux'.ary

of your backgzoll~aZL ax&1 Qua.. Xf3.cat -"ons that again lead to

your beix.g her
today'UiKMss

Bolt) I $w'as tL'p)i})ed ' applied Qathe

matics with specialty in seismology at the University of

Sydney! in Australia. I came to the University of Ca3:ifornia
!

at Berkeley as Professor of Seisn~ology in 1963. I'e been

~ Professor, of Seisxtiology and Director of the Seismo'graphic

'Stati'or of the university since that tm>e.

lZ

['l3
!

Since my sojourn. in California, I'e become more

and,more involved. in questions having to do with public

:welfare-related earthquake hasards.

.. I have been a consultant since . 967 on the State
r

Divisior of Mater Resource Conanittee on Earthquake Analysis.

17

21

I have been-:appointed. by Governor Brown to the State

,'Seismic Safety ComLission.
F, F

I have!worked as a consultant for the Veterans
!

Achninistration following the 1971 San =ernando earthquake./

And in. that capacity, spent a good deal of 'circe lookin" at

various aspects of'eismic riskF and he. estimation of seismic

ground motion that mignt affect s ructur. s.
23- ' I'e. also been editor of the Bulletin of the

F

Seismological Society, of Ameri a, President of 'the Seismologi-
F!

'ca3;, Society"-,of'America: and was recently honored hy election
F
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agb2 to the National Academy of Engineering.

And Dr. Bolt, X understand, that you have a

critical meeting tha'.: you have to attend this evening in
Berkeley, or in De Bay Area in any event, and that arrange-

I

ments are being made so that you can be taken up there and

brought back in the morning, is that correct?

That s corrects
yes'ut

you, do have to leave a little be"ore 5:00

today, is that corrects

Yes, X must apologise for having to slip out

about a half. an hour.

You'l have to leave about 4:30'?

Yes.

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, if the Board has no

objection, X think we can probably carry on for .chat„ last
half-Jour without Dr. Bolt, and he'l be back firs" thing

" =in the morning. But he does have to be in the B-y Area

,this evening and will be back in the morning.

So i" the Board ha" no objections, at that
appointed hour, at. 4:30 he can. just slip out and come back

'nd it can be noted on the record that he is not on the

'anel for that half-hour period.

MR. PLHXSCHAZER: X would object to'hat, X

24

'-2r.

think that's rather,unicue. Xn as'. much as he has adopted this
i 8

.
': as'-his,, sworn. testimony, I think that X should have the





agb3 opportunity to cross- xamine him. And as long as we'ze going

to have this pane.'L u)) there, we s'uld have the whole

panel Dp there;

HR. NQRTClN: We3.1 xn tha~c event I would ask

that we recess at .3",. I apo3.o-i" e, but we intended to have

this panel on this morning.

HBS. BOWERS: Hr. TourtellotteP
r

TOKC..ELLOTTE: I would opt for 4.".30.

10 ['.

E

. MES,.BOWERS,: We'l. plan;,to recess-af. 4.:30 .then....;
t

I.R. MORTON: We can always start at 8:00

13

tomorrow morning and pic3; up the half-hove .

. M. PLEISCH2CZE."-.: I can be here.
4

!-.'RS. BOWERS: Part oz the problem with tha-',

we'e. on the .phone in the morning trying to get ahold o~

' people befoxe noon Washi'ngton time, and I'e gotten- messages
!

here today that I have to return the call tomorrow'orn'ng.

So. 8 30 is really abcut the best we can do.

'MR. NORTON: PZ3. right.

21

P

BY.'R, NORTON:

Now I'd 3ike to i:urn to Dr. Smitn.
!'r.

Smith, have you reviewed t":e subpar:ission of

23-'our pxo essio al qualifications and ream "'n this mav;~e 7

Ofitness Smith) Yes.

'.-;,';I.,',.'.,9,;;,-, And is it. a,true,and,;coxrect,.copy o" same7..



0
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agb 4 MR. PORTO"i: Ne +auld ."..sk that: that be placed

in ".he X'GCOZQ Bt 't~li8 GiiM aG '" ~'OlEgh Pea

'WS. BOLE.~~8: Zt <iill be pa~rs":.-.ally insezted

in the secor'd as ii:,'ea

se doc'w'.en@ =G 'Q~e8 '

10"

20

2'J23'h
~

25
K

')

n

1

, k
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Name: Stewart W. Smith

Title or Position: Professor and Chairman, Graduate Program

in Geophysics, University of Washington, Seattle,
Washington

Degrees: 1954, B.S. Geology and Geophysics, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology; 1957, M.S. Geophysics,

California Institute of Technology; 1961, Ph.D.

Geophysics and Mathematics, California Institute
of Technology

Professional Experience: Geophysicist, Shell Oil Company,

1954-1957; Assistant Professor of Geophysics,

Caltech, 1961-1964; Associate Professor of Geo-

physics, Caltech, 1964-1970; Professor and Chairman,

University of Washington 1970-present; Independent

Consultant, in seismology, 1966-present; Registered
Professional Geophysicist, State of California
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12
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14

15
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Member U.S. National Academy of Sciences

Committee on Seismology; Member U.S. National

Academy of Sciences Seismology Panel of the Com-

mittee on the Alaskan Earthquake; Member and

Chairman U.S. Air Force, Office of Scientific
Research, Contractor Research and Evaluation
Committee; Member U.S. Air Force Advisory Committee

on Underground Nuclear Test Detection; Director,
Seismological Society of America; Editorial
Committee, Seismological Society America; Member

Editorial Committee Annual Reviews of Earth and

Planetary Sciences; Member Working Group on

Earthquake Hazard Mitigation, U.S. Geology Survey;

Member Working Group on Standards for Investigation
of Active Faulting, American Nuclear Society;
Member Committee on Recent Continental Movement,

H

International Association of Geodesy and Geophysics;

Member Advisory Panel on Fluid Pressure Induced

Earthquake Experiment, U.S. Geological Society

22

23

25

26
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Dr Smit l you cgasQL >pd Qe a 1Ltj c b t ) Q

missta'ing your posi=ion «ith the Un::versity o< ,ashinc'ton

3.n lilp o~~e lLng s'cateme~.t g so perhaps you cail correct t~i:at nov

J n t;.e record 'Ii . rDR=,.'9'nQ 'G»

Gimme(ld

to ~el '. us a ~:".t or T~our

i iac Jcgro>ZQi.. Gild e'er...ence ':ha 4::ings you «1e e toda'~i ~

I
43

A . ($'TLv'Mss a BlL'QLg i re leL'ied F =hiD ~ Ln geopl~ysL

rom the Cal i~'aznia .".nstitute of 7'eci!nclocy 'n 7.9f'1
p and

I'e been working in the ~ield or ea"th~ca.'.e seismology and

phenomena related to ground motion s3.nce that d="''=e.

X'n currently Pro:e™sm. and Chairna". of the

t raduate T'.rogram in (leophysics at. tile University or

Na=-hingtcn in Seattle, and X've been ikvolv cl LD this pro3ect

since 3.966, at s.'hich ti~-le undertook a preliminary evalua-

tio'6 of'he se,i-smic condit . ons at the s1t Joi iy "gp 'ch

'1 ' Dv. Hugo BeniG~C ~

Dri SD3.t:.:g do you hav:. any corrections to Rake o~

typographical o= of c:ther nature to -our .written testimony

and, i'Z so, can we m-3.e ~chemi a'- Mis time?

A ~'es.

Gn Page Three, Zine 19, 3.t should read,'145
kilometers."

All ri'ght.

Page. Fo J:, Line 11 should read, "145 kilometers."
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agb2 A Page 25, Lin 12 should read, "...an earthc!uake

of this size..."

Does that correct all of the typos?

les.

B.ll xigh'

At this 'ime, Dr. Smith, ii's my und rstanding

that you'e going to give a rather short sumary of your

written testimony and, if so, could you please proceed?

A . A11 right.
X "rant to. highlight briefly the items that are

touched'on in the direct testimony.

First of all, me should note that th>s is an

area of low seismicity. There have not been very many

earthquakes in this xeg'on. Searching the r cords o'= past

earthgualces, we note an event. in X830'which damaged a church

-in San Luis Obispo, and an event in 1853 which injured some

houses in San Simeon. These are both Xnten"ity VXXX.

Aside. from these even s, there is no other

notable seismicity in this coastal region in the historic

2l

" r'ecord which extends back for several centuries.

how, at the outset of this investigat'on, Dr.
2'> Benioff and myself looked at this record of low seismicity

and,'ather than concluding at the lack of earthquakes

-imply.that
1f
Pu,

,. ';determined

there would. b no earthquakes in the fugure, we

that: a- very. conservative approach would'e, in the,





agb3 1 absence of earthquake r istoxy —o- rat~!er., histor~ of active

earthuua.:=-, '-..o =ely on the geo og'c :. co d of defa~m tion,
the geologic '-ecord >f faultirg.

Xn that respec=, we .-.,ear»'. six days o test"'mony

concerning geo. ogy i'.x the:~egion, L»d X wanted'' o make one!

comment to bring the=a two areas together.

First,of, al', from the seismologist: poin4 of

view; the geologic record is absolutely essential. Xt extend
',I'

our knowledge of the defoxmation of this region back beyond '-..
'f

"pre-recorded history into a very .long period of time,

"housands of mil13ons of'ears.
Hov the geologist, when he lcoks at .the ..ccks

- today, he sees,.the net effe'cT. of al" o= the defcrmatior.,
r

'erosion and; all 5'e other "geologic processes that have gone
n

on through
.time.'Lrid'.

the imp3'icit assumption 's that a ~ of this
deformation ie associated with earthquakes, and this is

...clearly not true. 't's a very 'conservative asuumption to
'I

4attribute th» deformation to earthauakas because, in fact,
a large,par,"., if not most o - the defoÃ5&tiong may have taken

i

pla'ce as creep, .st&le liding or other plastic type

*'- 23

?A

accomodation, particularly in ™- at' point in geologic hi=-to

i']hen the-'ocks perhaps were.mo.'e plastic tha".. they are tod"-y.
r

I

So we need to notice T:hat the'conservatism Rat.'.s

;.pres'en@ in'he 'assumption that,"the. geologic, record.,can be...,



0



interpreted in terms of e~'thea): "'.
'k

Mo:r, he original r:=port wr.'.tten in .'L":67

~» spacif." ed car L ain yeas Gf Ga Ulcc sicc. tk!;".„t Dr. Eenioff a".8

myself felt ~)eze lika3,'r enough that they should be consi-

dezacl or dasLgned:oi 2 'hiks olant jan% c t kthat tl".',Kp

the Hosgri Fault '.":. ei:istence !ras u~!."U;..own.
k

iimmver, not a

great. deal. vas kno>7n„,about the offshcr regio
* 'I

k

Qkayc o

n in those.
kk

k

!0

Rooking at
k F

- -..And om~';,assumption >>as

look greatly. different

the onshore, :~ia <:=v mmerous z"ui.ta..

iQ>at 'the -

offset-.ore;

region.'rcu1'd .-.ot:

o~ban the onshore region «nd, thus,

;n

the discove of '-i a H . ™-zy vx o grx oiaa as no.real surprz.~e,
k

because, thi= pal%. of coastal Califorr.ia is la"ed vith faults.-
'here 'hciw~o 1 en a number of significant develop-k

ments in. seismology «n the last decade since the orig'nal

report ~Has t>rit'I:en~ AnF..-i's interesting to nota'hat many

of the conser~latisms that vera pze:.ent in "uz early e'stimatas

s9

for-'the site eve be, relaxed:m the light oi, more recent

information".'.

20k 'X &ink thi.'s generally i've case in science

1'nd'ngineexi'ng, >ihen tha moze you know abou''roc s".„
*'he

more conf ident $ cu van be in pxedict inc.' !7 that procc;8

?>1

25

>ri:11 operate in the future. k = k -. '=

k k k

And in tha absence of info'wation, to ta'-a a

"'res jok'ri'sible 'po'z.nt.'okf view,: one.'n!i>st.'ike'he most '>onsavrakkirie
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~ ~

I

assUJlipt on i ~ld, =>'1QQ 8 f'Jhcl %<as "orlf," " '1 specify.'LTÃj c.i 6

~art:hG'! .eke foz iQ J..'la 1'~ lD~. f 8~~1. v. t:ni.v ".. la::e> -'~ ~":8

zeasols t"0 ge Qr& c.() l.c~ vo 'l ~ <lk o!' LL=. ',e e'valUa i "", of
I fEE '".he pl'..nt:.o.. 'l FQsgr3.- ~ y..e eaz<:il:fflP..!"'9 t",'~".!j'.L LBCRQ.".:

E) oz 'e 9.1'.i " il." Consf:"'Vs,;i&71 tJ'lP " Vic'=8 ':>U't.'.ll this ~ S tUB>i O.E.

in 196'i.

, 9co'h&
. e aXso have bed, 8.".gr-.if:.cant Dev610pRen ts in'

E'I

'the field of grou:>f3 motior:. Qf.L~irlg 0:hf- last Qecad6. $ ".e .'rnov
I

lnorf about,:xo!J the growl moves r..:uirg an eaxthgnai-e-and,

.informs.t on,"of: th'~..'o)."t io accilr'vx371tE'f.no eiery 8ayE.

Tx - 19'-"i eo..thqva):e !>L.s '- so)ae;;bat: o~: a s "c."..-.1

role ill his v.lole cont;.Ov:.rsy o~ == ~:he cap~~ility of tfle

'Hosgz J.. 8nd so X i'Jan+ 'to C=.P~8 a UQQple OZ Qsl ~.nUtes t.o -l.. Ok

.Speci.f'cad..7 ac. "heE sit !at3.on fox t".hi.". e. rt.hquake.
E

Zt wa."'' a maqni.tv'.3 sl oc<: that. cccurre8 fm

14ovem:er 4, l9?7, soeewh~-e im t'le o.".'.shore reg'.On o"-.".

Eompoc, off'oint Az'goello. 'he location given by B»erly
'

E Ein th'e l930s vJas a consMex;ab3.e Qistance Zu ther offsho'-e
1

~Ran 'Bise gje 1 'w 97orl" 'ag QWQ|pg, I Q bc tpe Q'ase„

>j
42t p

"lE)l»

" Arf'.,3.'t ";J s n'ny ye'f,:s bet:ore thi-'";Jas. coir.".e8
~E't

ou".. Ln fact~ -it: "<Jas 19"14 vIhen J.'f2,e: a,~i Hw~?«s't ~he

~ S S 1

Cal Fe. h Neigh Qgical LpjK)x;>;$w'rc . lo'$3.ce j ghat 'er
1

some r1ata ivor the Sault:a Barbara sais'�"~ apni<, stat'ion that'

„', .>JBS .3.11coxlSist&lla„%13.M Syex'1> . CIE Orig~$1 1Qcat:9.QA 0+ KQe

~ 1I E
' "E





agbC 'avthrop of the U.S. Geological Surv v 'oo.'-: data

zrcm worldwide stations in a triangulation-tvoe schiz and

relocated the earthavake. Ana a controversv su .."oi;ndi.ng .U:i8

earthquake has existed since that dat

(Slide. )

end3E
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-".,"f ebl NR. PLEXSCH2QKR: Before we begin with the

slides, may we have a point of clarification as to whether

all the slides are in the testimony and if &ey're not, can

ve have them marked7

hfR NORTON: Every single one of them is.
'I

NXTNESS SHXTH: This is Figure 2 from the direct

testimony.

'Y'R~ NORTON:
I

Q. Nile. you continue, please?

12

13

A . (Nitness Smith) This slide is from a pubLication

by Hanks which is appearing in the Bulletin, of the Seismologic-1
'

Society of.'merican this month and Z believe it nicely
I '

summarizes a good deal of the information concerning this
earthquake ..

For perspective, Santa Barbaxa is- down here,

Point Conception, Point; Arguello, and .the site is Located

here. The Hosgxi runs thxough here.

19

Tlie original Location by Byexly was given quite

far: offshore., The location by Gawthrop using world-wide data

puts 9.t right off Point. S«l here. Based on this, Gawthrop

~'>p, '' 21

22

V

, postulated that, the earthquake. was associated with a fault
~ ~

rupture which began here and xuptured up to about: the

vicinity. oC ox'.at; 'Least. off'Point..'San Luis.," -, '",="-,.':
:"'""'-''"'',:' ',l: As', near. as" I'm abXe- to'etermine, this associa-

tion was the basis of the Q. 'S. Geological Survey's
~ I'
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CGW'»-"ro'-I ) Ca~t.'l 1O~» ~ V )MJ,I J-
f'~'M eosgr.g 9" CJ.Q''1; a!!Q

C
+"s the copc3.Qs'Bs based i..Green =3c'0 ~a 'e

AIr .««r ~ «n) rt Ij'1 ' I!Q An Q3«I I QW', „' 4 e +e PJSmCCf . aPn

lI
r<1,1,

II

4 gI C)

sta C.ion 8 O'Qe ~ a ..(j ' 'c;10 +»ate oi. Ca3. ~ 2o:.'cia: 5'.."I ~»f'8:e

rQSV,3.I=)

'-="~c;zs in =as"-0=no, D,ir';e-ice, 9;;~~~ D. -go,. S."n'-a Barbara,

~Izd "o 2'cr'gl drxP z'ecoxQ'go e~r'bo ~~k'» ogj A)c~ 1I xowazion

'"=cn'lese sei wcgr phs cc" ~ a noi ce u.'ed, in ':he 'I adi »iona>.

> Oca'bio 1 CR~ CI33.Q ."I.O"l "QC - QSQ "Ole QQGOl'I' ~ .'I ":19 CA Wee ClCCRS

.="~ t~1o-"e seal:.'Iona wats - ';now}l...h a ':se e slzas4~~nha.a3. r-ors

'chic: +@ming

.7b4 !»+'~re II)"" !!o'?'P"-»' I)'> I - e"" I"+ a j- ~h—~-.~ rj.] P

SQ3,SFICCZcB a c QQ 2 I cr t QL ' '4~n( I«I c 'r I c «QI }nC p 4

Co."'e O.. GQa 'II"';I~ GnI .- .'CsVBQ I"a'?'e ~
~ I~ "»3 4V«1I g Icfc ve C L (t.. 'e en't

v"!.oci-'.ies w;0 as a resv.'0 o:: m!is, '.}le <ice c~~zxerence

bai".een '"uo waves c- .; eismogram "I e useC as a di'c»,

2? mc-sure CA= ice dis-ance of "!1e source ".'rom t3!e saba''=ion„

GO C"-'Pen '»»}l )Id/'h 82le C 'C;a S a'6 "»11 ' QoiZ; I J.n
1

CaliA«amia were 'n!preci e aa far as DsolUte ii!ne goes, .che

"a'-ive time —~&a is, ~he "~ma between ccmcrassional and





s+P> ~ '"Pve ~ ~ 'tv'5> s OM~J.ci DB '; rac"SUred

ce
cc

,r,

'1

hoci<:='7 'ch B '27
approa "h can '' Bd for .na~y of ~ll a3:ter-

Qa c hei:.(F'; . Q tMiS in Xa nas 0 "BD QOne

oy Hw~'s and E r'lav'~ also done t,is indep =nd"-"l'y And one

elf ~ ng ar"'S '(d]c "c.'. XeprQ.'>Bn> '; 'le l".Ost '.g.,'(B*y Q" Stenos Ol'

;; - ~ 'la cen"er ol tile az'-Brsrho 'c -".Bauance from Ae stat>on. En
I

&is case, elis are re~=:Bser.ts ate distanc from La Jolla.

Based on .'lis irPBrval that i ve ~@st been

I

5

descry ng and sb"imaging the same < ype ox are fro."il Santa

Barbar@., one can do a graphica." location ox the Barthqualce.

EK is this ba'-is ~blah has given rise to Hanks preferred

Solllt On r Bre

Hors also she:wr. Gn this map in dashed lines are

the in"Bnsities reported by Syer3.y fo= this earthquake,

intensities ox VTii to ';: l'iodi2'ied r~iercalli in &is coastal

region and VEZ to ~yiEE in ~elis regicrR ~

4 7te Several cWQr pieces 05: iilf0 Nation can EB

bronght i:0 Dear Gn Where ~~is BarthgQBRB:Was locaMdo Thex'8

[fas a g 'Qdeti fKg@re that 8'as resnrveyed in the late l800s p

again i'1 the l920sr and alai». in .WB l950s, and the deforma-

tion, obser""Bd on that ne~~eor!c an be car;-pared lii~h 3fizat s~ould

BB el pected had +'1Q HOSg i AYQQlr rQptQred dUring %le 1927
1

ec rthQLcchCB ~

Th result og tha"'. calo.Ration has been published

25 or is being pUblished by'Savage,. also in the Seisr".Ological





Soc .$ 'a.y Bul -'-e -A ("'.G mcus 'i h~ Zt skc3$ Q'lat tne clezozmat Qn

3 i) nilions ~ «)44' ~ s ~ «is e, Qfh «a e a I va 2 two s) p un ~Ma' c4~4gzx

ut <;could .ca='.". -r r-au~ r ref.'ate-a mo:=~.on. 4 3wl

C'.:I
)
I
l

~ l
)I
I

~

c.j}
;)

Dotal'.v .'ncons ''w~; t '.:H..':h anvone' 2.nx:ezpreGG'on o" '~he

st ~~8$ f3.elQ «n C'." ifQrn'-a o

Vinaj.lyp we have e7 ~ensxve evidence regazQ~ ng

the 3.arm of vertical displacement across the >iasari Fault,

as we'e seen in the last s'iz Bays, and ':.'a have the observa-

10'ion %at a small tsunmi or seismic sea wave was generated
'I

by this eazthau~:e producing a;cave several feet in heigh"

along Me coastal region.

12 A tsunami oz this:. tur irould he a:rgected only

T3

t4

i,f there were vertical displac-ment of the sea floor
I'here are Uvres about half a dozen di"ferent,

independent lines of evid nc , all of which make it very un-

Likely, e."ctremely unlikely th t hNe ;.osgri Pauli: could have

1? been the source of the 1927 earthquake.

'Biexe is one line of evidence v';.ich -ermits that

association, does not suggest ::-, »ut si-'~~ly permits it< and

that is the teleseismic Location. Zn my e:cperienae in

XooNng at e~quakes, as I indicated in the direct testL-

» me ~ o1 ~re-wide s~~ Wth the p or timing
that was present in the L920s is. probabLy the worst of the

techniques that we have for locat~~g earthquakes.

Se ve have the 8 minus P —that is the sheae





M ~ nil@ co..>p5.ess3.0a Q.t. a- r." »'a.')..':~s —.—Cha gives dis0anc s

f om var;y static~ s in Ca ifo=. ia,- Berk ley, 'Mount Hamilton,

ta Barbara: as dana g '~a so '.la: .".D~ica i.~ng the locat10n

is= cut in th'" region.

'P!e have ice isoseismal indicaH.ng Chat the major

intensi"~, the major damage was done in this region, not up

7 here.

he have a geode"'ic net:cwork which is inconsistent

with the interpretation of righ~ la"eral strike-slip on the

And we have a Cs~zami which appears Co call for
vertical motion.'nd

ve have a very good record indicating no

vertical notion of t3:e sea floor.

f6

MRS. BONZRS: May X interrupt?

He have had a feM references to "here" and

f7

f8

"not up here." Unless you can fuz<ier identify the tes"imony

it won't have any meaning.

f9 MB. NORTON: I think we'e in much better shape

20 vith this slide than we wena ~r9.th some slides earlier.
BY HR~ NORTON:

9 But for example, X notice you did say the loca-

tion is "here" and you pointed w3.th your pointer, and wa do

need a more specific reference.

{Nitness Smith} The location would appear Co be
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Pz.rect3 j" Qf2 oint Aigue '.o a'= = 3.I .ag i:ude Qf abo'.t l22

degree'-'a".~ - han Q're: 'ly c2f Point S=l as pc tulated by

3 Gv.;.stn- op. '"her are, a 7. sa', hal.= a do"e = lines o'v'-
Cence 'LA.t po;LL'> '.n id~-3 Q2.reel:ion

Zii add tion g thGre does appear to be,a more

l kely candidate fo. H.e "o "rce ox the l927 eaxthqua3:e which

is U:e, Lompoc structure in this region (indicating), in the

regio..— X believe the co rdinates are givon in the direct

tostixacny. t's about 34.6, 3.20.9 or '20.8.

io So ~re do not lack .= plausible candidate for the

sou-ce oz ~Me 1927 earthqualce.

The slip history ox the Hosg~i Fault is the
I

single-most important ingredient ve have in estimating its
capability of generating an earthquake:e. T. believe there is

considerable evidence in the acorn now as to wha that sU.p

history is, and the calculat'ons that X have done indicate

that a slip ate as characteri"..ed by her. Hamilton ear'ier

t8 of several meters in the last l0 to 20 thousand years is

consi.stent with the seismic history 'of earthquakes no larger

20 than magnitude 6 ~ 5

Now the other area tnat X wanted o address is

the ground motion that m'ght be as ociated with earthquakes

on the Hosgri.

24 The point of contention X would like to address

is whether or not the USGS Circular 672 report provides an
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t'lc.<8 XQCO:<.'QGB O s .:-.op c~r. a sign -:L'age above i

hie dc')i: ~~ „.aaf3 QQbQSCjlaeng 1 'j <Je n ~lao,~Q Qo Q!Q Signi; ican'Qt!!
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Tale SosgZi -" ca'Ql~i. — c'ie C M c"Qd< 4.GS 'maeGQ Filo('elincn

aspec-'..s of '-".e grounct zotiosn on 0'le .-!osg='n a x-.a9.=3.y simple
i

fashion. E~e Rssctu '.De 3.ocal geolog„" an8 ihe soi2. conti@.'oxas

cpc. 'Qe 4icpcg 4sp?ly g p aQ t:M c ct ~ Ule Qk-.a: >~+is it.. QQ OZ pgipxiQ.-

Cca'Cion aca'JQQ cappQX'enc"3.~J p2;CG'" at 'ie Pac"03Ztt Bite ~

RuPtur Pi". P - gc .„Osl 't"aQ ComPeZing hae thru
i''l
i ~

ri

i«
< ~ »oiY CL1:-. HQSg4 i a3.=o i:e Qc'.e. ~nr. ve c ". snc"! P:" -he

f~gy i Ln S~+ 2'ezz c„'alDQ ii'eLsQs ~cap s I+ 1ge Ql - p Qz noL1Qcag Lctglt

.<t.x cps of SocQ82.ilg 5'i'l ic)s itlxgi+c. hcsfe p40QlicGQ Ciae PacoiTi<R

recox'd simp3.y axe noh applicable on the Hosgxi.
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piio~e> ng c"p)p..oapk Gz' s> R~z.s'ii" ca c.piproac l g U. 'doQJ.Q appear

'+=.h t..'.".e vuzi)"ers c;i~ciea:t.n Ci="vier 672 o~ 3.. I5a Po= me near-

P.=:e" 6,'))o):ion oi a n>agnitutEc 7.5 aazthqu~~re is ve~ conse~ea-

<g war~
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am - '-'senv' ' bio,.e ":7" tl est s n'"nx.'Lght.t i%go

U+Qi. gx+'5 g 'scu ' uil 'wQ rouggl ".sy Cel ~" us .Ons ¹ 16hatt

.t n ~ va) t."+ t ip "Oat y -„MQ-

Iccr ~ t fpT t hwlp~t+tt t "trtwc<>)'16" '4( 75*>p'wo<'l>0>lc tt>9(t > tt
<4 v h4» 4i.~ * f 4~n» ..'Illt .hww„4 4 ~ ~( C ~ .44 1 4, 'i ~ +1' >~ ei

v 'll'.t;."..n~ ..."7 .~;iG".F..=:~g<'. ~.rii «c; ~c! ~ Cur: ei! a". c:QSum))t2.ons

xa8e ~= '=",= 1';.'o,"..gr r; -ana~.';."sx-" o~ ." z,'.- a Ca".yon xn i~<'.".ch a

'.)1agni'4ude ok 7 5 ear w ~ua~ 8 is Bpeci83 Qd for <Qle Hosg' iMst

be classAzied Gs gross),y conservatgg~Q

:"he - cannot nave been r cuir nt earti:quake above

vl

iI

magnitude 6.5 on the Hosgzi during th> „ ast l7,000 tgears

has"d on ~M geolog"- record. or 11hat kin"s o.";- effects +Bey

vm1d have prod tace iles '-lley b'en occurring.

Zt s h" (Jn ' Q,gl iit.ely ij at ~le l927 earthquake

II

g I;

occurr."..a on '.he Hos-„ri.

Lad, .".'nally, a p k ground acceleration oz

lo l5 zt I v.ablo Canyon '<or 's 'le H''t ct.".65'az <Qguake on tile Iiosgri

is a vary conservative estimate.

~ Dr Glr~th, just a couple ol-. things.

I"ra sure the Hoard has read your prepared testi-

2f .

mopy a'ld &e test~~any ox all >witnesses "..ere, but, unfortunately

t>lay've only ha'd i'- since the l5th of Hovaluber. Pm'ohen you

ke the testimony submitt d by ap'pl CBats, by staf 2 and

by inter:enor~ that's a "-eal'ch oP. reading rnaterihl. And I"m

sur some ox it runs together in their m .;d..

'Eau staMed your presentation and you talked about
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to that'

(31itness Smith) t looI;5 like '-t's about five

I:id.ometers.

Khich could h. — Xs it mv m.derstanding that'

precisely hcIv- far the Hosgr's from Diablo, five kilometers?

v~6s ~

And +hah is the Modified M rcalli of Mr. Gawthrop"

location of the 7.3 l927 earthauake'? Slat is ihe Modified

I~Iercalli rating Rt that point f've miles from lIhere

Mi. Gawthrop places that 7.3 earthquake'?
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not'ed that engineered structures do not sux er damage in

<t3 i~ais intensi <y range ~ VYZZ
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=o indeed if Ãz. Ganthrop is corr ct in p';-.Cing

t~tN 1927 7 ~ 3 ~ops,poc ear't:L'Qke on hhe Eosgrig the damage at

the cZ.osest point on 3.and was a i~lodi=ied '1erca~li VXX to VXZI.

ZB'Qat correct2

That's correct.

t7 Ho~a du irg your presentation and discussion of

th t sliele you stated, and Z did write do>im a portion of your

a~zsvez which X believe is a direct quote, that it was your

opinion that -Jle 3.f27 earthgua>ze —quote —"did not rupture

the Hosgri. in this vicinity" —quote.

Do you mean by that thee it ruptured the Hosgri

in some other vicinity, or what?

'hT410 0 Z meant ~at it did not rupture the Hosgri

a man@ed.
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TESTIMONY OF
DR. STEWART SMITH

ON BEHALF OF
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

DECEMBER 4, 1978
DOCKET NOS. 50-275, 50-323

A. Ori inal Seismic Evaluation

10

The original specification of earthquake hazards

at the Diablo Canyon site was made jointly by the late Dr.

Hugo Benioff and myself in 1967. We concluded at that time

that a conservative estimate of future earthquake activity
here should include the following:

1. A great earthquake may occur on the San Andreas

fault at a distance from the site of more than 48 miles. It
13 would be likely to produce surface rupture along the .San

Andreas fault over a distance of 200 miles with a horizontal

15 slip of about 20 feet and a vertical slip of 3 feet. The

duration of strong shaking from such an event would be about

17 40 seconds, and the equivalent magnitude would be 8.5.

18 2. A large earthquake on the Nacimento fault at
19 a distance from the site of more than 20 miles would be

20 likely to produce a 60 mile surface rupture along the

Nacimiento fault, a slip of 6 feet in the horizontal direction,
22 and have a duration of 10 seconds. The equivalent magnitude

would be 7.25.

3. Possible large earthquakes occurring on

offshore fault systems that may need to be considered for the

generation of seismic sea waves are listed below:
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Location

Length of
Fault
Break Sli

Magni- Dis tance
tude To Site

Santa Ynez
Extension 80 miles 10'orizontal 7.5 50 miles

Cape Mendocino,
NW Extension of
San Andreas
Fault

100 miles 10'orizontal 7.5 420 miles

Gorda Escarpment 40 miles 5'ertical 7
or

horizontal
420 miles

10

13

15

16

17

18

4. Should a great earthquake occur on the San

Andreas fault as described in paragraph 1, above, large

aftershocks may occur out to distances of about fiftymiles

from the San Andreas fault, but those aftershocks which are

not located on existing faults would not be expected to pro-
duce new surface faulting, and would be restricted to depths

of about 6 miles or more and magnitudes of about 6.75 or

less. The distance from the site to such aftershocks would

thus be more than 6 miles.

19 B. Present Seismic Evaluation

20

21

22

23

25

26

There have been substantial advances in seismology

and a large body of new data on earthquakes and ground motion

has been collected in the ensuing 11 years. Were the 1967

report written today, it would reflect new data and improved

understanding that now exists. Some of the conservatisms

that were insisted on at the earlier da e -- due to inadequate

data —could now be relaxed. As in many fields, an improved
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understanding of a physical process allows more, confidence

in predicting the operation of that process in the future.
As an example, we postulated a magnitude 6.75 earthquake to
occur as an aftershock of a great earthquake on the San

Andreas fault. This aftershock was considered possible any-

where in the region, including directly beneath the site.

10

En the light of developments during the last decade, it now

seems unlikely that an earthquake larger than about magnitude 5

could occur in California without being directly associated

with a recogizable fault. Other examples exist where very
conservative estimates were utilized in order to reflect the

12 then existent state of knowledge regarding earthquakes. For

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

example the characterization of the Nacimiento fault as being

capable of an event similar to the 1952 Tehachapi earthquake

~ should be relaxed in light of present day understanding.

Eet us first examine the impact, of the discovery
of the Hosgri fault. Data presented by Dr. Jahns and Douglas

Hamilton in earlier testimony show this fault to be approxi-

mately 135 km long with a history of ten to twenty km dis-
placement during the past 10-15 million years. Although

Hamilton finds that the Hosgri is not directly connected

with the San Simeon or other faults to the north, it would

appear to be part of an en echelon system which may include,
among others, the San Gregorio fault to the north. As one

would expect, the history o seismic activity on all of
these various northwest trending faults appears to show an
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increase the closer they are to the San Andreas fault, which

is the boundary between the North American and Pacific

3 plates. The San Gregorio, for example, shows a considerable

4 history of slip and, in fact, has been postulated to join
the San Andreas at a point offshore from San Francisco.

The fault information that is relevant to its
seismic potential is length, slip rate, style of faulting,

8 and historic seismicity. As indicated above, Hamilton has

found the Hosgri to die out to the northwest off San Simeon

10 and to the southeast in the vicinity of Point Sal. The

total length of this fault is about 135 km. Since geologic

processes can change significantly over periods of millions

13 of years, the most relevant geologic data on fault slip is
14 that from Holocene time, the past 10,000 to 20,000 years.

15 The "low stand" of sea level which occurred some 17,000

16 years ago is an important geologic time mark for us since

17 fault slip on the Hosgri since that time would have had to

have been beneath the sea and thus removed from the rapid

19 erosional processes which might obscure evidence of faulting.
20 This period of time is certainly -long enough to characterize

the activity of this fault for the purposes of seismic

22 hazard evaluation. Extensive marine seismic profiling
establish that vertical offsets of the sea floor on the

24 Hosgri are rather insignificant. Hamilton finds offsets of

25 no more than about. a meter over distances of several kilometers.

26 Although pure horizontal slip of flat lying sedimentary
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10

layers could escape detection in seismic profiling, it is
unlikely that significant horizontal slip could have occurred

here during the past 20,000 years without. there having been

a record of larger and more pervasive vertical slip. Strike
slip faults typically produce, at least locally, some vertical
offset. In following sections, the relationship between

earthquake magnitude and slip history will be examined in
detail to demonstrate that earthquakes much larger than

about 6.5 cannot have occurred with any regularity here

without having produced a more visible record of their

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

occurrence.
i

While the seismic history of the Hosgri is not as

well known as faults such as the San Andreas, primarily
because there have been few earthquakes in this part, of
central California during historic times, relocations of
historic seismicity shows that several earthquakes in the

range of about magnitude 4 are located close enough that
they may well have been associated with the Hosgri. Some

general conclusions about seismic behavior of second order

faults in California can be made, however, if one takes a

large enough region to insure an adequate statistical sample.

In a subsequent, section, this data is examined and shown to
be generally consistent with the geologic picture given
here.

25 In summary, we see that because of the initial
-conservatism in specifying a magnitude 6.75 earthquake





anywhere in the region, (including directly beneath the

site), the introduction of new information on the existence

of the Hosgri fault does not significantly impact our con-

clusions about close-in earthquake activity. In particular,
it follows that the current assumptions made in reanalysis

of the plant in which a magnitude 7.5 earthquake is specified
on the Hosgri must be classified as grossly conservative.

C. Tectonic Framework

10

12

13

A glance at the geologic map of California is
enough to convince one that a good deal of deformation has

taken place here and that the principal trend has been

northwesterly shear paralleling the San Andreas fault.
Looking at a map of historic earthquakes, it is clear that
not all significant earthquakes are confined to the San

15

16

Andreas fault. The question then becomes, how can one

assess the earthquake potential of these thousands of other

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

faults? Even if one focuses on faults with a history of
Quaternary displacement, the picture is an extremely complex

one. In a later section, the case is made for the inadequacy

of using the length of faulting as a measure of future
seismic potential. In this section I want to examine the

relative importance of fault length, slip, type of faulting,
and proximity of plate boundaries.

Faults are discontinuities in the earth across

25 wh-'ch there has been relative d'splacement. Although there

may be a few special cases where superficial cracks actually
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open, faults are essentially shear type cracks, and every

surface crack has 2 ends. The length of a fault would thus

3 ideally be defined as simply the distance .on the earth'

4 surface between its two ends. Both in the laboratory and in
5 the real earth, we know this is not an adeguate measure of

fault length, because there may be a series of cracks orga-

7 nized in such a manner that they produce shear deformation

8 over larger dimensions than those of just one single crack.
~ 9 En echelon faults are one such example. Numerous examples

lo exist where faults appear to terminate in folds. Sometimes

the folding is the mechanism for distributing strain over a

l2 larger area, or transferring it to other nearby faults. For

l3 those who interpret earthquake potential in terms of fault
l4 length, it is necessary to make judgments about how contin-
l5 uous a fault zone must be in order to support a single
16 rupture event. This task is made more difficult because our

17 geologic information is generally restricted to only the

].8 near surface region. Examples exist where a single earth-

ae
C

quake apparently has produced rupture along several planes,

20 which although they are closely adjacent, are not actually
connected, at least at the surface. This effect has been

seen over distances of several kilometers. A good deal of
23 geologic effort has gone into tracing faults with emphasis

25

on establishing continuity, in order to determine the total
length of the system. I believe that this effort is largely
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misplaced, if its primary intent is to establish the potential
for future earthquakes.

On the other hand, the amount of fault slip that
has taken place over recent geologic time appears to be

quite a direct measure of the amount of tectonic activity,
that is earthquake activity and fault creep, that has occurred.

Fundamental consideration of the strength of earth materials

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

can give us limits on how long a rupture must be given the

amount of slip. If for example a fault has had kilometers
of slip, it must have had a substantial length during the

time that slip accumulated. This would be true irrespective
of whether or not the geologic data is adequate to show

continuity of a single fault trace. Thus the emphasis

, should clearly be on establishing fault slip rather than in
trying to tie together individual strands of, what is in
Coastal California, a myriad of intertwined traces.

The next important point to consider is the time

frame within which the fault slip has taken place. In

geology we deal with time intervals of incredible length.
Over times of tens of millions of years, the earth's surface

appears very mobile, even fragments of continents can become

22

23

25

26

separated and drift away. Stress conditions that produce

these deformations can change significantly over geologic
time. The existence of fault slip many millions of years

ago may have little or no relevance to the present day

seismic potential of that fault. If the earthquake history
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of the past century'r two is inadequate to represent the

seismic potential of a fault, and conditions may have changed

3 too much to put reliance on a record that is millions of
years old, what is the appropriate time interval we should

5 use to judge a fault? Smith (1976) makes the case that for
6 regions with dimensions on the order of 100 km Holocene

7 time, about the last 20, 000 years of history, is an appro-

priately conservative interval on which to base our assessment

9 of fault activity. It is long enough to assure an adequate

10 sample of earthquakes as revealed in fault slip, and short
enough that the assumption can be made that geologic conditions
have not changed significantly.

13 Finally, we should ask what the tectonic framework

14 can tell us about stress conditions on the faults in question.

15

16

This is important because stress conditions are more likely
to control a ground motion parameter, such as peak accelera-

17 tion, than is earthquake magnitude. Regions undergoing

normal faulting, a situation characterized by horizontal

19 tension, typically produce lower stress earthquakes than

20 those associated with thrust, or reverse faulting, in which

horizontal compression is dominant. Strike slip faulting is
likely to be intermediate between these two extremes. In

23 addition to the local style of faulting, the proximity of
24 the region to major plate boundaries is important in assessing

what the stress conditions are likely to be. In the case at
26 hand; the San Andreas is the major boundary between the
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

Pacific Plate and the North American Plate. Relative motion

between these plates has been at an average of between 3 and

6 cm/yr over the past several thousand years. Some of this
motion must be taken up on faults parallel to the San Andreas.

The actual plate boundary is not razor thin, but rather

spread out over a substantial width. Just how wide the zone

is can best. be seen by looking at the slip history of some

of the parallel faults. What results is that faults closest

to the main break of the San Andreas appear to have the

largest amount of late Quaternary slip. The zone of influ-
ence of the San Andreas should diminish over distances of
the order of 100 km based on simple models of moving plates.
This seems to be born out from the record of slip on subsid-

iary faults. Those which are close, and may even intersect
the San Andreas, such as the Hayward fault or the San Gregorio

fault, appear to have the most late Quaternary displacement,

while those such as the Nacimiento or the Hosgri have

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

progressively less displacement the further removed they are

from the present plate boundary.

Thus we conclude that total mapped fault length is
an illusory concept, more like a game of "connect the dots"

than a matter of real substance, and that the history of
slip, particularly that during the past 10-20 thousand

years, is the fault parameter that has the most relevance to

25 earthquake potential. We also conclude that the style of

26 local faulting is important in assessing local stress
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12

13

15

16

17'8

19

20

21

22

23

24

conditions, and that distance from major plate boundaries is
important in determining the level of stress and thus the

earthquake potential.
Application of these principles to the Diablo

Canyon site yields the following:
1. Slip history of the Hosgri fault during late

Quaternary is several meters indicating that during this
time it was not operating as part of a long fault system.

2. Focal mechanisms and geologic data show that
deformation changes from right lateral shear on the San

Andreas to normal faulting in the offshore Santa Maria

Basin. The transition appears to be a gradual one with

oblique slip on the Nacimiento. The local stress conditions

for the Hosgri would thus be expected to be intermediate

between normal faulting and strike slip faulting, that is,
significantly less than those expected for compressional

regimes.

3. The Hosgri is some 80 km from the San Andreas

fault, which is the present day boundary between the North

America and Pacific plates. Although still influenc'ed te a

certain extent by the stress field from this plate boundary,

it is much less affected than those faults which are closer
to or intersect the San Andreas, and thus the stress levels
and earthquake potential are correspondingly less.

25

26
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D. Earth ake Ma itude

10

12

13

15

17

18

19

20

22

23

Some confusion exists in the use of the term

magnitude. A brief discussion should help to clarify its
use herein. Although there are currently about a half dozen

different types of earthquake magnitude, only the three most

common need be considered. They are local magnitude (M ),
body wave magnitude (mb) and surface wave magnitude MS.

M , the local magnitude, is based on the peak

horizontal ground motion as observed on a Wood Anderson

Torsion Seismograph. It is generally considered valid at
distances less than about 600 km. Because of the way it is
defined, it turns out to be most sensitive to motion in the

high frequency range, above several cycles per.second. As a

result, it is probably the most appropriate measure of
earthquake "size" for engineering purposes. In recent

years, it has become clear that peak motions in this part of
the frequency spectrum probably have a limiting value corre-
sponding to an ML of near 7. That is, the scale saturates
and as the earthquake energy increases, the higher frequencies
don't change much. The largest value of ML ever measured

was 7.2 for the 1952 Kern County earthquake.

The body wave magnitude, m , is based on the

amplitude and period of compressional waves recorded at
great distances. It is primarily a measure of relative

25

26

earthquake energy in the frequency band around 1 Hz.

Theoretical considerations indicate that this scale also.may
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well saturate at about magnitude 7. If ML values are not

available, mb would be the next best choice of magnitude for
engineering purposes.

The surface wave magnitude, MS, is a measure of
energy at very low frequency (periods of 20 seconds). It is
the only one of the commonly used scales which can be used

to measure earthquakes much in excess of magnitude 7. It
plays a special role in earthquake statistics because it is
most closely related to geologic parameters such as fault
rupture length and slip. U.S.G.S. Circular 672 uses both ML

and MS. local magnitude is used, up to 6.5-7.0 and then, at
greater magnitudes, surface wave magnitudes are used. There

is a reasonable degree of consistency between these measure-

ments in the magnitude range of 6 to 7, where both are

applicable and, in the late 1960's, it was assumed that this
equivalency would continue at higher magnitudes. It has

been shown, however, that the ML scale saturates at 7+ and

thus any reference to larger magnitudes is, by definition,
an MS.

In the seismicity discussion that follows, I have

used M< data since it represents the bulk of the data up to
magnitude 6, but when I use these statistics to extrapolate
to larger magnitudes for the purpose of calculating slip
rates, the implicit assumption is that those magnitudes

represent M values.

26
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The Southern Coast Range Province in which Diablo

Canyon is located is an area of low to moderate seismicity.
Major activity is centered on the San Andreas fault about

70 km to the east, and in the Transverse Range Province
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about the same distance to the south. Earthquakes are,

however, not restricted to these zones, and the Southern

Coast Range Province has experienced some modest amounts of
seismic activity during historic times. There are several

reports of locally felt shocks during the last century which

did some damage in San Luis Obispo County. Intensities are

estimated at VIII Rossi Forel (VII MM). The largest instru-
mentally recorded earthquake in the region appears to be the

1952 Bryson shock, with a magnitude of 6.0, and maximum

intensity of VII MM. Its location makes the most, probable

association the Nacimiento fault, although no direct con-

firmation of this has been possible. The Southern Coast

Range Province includes a large number of intertwined
northwest trending faults, which have varying degrees of
continuity. The Nacimiento fault does not appear greatly
distinguished from any of these in terms of length, con-

tinuity, or slip rate. Our approach from the beginning has

been to assume that all of these faults are seismically
capable, and that their potential activity in the future can

best be estimated by examining their geologic record of slip
in the past.
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Examining the geology and the seismicity of central
California, it becomes clear that although the San Andreas

fault is the principal plate boundary, significant defor-

mation has occurred over a fairly broad zone centered on

that boundary. Since the lithosphere, that is the moving

tectonic plate, is perhaps 100 km in thickness, a distri-
bution of surface deformation (faulting) over a zone with a

width roughly comparable to this thickness is not too

surprising. Coastal California is laced with such faults.
The geologic record of movement on these faults can give us

a direct measure of how the plate motion is distributed over

this wide zone. Furthermore, the historic record of earth-

13

14

quakes can be examined to confirm this view.

Although there may sometimes be a temptation to

15

16

as

20

oversimplify the geology of this region by reference to

simple plate tectonic models, the distribution and thickness

of rock types shows the development of more complex features
than predicted for simple rigid plates. Off the coast there

are thick sedimentary basins bounded by normal faults.
Clearly, the stresses operating in the offshore region have

21

22

23

25

been significantly different from the north-south compression

currently operative on the San Andreas system. Tensional

stresses must have existed at the time these basins were

formed and may in fact exist today as well. The information
we have to .assess the stress direction comes from the geologic

record of movement and from the focal mechanisms of recent
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earthquakes. Both lines of evidence point toward a gradual

transition from the right-lateral shear environment near the

3 San Andreas fault to a tensional environment in the offshore

4 on the Santa t,ucia Bank fault. If the offshore region is
one of transition to a tensional rather than a compressional

regime, this would significantly reduce the potential for
high-stress, high-peak - acceleration earthquakes on the

Hosgri or other nearby faults.
In our earlier 1967 report, we examined both the

10 seismic and geologic history of this region and concluded

that to insure a very conservative estimate of future seismic

potential we should place our emphasis on the geologic

13 record. The reasons for this were the uncertainty of whether

or not the past several centuries of seismic history, during
which time there had been very little activity, were truly
representative of what the future might be. Evidence from

17

18

other parts of the world available at that time indicated
that patterns of seismicity could shift on a time scale of

19 centuries. By placing our emphasis on the geologic record

20 of fault slip we could effectively push back the record of
earthquake activity for nearly 20,000 years and thus obtain
an estimate that we were sure would be both reliable and

23 conservative. Although I still believe that this is the

proper emphasis, recent developments in the use of seismic

moment make it possible to directly assess the present day

26 seismicity in terms of slip rates and thus test the idea of
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whether or not the current rate of earthquake activity is
consistent with the geologic record of fault slip. Before
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doing this, some explanatory comments about the concept of
seismic moment are needed.

During the past decade, seismic moment has come

into common use in seismology as an effective means to
characterize the size of an earthquake. Since earthquakes

are caused by rupture and sliding along fault surfaces in
the earth, the net effects of an earthquake can. be measured

in terms of the amount of slip and the area over which it
took place. This type of dislocation in an elastic medium

can be represented mathematically in terms of its equivalent
force'system - that is the pair of forces that would have to
be applied to produce the same elastic displacements through-
out the medium. The moment of these forces turns out to be

simply the product of the average slip u, the fault area A,

and the rigidity p of the surrounding rocks.

Seismic Moment M = p u A0

Seismic moment can also be related empirically to earthquake

magnitude, thus making the link to relate geologically
observable quantities to seismological data. Kanamori and

Anderson (1975) review the theoretical framework within
which this empirical correlation can be made.

Their result is
25

26

E,og M = 1 5 MS + 15 80

for average California earthquakes with a stress drop of
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30 bars. Although such correlations can be made with other
magnitude scales for limited ranges of magnitude, the most

generally applicable one is that which utilizes surface wave

magnitude as given'ere. For recent earthquakes which have

high quality instrumental data, it is also possible to
measure the seismic moment directly from the seismograms by

means of spectral analysis .

Considerable data exists for fault lengths, fault
slip, and the strength of the crust. The remaining parameter,

depth of faulting, is the most, difficult to estimate. ln
California, virtually all the earthquakes on strike slip
faults appear to be in the top 10-12 km of the crust. We

know that motion must take place beneath this as well but
this is the brittle region where sudden slip occurs producing

earthquakes. Zn all the calculations referred to herein, we

have assumed fault depths of 10 km and crustal rigidities of
3 x 10 dynes/cm11 2
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25

26

The first approach to relating seismic history to
fault slip through seismic moment was done by examining the
average seismicity during the last half century in the

Southern Coast Range Province excluding both the San Andreas

activity and the activity in the Transverse Ranges. This
result is given in Appendix D-BZ11A of Amendment 50 of the
FSAR. To briefly summarize, it shows the usual type of size
distribution for California earthquakes and yields the

relationship
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Log N = 3.72» .92M

where N is the number of earthquakes per year that exceed

magnitude M in the 54000 square kilometer region sampled.

Distributing these earthquakes over the four principal
northwest trending fault zones (Hosgri, Rinconada, Nacimiento,

and Santa Lucia Bank) allows us to calculate a return period

for earthquakes of a specified magnitude on each fault zone.

For example, a magnitude 6.5 earthquake should be expected

to occur about every 700 years somewhere along each of these

four faults, if the statistics presented above are an adequate

representation of the long-term average for the region. For

this simple model, we can convert the postulated seismic

activity into an estimate of fault slip by means of the

seismic moment. Each of the four faults would have to be

assumed to span the entire region we have sampled, thus

making them about, 200 km long. A rough calculation shows

that one magnitude 6.5 earthquake every 700 years along a

200 km fault will lead to a net slip of about 1.5 meters

over the past 17,000 years. Since observations of surface

faulting show the slip locally may exceed 2 to 3 times the

average slip, one would expect to see, locally at least,
slip of several meters from this postulated level of seismic

23

24

activity. This is in fact what has been observed in the
I

seismic profiles across the Hosgri, leading us to the con-

25

Qi
26

elusion that this level of seismicity, up to magnitude about

6.5, is likely to represen't the maximum that has occurred
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here. Similar calculations with a magnitude assumed to be

7.0 lead to a total average slip during the past 17,000

years of about 3 meters. From this one could expect to see

slip locally exceeding 2 or 3 times this amount. Since

fault slip of this magnitude would have produced a more

significant and pervasive record of sea floor disturbance,

even if it were primarily horizontal in direction, we conclude

that earthquakes of this size cannot have been characteristic

10

of this region during the last 17,000 years.

The above exercise is not viewed as conclusive
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19

20
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proof, but rather was undertaken to see if the last half
century of earthquake data in the Southern Coast Range

Province makes a consistent picture when taken together with
the geologic record of slip. We concluded that it did. In
an effort to further test these ideas and examine the sensi-

tivity of the result to the size of the region over which

seismicity was sampled, the analysis was extended to include
the entire plate boundary region from Cape Mendocino to Baja

California. The result is described in Appendix D-IL45A of
Amendment 50 to the FSAR. The resulting recurrence rela-
tionship for the entire 1350 }an long plate boundary is:

I,og N = 5.04 - .886 M

In order to use a statistical relationship like this, we

need to apportion seismic activity between the San Andreas

and the various secondary fau'ts which parallel it. By way

of illust ation, if we distribute the -earthcpxakes
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proportionally to the fault slip rates, we would find about

2 5% of the San Andreas activity on the Hosgri. This leads to,
an average return period for a magnitude 6.5 earthquake on

4 the section of the Hosgri adjacent to Diablo Canyon of about

5 1000 years. The consistency of this result with that
6 discussed earlier simply means that the sample of seismicity

during the last half century in the Southern Coast Range

Province is at least as representative of that region as is
9 the larger sample representative of the entire plate boundary.

10 To further check the consistency of this approach,

11 we can apply it directly to the San Andreas fault where a

12 good deal more is known about the history of slip. Sich

13 (1978) by means of radio carbon dating techniques, reports
14 that about 9 great earthquakes have occurred on the Palmdale

15 section of the San Andreas fault since the 6th century A.D.

16 The recurrence time ranges between 50 and 300 years with an

17 average of 160 years. On the central section of the San

18 Andreas (Carrizo Plain) 'he reports a recurrence time for
19 great earthquakes of about 250 years. Slip rates inferred
20 from these observations range between 3.7 and 6.0 cm/year.

Using the last half century of instrumental data on earth-
quake occurrences, as in the previous examples, we would

23 predict a magnitude 8-1/4 earthquake about every 185 .years

24 somewhere along the plate boundary. On a specific section
25 of. the fault, comparable to that which ruptured in the great
26 earthquakes of 1857 or 1906, we could estimate the return
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period to be about, 600 years. The slip rate corresponding

to this estimate is only 2 cm per year. Thus, the sample of
seismicity during the last 45 years appears to underestimate

the plate boundary motion by a factor of about 2. This type
of agreement is considered satisfactory considering that a

significant part of the plate motion may take place as

creep, or that the period of time sampled was not as seis-
mically active as the average. In either case, the inference
drawn regarding the Hosgri would err on the side of conservatism.

F. The 1927 Iom oc Earth ake
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It is the understanding of Applicant and others
that the U.S.G.S. conclusion that the Hosgri is capable of a

7.5 M earthquake depends to a large extent on their assump-

tion that the 1927 earthquake could have occurred on the

Hosgri. This possibility in turn depends on the Open file
report by N. Gawthrop which located the 1927 earthquake on

the Hosgri based on worldwide seismographic data. His

result has not yet been published in the open scientific
literature and has been the subject of considerable
criticism. In my judgment the 1927 earthquake did not occur

on the Hosgri fault.
On November 4, 1927, a magnitude 7.3 earthquake

occurred off the coast of Point Arguello. The distribution
of damage from this shock is shown in Figure 1, taken from

\

Byerely (1930). Because of the poor quality of seismological
data available in the late nineteen twenties, this pattern
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of actual earthquake effects probably represents our best

information on where the event was located. 'Several different
locations have been suggested, however, based on various

10

12

13

15

16

17

types of analyses. They are summarized in Figure 2 which is
taken from Hanks (1977) and illustrate the wide divergence

of opinion regarding this earthquake. Before going further,
it may be useful to list the most severe effects of this
earthquake so as to maintain some perspective regarding its
yotential impact on the structure at Diablo Canyon:

Honda several hundred thousand cubic feet of
sand were shaken down from the cliff to the beach

below.

Roberds Ranch Man thrown from feet; house

shifted on foundations; chimmney thrown down,

earthquake fountains; earth lurched; cracks in
ground.

White Hills Poorly built block walls

18

20

21

22

23

25

collapsed.

Clearly, if this earthquake had been on the Hosgri
as assumed by Gawthrop (1975), its repetition even further
north and adjacent to Diablo Canyon would pose no ground

motion problem more severe than those originally considered
in the design of the plant.

The evidence that can be brought, to bear on the

location of this earthquake is as follows:

26
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Arrival times of seismic waves at distant seismo-

graph stations in North America, Europe, Japan,

10

12

2.

and Australia. This data suffers from large

errors in timing. My experience leads me to
believe that of the various techniques for locating
older earthquakes, this is the most unreliable.
It is, however, the primary basis of Gawthrops

conclusion and thus of the U.S.G.S. assumption

regarding a magnitude 7.5 on the Hosgri fault.
Interval times between shear and compressional

waves for aftershocks. This aftershock data was

first exploited by Hanks, Hileman, and Thatcher

~ '3
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(1975) making use of the fact that the. S-P interval
is a direct measure of distance from the recording
station and thus can be used in a simple triangulation
scheme. Their critical assumption was that the

main shock would be located within the main body

of the aftershock distribution. This data is more

reliable than the direct arrival times mentioned

above because it does not depend on the absolute

accuracy of time keeping at a seismograph station
but only on the difference in arrival time between

two different seismic waves at the same station.
As an example, the closest seismograph station,
and thus potentially the most important one, was

in the museum in Santa Barbara, but its arrival
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time could not be used in a direct solution because

the clock correction was completely unknown. The

S-P times f'r hundreds of aftershocks, however,

could be accurately measured from these records.

3. Intensity data. The pattern of isoseismals, or

lines of roughly equivalent earthquake damage

effects shown in Figure 1, gives us a general idea

of the north south location of the shock, but not
much about its distance off shore. This pattern
would put the earthquake directly offshore from

Point Arguello.
4. Sea floor topography. An earthquake of this site

would be expected to produce surface displacement.

A careful examination of high resolution seismic

profiling reveals no sea floor offsets along the

Hosgri that appear as if they could have been

associated with this earthquake. A recently
active structure, the Z,ompoc faulted anticline,
however, shows sea floor disturbances of approxi-
mately the right magnitude to account for this
earthquake.

Although taken separately, none of these lines of reasoning
leads to a definite conclusion regarding the location of the

earthquake; when taken together, they point convincingly
toward the E,ompoc structure as the source. This is perhaps

best illustrated by Figure 3 in which the possible locations
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and their associated error bounds are shown to overlap in
the region of the Iompoc structure.

G. Peak Instrumental Acceleration At The Site
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There has been a steady increase in'he amount of
ground motion data available in the decade since our original
report was written. Because the sample now includes a

fairly large body of earthquakes, recorded in a wide variety
of circumstances, we have started to see occasional accelera-

tions in excess of 1 g. The number of these observations is
small, and fits well within the extreme bounds that one

would expect due to statistical scatters. The variation in
recorded accelerations is due to combined effects of local
geological and soil conditions, topography, and rupture

propagation (focussing) phenomena. As an example, the

Pacoima record of the. San Fernando earthquake which showed

accelerations up to 1.15 g was most likely a result of both

focussing of energy due to rupture propagation and amplifi-
cation due to the location of the instrument on a ridge.
These physical explanations do not in any way detract from

the validity of this measurement but they point out that
there is a difference between recorded ground motion and

ground motion used as input to a design analysis. In this
particular instance, the strong motion station location high
on the ridge above the Pacoima Dam makes it, very obvious

that this instrumentally recorded motion is inappropriate
for design. In other earthquakes, the effects of special
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circumstances may not be so obvious, and furthermore, they

may contribute to either decreasing or increasing the "free
field" or undisturbed ground motion that should be used for
design purposes. It is for this reason that the body of
strong ground motion be viewed from a statistical standpoint.

Of the thousands of earthquake records that now exist, three

have shown accelerations in excess of 1 g. They are

10

Pacoima, Calif., 1971 1.15g Magnitude 6.4 M Intensity (MM) X

Naghan, Iran, 1977 1.08g 5.5 VII +

Karakyr, U.S.S.R., 1976 1.30g 6.6 IX

12

13 The circumstances that produced these accelerations are very

complex, and we cannot at the present time expect to under-
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stand them in all details. We do understand enough of the

conditions regarding the Hosgri fault, however, to make some

assessment about the gross effects of topography, rupture

propagation, and geologic conditions there and thus assess

the relevance of these high acceleration records to the case

at hand. Topography amplification or soil amplification can

be ruled out immediately based on the known properties of
the site.'upture focussing effects can be estimated and

shown to be significantly less than those for Pacoima. which

is the best understood of the three examples based on the

strike and dip of the Hosgri fault and its distance and

geometrical relation to the site.
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Hanks and Johnson (1976) have examined all avail-
able near field data and concluded there is no magnitude

dependence of peak acceleration above magnitude 4.5. The

recent data from Iran and the Soviet Union do not change

10

12

13
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this result. The average of all peak accelerations from

earthquakes above magnitude 5.5 recorded in the near field
is now .49g with a standard deviation of .40g. Thus from

either a deterministic approach where we try to assess the

physical processes that have produced existing strong motion

records and extrapolate to the Hosgri fault, or from a

statistical approach where raw peak accelerations are simply

averaged, the conclusion is that a peak ground acceleration

of 1.15 g at Diablo Canyon for a large earthquake on the

Hosgri is a very conservative estimate. The term "large
earthquake" is used because of the fact that, peak motion in
the near field is essentially independent of magnitude.

H. Conclusion
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Based on my evaluation of the Diablo Canyon site
and related surrounding geologic and seismic data, I can

conclude within a reasonable degree of seismological

certainty the following:
1. The original seismic evaluation of 1967

provided many conservatisms which could be relaxed in light

25

26

of present day knowledge and data.

2. The current assumptions made in the Hosgri

reanalysis of Diablo Canyon in whch a magnitude 7.5 earthquake
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is specified on the Hosgri must be classified as grossly
conservative.

3. There have not.beeen recurrent earthquakes

above about a 6.5 magnitude on the Hosgri in the past 17,000

years.

4. Et is highly unlikely that the 1927 Kompoc

earthquake occurred on the Hosgri.

5. A peak ground acceleration of 1.15g at Diablo

Canyon for the maximum earthquake on the Hosgri is a very
conservative estimate.
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MR. NORTON: That concludes our direct.

MRS. BONERS: Do any of these slides have a

color problem?

MR. NORTOH: X Con't believe so. Dr. Smith is
I

shaking his head Ho.

MRS. BONERS: Hr. Pleischace

10.

12

13

16

20
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4C wb1. CROSS BZFiMXNATXOÃ

BY MRe FXZXSCHAKER:

9 Dr. Smith, i'd like to start, out, by getting some

definitions on the record early on, because these are concepts

we'l pxcbably be talking about during the'ourse of the

cross emanation.

First, of all, when we talk about strcng ground
~,

~ . motion, what is it that we.'re referxing 'to?

=10

'

A. (Nitness Smith) Genera13.y to a measuxe of that

..mot'ion., Acceleration, ve1ocity, displacement, as a function.

of timea

12.. 9 Mould you explain each of those paran~ters,

acceleration, velocity and displacement?

And let ma ask you - 'the Board has made mention

of" this befoxe: I: would raquest that you txy to put this

16

17

19"

ZG "

,23;.'s

non-technically as you can, for a lay man, or to try to

e'ducate the Boaxd But to the extent that you need to be

technicaL to be preci se g then do that.
t"* ' HRo. NORTON:: -X would also 1M-e to remind the

',. panel that .the xeason the panel is up there, if there are
"~

~ those who can. do it cd.cker and faster, ox Mhat .to add, that
* '

4

they 'feel free to:do so
'he

only reason X. say that is, I just read

Dr 'olt's hook on that ques+on,

0 .i=; '+~4kpp

4

I

I *
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'''Q

BY HR ~ PLHXGCHAEBR".

Think of it this way: You'e trying to teach all
of.us who don4t know much about this a little samething about

each of these parameters, --if Mat helps you.,

(Mitness SmiUx) Okay. Fine. , But. X don'

G"7'ntend. to give an extensive lecture.

Q That's okay.

8 A Displacem nt is measured in centimeters or inches,

.9 '- and it's a,record of hoor the ground moveso You look at the

ground at ane instant in time and at another instant.. in time

~ ~

you notice that it has moved, for example, 2 centimeters.

Xt,'s a measure of. displacement.
1 ') ~ ~I 0

Velocity i.s a measure of how fast the ground

moves from Point A to Point B., Xf you notice it moved a

centimeter and it, got there in half a second, that means the

)6'.;

f

17

l8'II

l
$ 9".,

20.'

2$ „

velocity is 2 centimeters per- second. Xt had to move that

'fast. to get from Point A to Point. B in that length of time
'

P

Acceleration is the rate, at which the, velocity
I'

changed'he. velacity may have been 1 centimeter. per second

in the'irst instant in time, and at a later time the velacity
II

'hanged~ the ground had. accelerated The acceleratian is the

.rate of 'change of veloci.ty

.-24. ~

"'Acceleration is typically measured in'racti.ons

of g~ that: is~. the acceleration. of gravity.
1''9'." 'Are these measuremants of'a particular'"particle '
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S" e

that- we'e thinking about
generally?'494I 1

A These would, for ex~~ pie, be measurements of

the foundation on which the seismograph might be installed

to monitor the motion of a particular piece of ground.

9 Xs displacement something you can see?

, So you can actually go out and say,,Aha, displace-

8 ment,

A 'o, Xf you had' record of the ground motion

you.'.d be able to look".at the'iggly line-and. say~ This is the

displacement., Sometimes if you'e close to a, fault you can

see- the displacement

13
Xs:- velocity in one direction only?

A No Typically these functions oscillate with

'ime ., -There would he either positive or negative velocities.

9,. So we have* a, particle that. is moving around?

l7".

lS:,.

20:;
* -1

-Zl'»

Yes~,

Heel about acceleration? Xs that in, one direction,

': like driving down. the street?'I
'

.A 'oo'hato s also oscillatory.
Q.,- -; Nba. was the word youused?

A Oscillatory. Oscillatingo , These -are, vibrations '

~

)

R4';

'..; we,'re. speaking, ofo
rk

'
X think you mentioned that these measurements —Ho

";-does 'time, fit, i'nto this?" Duration~'hat was'.-the fourth.
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wh4

3

.,parameter'hat you mentioned.
It 42 4

A Rima'ntexs in several different. ways'. The
Vp",

way you'e refers'ing now, duration is simply the length of
I

time that the'duration takes place above some specified levelo

Mow is this duration for the entire shaking2

6

7

8

A I can be defined in any nuInber of different wayso

- X just., for example, use the term "perceptible level of
I I 22*

motion." Xf 'the ground were shaking underneath you and it

1,0'.

0 42ff

continued to shake for a few seconds and you perceived it for.
that2-lolng,'hin that, would. he De duration of the shaMing,

with that d finition.

e o u could define du ation. as that tame
r

over which velocities exceeding a4certain value occur, or
.l

d'isplacement's, or accelerations.

9 And we can have a duration for a given level
~ of velocity, or a given level of acceleration?

'-A .7 s 'Zo

%7

'8c

9

paraIGster82
g

\4

I

Ewtf, how do we obtain the meas~~'ament of these-
l

Assume an. earthrpxake, strong ground motion,

20',=,

hoar do we obtain these parameters?

A Prom strong motion seismographs.

2'I:

I* te.

4A

4'- 'e P gg„4
2-

,'-,-. Q. -:. And what is=.it that- the seismograph does that
4 l

permits us to obtain these measurement?

,A .. A, seismograph is somewhat,'akin. to a microphone

= in"that it sense motion and'converts it to some type of dis-
* e l, . ~

";. play;,4that,;one. can examine.,„'j'g.'' „'«'.". i;,;": -; <: -'',": '. ":

4',

gN

t 2

44
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wb5fi And is. this. displayed on a, piece of. gaper?

6 <

8

Either a piece of papez or magnetic tape.

And what is the read-out called?

The read-out is called a seismogram, or a record.

What is a time history?

That's also called a time histoxy, although
time'i

'i'istory is pezhaps a more inclusive term. Xt can include

': other things beside actual recorded ground motion.

9'

~ ~ . 10

What other- 'things?
g'

' Xt could be synthetic time histories genez'ated
I fi

from model studies or empirical studies.

But ifwe have a seismogram, for example, and

13
we see. these squiggly waves over it that essentially come down

to nothing, or close to nothing, that we can call a time

16'I7„

20

histozy; is that correct?

A,,Yes',

OIcay w

And we can also generate those thingss is that
I

coz rect? '

A
Yeso'-O'-,;.

WHat's an accelerqmetex?

A An accelerometer is an instrument Z-referred to

ifi, 'Pfifi +I fi

a-,moment ago,, akin: to a microphone, which converts ground motion
I fi A

fi

to a*visible record. of'ome. sorto.
fi

.,' ',;-'*;.<-.,-„;Q.'-: '.",", What. s: the- d'ifference, between, an accelerometer .

'.'
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and the seismograph?

A. Essentially the frequency range of interest-.

Conceptually they'xe identical.

To be precis , you said anmcelerometex? That.'s

an instrurmnt in a seismograph, wh'ch is an instrument system

. including the recording meanso So properly you might have

said accelerometer and seismomtex

Q Okay~ '' E p

20

You mentioned frequency range of interest. Nhat

isthat, referring to?
k
Qd

A 'ypically accelerometmrs are. used for higher
4

frequency information than seismomatexs.

23 .NelZ., would we use an accelerometer, for
example,.'f'e

were up close, tzying to get. some measurements up

close~ and the seismograph= if''e vere faz back7

29.:

20

:Not necessarily

Okay'ut

ifwe'e interested in high frequencies we
4

, wouM tend to use accelexometers2

A Yes Or. if'ou'e interested in Xaxge motions.

Seismometexs are typically. designed to he. very sensitive+ and
4

thus more, useful for very small motions

23 '
I

24
I

~P'.'hat is'igh frequency?
'4 'L

A 'Xn this- context high frequency would be above
*. "

5,'ycles.per,- secondo,, ',
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wb7 X. want to. talk a little bit, about the, earthquake„':
I

not the measurement, but the earthquake.

Shen we say the word "epicenter," what. haze MG

referring to?

Epicenter is the point on the surface of the

earth above the location of the first point of rupture of

8

the earthquake.

So this actually is not down in 6e earth",

hl

e'omething

on top,. on the surface?

A,'. Xt.'s a. point on a map

earth's surface of that point~

Xt.'s' prajecti.on of the

12. And hove about "hypocenter, what is that?

That'h point of fir t rupture of th arthq ak

at depth.
',

'ndh how about 'Focus," what's that?.

. There are

h l

"Pocus" would be synonymous with "hypocenter;."
I

some subtlties here that. X don'. thizO; are important.
l

for this- contact .

End 4C j9

2Q

-.-, 23
I* hit',

',

hh
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I

4D agbl Q Now when we talk about the word —the concept

"attenuation," what is it. that we'e talking about, in terms

of wave propagation —the word, "attenuation," what does

that refer'o?

A "Attentuation" refers to the -; in this conte::t,

'to the decrease o'f ground motion typically with distance

away from the source. *

$ 0

Q Do different frequencies of. motion have d ffereat
kinds of attenuation characteristics?

'..--A, . Yes.

Generally what is that?

The high frequencies attenuate most rapidly and

,

the low frequencies least rapidly in a general way.

9" How do we determine attenuation?
15 A There are many different ways: direct measurement

- 18

'tS.,
I

20'of'he
wave motion, with sensitive instruments; observations-

'of the decrease, in damage to- structures as one goes away

from an earthquake sources, those are the two primary means

of'easuring attenuation.,

Q „ , befell, but damage to the structure would ""'."

'.be-a function of'more.'than attenuation, wouldn't it?
A ...Xn common usage, attentuat'on of intensity would

I
"b'e the'attern of how intensity falls off as one goes away

'from, an, earthquake. source..
I

,'",-','-- ''"-";;..-','The examp1e X'howed '9.n the 1927 earthquake,shot<ed
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/

agb2, that the intensity decreased the further one goh from the

source of the earthquake. That's a type of attenuat9.on.
/

9 That',at*tenuation of intensity but that, is

not necessarily the —damage isn't neceasarily a measure

of the attenuation of the wave or the ground motion.

'I, - /,. gp,

'round, mot9.on

call."'aves..

I think,it is.
j'n

a general sense or —Strike that.,';'.

When an earthquake occurs, 9.t'esults in strong-

moves out, as I understand. it, in what. we

/

12

13

14-

15

Could you please tell us what kinds of waves

.there are that emit from an earthquake?
/

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, X'm going to object
P

- to that. question. I don'.- really care about the answer to 9t,
~ but; X,.'m..going to object to Mr. Fleischaker stating facts

17'

18»

19':

20

"noh in evidence and then asking a d9.fferent question at the.
/

end. of'is statemenh, which. is precisely what,he did at
that'ime,,

he.described; how he understood an earthquake to work

"'which vere facts not- in evidence, and then asked a different-

question..
"/

';,; 'MRS., BOWERS: Could you restate it,. Mr. Fleischake
/

MR. FLEXSCHAKER: Okay.

BY: MR FLEXSCBGQKR: E

'' ' '25'',

;. g.- =,, Are thexe different kinds'f. waves'hat, propagate

,, from;.. an.- earthquake?
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{Nitness Smith)'es. I'd" like to let
Dr'Bolt.'escribe

that.

Q Okay.

A (Witness Bolt) First of all, X think it'
important while we'e getting our definition stxaight, to

di.stinguish between an earthquake and the souxce of the

earthquake, IM. Pleischaker, X. think that's helpful as we go.

along.

X know that the term is muddled up in most, of. our

talking, but.,if we speak of a fault which ruptures —-,which

we'l. be talking about, no doubt —that's the source of the

earthquake, like a great, antenna which radiates waves. The

earthquake is the ground shaking. And the earthquake is
made up -- the shaking is made up of various kinds of waves

whi"h seismologists study, so X think that, might be helpful.
I

Q That's very helpful, yes.

—at the beginning to make that point.
Now,'t.turns out. that in the real world. where the

rocks have varying pxopez'ties, one gets severa3. kinds of
seism'ic waves.

The first wave to arrive is called the P-wave,

and this is named very cleverly by the early se9.smologists,

.the, P-wave, because "P" stands for- primary which is the
P'irst. wave. The second wave„to arrive is cal&A'gain

"='very cleverly, the S-wave., Xt'tands for the secondary wave,



h
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agb4 -*so it" is rather easy to remember.

How so far as the wave motion is conce ned, the

P-wave, the first wave to arrive, is a sound wave type of

motion. That is to say, the motion of the rock is rari-

6

factionally compressional in che direction of propagation of
the wave, just as my voice is rarifactional in compression

across. thi's ™oom.
k

C.

'he'.S-wave, the secondarywave on the contrary,

10

involves transve se or shearing motion at right angles to
'he dMection or. propagation of, the wave..

X make that point because, when we corn'e to discus+

13'6'

the effects of the various kinds of strong motion, it is
generally thought that the P-wave part of the seismogxam

', is'not"oC much importance in terms of damage, that it's the

'ransverse or shearing type of motion which may be the most

r'effective in that regard.

18

19

These C~ waves are followed by what used to be,

; called. the. third wave, the. T-waves,. but. these days are

called- the surface waves, which are made up of two kinds of
20'motion.
21,

'2
I

The first is the Hayle9gh motion after the man

who first wrote about them. These waves are txapped at the

2S,

24

,.„ sur».face..of. the earth and travel along the surface of the.
'if~,

crust.
i

'", The. Ha@leigh waves're- something like ocean waves,-
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agb5 as you watch an ocean wave go by, you must think of the

particles of water which are actually moving to make up what

you see as the wave. Now the particles of water are not

moving as the wave appears, the particles of water are moving

in more or less circles.

And so the particles of rock are moving in
circular or elliptical orbits. Ne don't actually see that,
we see the wave motion go by, and in the Rayleigh wave,

20

the particles are moving vertically and. horizonta3.ly both.

The horizontal motion is in the direction of propagation

22

23

'f the wave, so anything sitting on the ground would, as the

Rayleigh repave goes by, go 'up and down and backwards and

forwards.

25

26

27

28

29

2f

The second kind of surface wave is the Love wave,

also named after the man who first. worked on them and has

nothing to do with any other topic—
(Laughter.)

And in this case, the rock motion, the particle-
motion is transverse, as in the case of the S-waves, to the

direction of propagation.

So the'Love wave and the S-wave are very similar,
'ezcept that the Love wave is a surface wave —that is to say

I

*it. is transmitted along the surface of. the earth's crust.
Now there are some other types o waves that

lt i
seismologists in recent years have associated with strong

1'
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ground motion, and I don'5 want to go into the details of
these other waves unless you wish me to, because I don'

think they are likely to arise in the discussion.

That's the clearest I'e ever heard it explained,

as a matter of fact.

That was very helpful.

The first group of waves, the P-waves and S-waves

do we normally refer to those as body waves'

That's correct.

Q And the two other kind of waves we referred to,
the Rayleigh wave and the, 2: think you said, sheaz wave—

A Love.,

Love wave, Z'm sorry. Xs that a kind oz shear

wave?

The .Love wave is a kind of shear wave. And
there'lso

shearing in the Rayleigh wave.

Okay.

And those are surface waves'

That's correct.
70

21

Q Now when we look at. an accelerogram or a seismo-

=gram, can we distinguish all of these, four wavesP

A 7r7ell that's the seismologists'ob. Ne do that
routinely at our observatory at Berkeley from 1'ocal earth-

I
: quakes'nd f'm distant. earthquakes.'ne with training

can say this is t-e P-wave part of the seismogram< this is
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~ ~ ~par"=, '-""" ="- 'ae Vay~e. ga. wave part, tnxs is the

Love wave part.

However, iz the instrument —which in tnis case: .

would be an accel rometer, because it's designed to measu"e

strong motions —is near to the source, then oftentimes

these waves are mixed up, and they ' e not so clearly di "-

cernable and able to be'pointed to as being specifically one

'or the other kind, so the matter is somewhat moxe compli-

cated very hear to this antenna ~rhich is radiating .the

motion.

When we locate, when: ~ use seismograms to

locate earthquakes„. whicn of the waves do w select for our

location?

'Normally the P-wave is us~.-3, because it's the

first "rrival.on'he seismogram and he.".ce is the eas"est to

spot. The seconda~ wave is sometimes used.

The P-wave is what we'e 3.ookiug for the onset?

seismogx am.

..The onset of that eazthgQake as . t affects chatt

Q How where do we find the 8-wave ifwe'e looking

for it in the seismogram?

h. Bell having spotted the P-wave, che primary wave,

'.t1j'en .yoq,look down until you find a larger wiggle i5ich has
4

a 'greater amplitude aqP ~erhaps its frequency i's so'ewhat

d3;fferent.. There are a neer of,clues that -a,~~rain>a;;;
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seismologist would use to find that.

Xs it relatively easier ox moxe difficult to

find the S-wave than the P-wave2

It's more difficult.
P@y is that?

Because I mentioned before that the P-wave,

being the first wave, arrives when the record is quiet. Et's

the first to arrive and so you see the initial disturbance.

The S-wave arrives later in the record when the

ground is alxeady moving, so there are some wiggles on„the

record+

Q And the task is to select the e:cact point that
"it hits the xecoxd,'s that correct?

That's the task, yes.

NR. FLEISCHAFNR: Xt's about 4:30.

MRS. BOWERS't's our practice to continue

$ 8.

$ 9

20

'until 5:00 unless special cix'cumstances occur. I hope

some of you. people who have come to observe this afternoon

are not disappointed, but it was discussed earlier thaC'one

of the witnesses has an absolute commitment in San Francisco

this evening and. because he did not go on earlier today,

he simply has to catch a flight to San Francisco.
'- So we'l. adjourn now.
- - OThereupon, aC 4:30, the hearing in the

above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 8:30 a.m.,

the following day.)




